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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
In the early 2000s, the Future Aesthetics program of the Ford Founda-

FINDINGS
The program began with a set of convenings, which brought together

1. Cultural equity remains a central issue in the field of the

4. Future Aesthetics impact reached beyond the years of the

tion’s Media Arts and Culture division was a ground-breaking initiative

peer-based networks where hip-hop artists, presenters, and activists could

non-profit arts. The field of the non-profit arts must be more inclusive

initiative, elevating practitioners who continue to advance

to address changing demographics, changing aesthetics, and issues of

connect on a deeper level, work together to define the field, and ultimately

and visionary about questions of aesthetic and demographic change.

practices related to arts and social justice. The experience of Future

cultural equity in the non-profit arts sector. Launched by Ford program

build a sustainable cultural ecosystem of national prominence.

officer Roberta Uno, Future Aesthetics was animated by a belief that

It then developed a cohort of six organizations through which much of the

Aesthetics points to the role that funders can play in diversifying
2. The Future Aesthetics program proposed a ground-breaking

artistic and cultural practices that do not fit the marketplace model,

changing demographics had shifted the narrative of American identity,

ideation and program work would be directed. The cohort was subsequently

model of field development meant to directly address cultural

but can transform the mainstream. The success of plays such as “Fela!”

thus promoting new strategies for community inclusion while simulta-

complemented by strategic opportunity grants and individual travel grants

inequity by identifying, supporting, and connecting key artistic/

and “Hamilton” are evidence of success.

neously catalyzing new art forms.

to amplify the initiative. The program finally introduced the Future Aesthetics

cultural assets. It empowered those individuals and organizations to

Re-Grant Program (FAAR) that fostered a touring initiative and an individual

raise crucial questions about underrepresentation, access to resources,

5. The Future Aesthetics program demonstrates that strategic

impact continued through and after Uno’s tenure at the Foundation

artist re-grant program. Together, these initiatives developed a creative

critical reception, organizational development and long-term sustain-

funding can foster the development of vital, vibrant, and creative

(which ended in 2014). This report documents the ideas, values, and

ecosystem that sought to bring equity and redistribution of resources to a new

ability.

ecosystems. Future Aesthetics individuals and organizations valued

accomplishments of this important program and describes its impact.

generation of diverse artists.

The program effectively lasted from 2002 to 2008, although its

It covers the period from 2002 to 2014.

This report was researched and written by a team led by Jeff Chang,

the horizontal learning and collaborations, that in turn, proved genera3. Future Aesthetics’ focus on centering artists and developing

one of the original Future Aesthetics participants, along with Stanford

leadership among artists is among the most underutilized but

ture Aesthetics re-centered artists and directly took on issues of access

students, Jakeya Caruthers and Kai Kãne Aoki Izu, consisting of 2

effective models to advance equity in the arts. Additionally, when

and underrepresentation. It opened new avenues for artists to explore

graduate students and 10 undergraduate students. Extensive interviews

artists were entrusted to regrant money to each other, they did so

cutting-edge aesthetics at the leading end of demographic change;

were done with Uno and members of the Future Aesthetics cohort.

across discipline, geography, gender, culture, and ethnicity, fostering

Coming after the culture wars reduced direct funding to artists, Fu-

established enduring networks of arts institutions, organizations, and

tive for the field as a whole.

diverse networks.

individuals committed to this new work; and remade narratives around
past, present, and future intersections of art and social justice.

UP from the UNDERGROUND
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RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

1. Demographic reporting should become a regular tool to raise

5. Centering artists as decisionmakers and leaders can build

Established in 2002, the Ford Foundation’s Future Aesthetics program has been

In 2015, the Institute for Diversity in the Arts (IDA) at Stanford University was

transparency for funders and to measure progress towards equity.

leadership, knowledge and sustainability for the field. Leadership

groundbreaking, influential, and far-reaching in its scope and impact on the

commissioned to document the Future Aesthetics program. The commission

Equity begins with basic standards for the field.

development can be seen as a positive outcome of an artist-centered process.

field of the arts. In particular, the Future Aesthetics program advanced hip-hop

came at a particularly crucial moment in the field of non-profit arts with

aesthetics, especially in the performing arts, while centering artists of color and

respect to questions of cultural equity.1 In recent years, social justice movements

crucial issues of cultural equity in the non-profit arts world.

have centered questions of access, equity, justice, and representation. In addi-

2. Cultural change and cultural equity—that is to say, issues of

In the end, Future Aesthetics should be regarded as a program

access, underrepresentation, and power—are made urgent by

that was visionary in its scope and values. As a program that centered

demographic change, but are much bigger than demographic

artists of color and that anticipated a generational shift in aesthetics,

have continued to have impact, perhaps most notably in the success of the

arts world. Such questions were key in the design, implementation, and develop-

change. Demographic change and cultural equity cannot be con-

the story of this program is instructive for future non-profit arts pro-

Broadway play, “Hamilton,” one product of the creative ecosystem created by

ment of the Future Aesthetics program and remained so to this assessment.

flated. Cultural change impacts us all.

grams that seek to serve a new America transformed by the energies

Future Aesthetics. This report covers the entire period from 2002 to 2014. Over

The goal of this report is to assess how the Future Aesthetics program has im-

of diverse new generations and the sweeping cultural change that is

the arc of its development, the Future Aesthetics program fostered the devel-

pacted the North American non-profit arts landscape by opening new avenues

remaking the nation day-to-day.

opment of artists, organizations, networks, and creative ecosystems, helped

for artists, particularly young artists of color, to explore cutting-edge aesthetics

axis. The cohort’s geographic diversity led not only to capacity building

to popularize hip-hop aesthetics in the performing arts, and pushed crucial

at the leading end of demographic change; seeding and developing networks

in areas that have been traditionally supported but also to richer, more

resources to the leading edge of demographic, cultural, and aesthetic change.

of arts institutions, organizations, and individuals committed to this new work;

3. Work needs to be funded beyond the Northeastern/California

While the initiative ran from 2002 to 2008, its grantees, ideas, and values

dynamic artistic conversations and collaborations.

tion, cultural equity has become an important area of inquiry in the non-profit

and remaking narratives around past, present, and future intersections of art
and social justice. We hope that the report will benefit the larger field of the arts

4. More work needs to be done to build organizational develop-

and related creative networks of those working at the intersections of the arts,

ment and sustainability among new creative ecosystems. The field

culture, and social justice.

needs to better support organizational development, administrative

1 Cultural equity is a term popularized by the late folklorist Alan Lomax and perhaps best
expressed in Article 27, Section 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “Everyone has
the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to
share in scientific advancement and its benefits.”
As used by scholar and arts advocate Bill Ivey who chaired the National Endowment for the
Arts from 1998-2001, is concerned with, among other things, access, representation, and
power/self-determination in the arts. His “Cultural Bill of Rights” reflects the notion that all
Americans have a right to enjoy the benefits of a “vibrant, expressive life.” See also Diane
Ragsdale, “A New Conversation about Culture: Bill Ivey’s Big Ideas for the Arts.” GIA Reader,
Vol. 20, No. 1 (Spring 2009).

capacity, and long-term sustainability.

DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY
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Through Future Aesthetics, the Ford Foundation sought to reframe arts and

early 1980s had burst into global commercial culture, and evolved quickly to

culture funding by emphasizing “diverse aesthetics” that supported “culturally

influence global media, performance and visual based art, language, literature

specific, artistic-centric and community-driven organizations.” The name itself

and fashion.

was coined by Roberta Uno to encompass issues of changing demographics,
aesthetics, and cultural equity, while centering generational shifts she saw

came to support the more avant-garde and experimental wings of a popular

occurring in the performing arts she had been advancing in her previous work

global, post-multicultural youth cultural movement. At the time, hip-hop

at the New WORLD Theater.

performing arts were not seen as commercially viable or artistically valued.

The “Future Aesthetics” appellation was given to a two-day closed session

funded organizations and individuals motivated by a desire to advance hip-

15 and 16 in 2003. Sponsored by the Ford Foundation, La Peña Cultural

hop values, forms, activisms, and histories in the work. Hip-hop performing

Center, and Youth Speaks, this Artist Dialogue event brought together con-

arts were unusually dedicated to both aesthetic experimentation and social

temporary performing artists and arts organization administrators to discuss

justice messages. Thus, by funding hip-hop performing arts, Roberta Uno later

the field, and create viable and sustainable networks.

wrote, the Ford Foundation would “acknowledge [its] profound cultural and

th

The idea of “Future Aesthetics” was conceived by the Ford Foundation to

FUTURE
AESTHETICS

Instead, this portion of the movement was being developed locally by under-

of invited artists and arts administrators held in San Francisco on September
th

The DEFINITION of

By tying Future Aesthetics to hip-hop aesthetics, the Ford Foundation

capture demographic and cultural shifts happening at large within the U.S.

social impact, without restricting artists in their inquiries and discoveries.”3
Thus, Future Aesthetics sought to extend capital and management

The term covered a diverse range of artistic disciplines, communities and

resources to hip-hop luminaries like Rennie Harris, Danny Hoch, and

generations where traditional culture meets new technology, media and a

organizations such as Youth Speaks and Global Action Project.The initiative

globalized audience. Central to the concept of Future Aesthetics was a belief

sought to develop peer-based networks where hip-hop artists, presenters, and

that changing demographics had shifted the narrative of American identity,

activists could connect on a deeper level, work together to define the field,

thus promoting new strategies for community inclusion while simultaneously

and ultimately build a sustainable cultural ecosystem of national prominence.

catalyzing new art forms.

Eventually Future Aesthetics curated a cohort of six organizations through

In these discussions, hip-hop aesthetics came to the fore. Hip-hop

which much of the ideation and program work would be directed. The cohort

aesthetics was about the perseveration, celebration and cultivation of artists,

was subsequently complemented by strategic opportunity grants and individ-

activist and community leaders brought together under what Uno called a

ual travel grants to amplify the initiative.

“permeable art form,” one that “reflects and reinterprets the world around it,”
while ensuring “democratic participation.”2 Hip-hop aesthetics emerged in the
early 1970s among youth communities of color in New York City. Five central
performative elements—DJing, B-boying, Rapping, Graffiti and cultural based
knowledge—came together to create a subcultural movement that by the
2 Roberta Uno. “A Baby Boomer’s Defense of Hip-Hop Aesthetics,” in Total Chaos:
The Art & Aesthetics of Hip-Hop. Edited by Jeff Chang. Basic Civitas, 2006. P. 300-1.

3 Roberta Uno. “Future Aesthetics 2.0: The World Has Changed.” GIA Reader. Vol. 25, No. 2
(Summer 2014). Available at: http://www.giarts.org/article/future-aesthetics-20
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REPORT
METHODOLOGY

intended to highlight intergenerational evaluation and dialogue, and educate a
young cohort of mostly student artists of color on the non-profit arts world. After the completion of the report, students have reported their interest in moving
on to find work within the field. In this way, the report modeled the project’s call
for field development that is both sustainable and community-centered.

To assemble this report, IDA collected and analyzed the extensive primary

The Future Aesthetics project was well documented. La Peña Cultural

documentation already done on Future Aesthetics during the arc of its work.

Center oversaw the production of a number of materials—including three

We engaged key participants from the Future Aesthetics program through

unpublished reports, a full-length DVD that captured highlights from the 2005

individual interviews conducted by staff and student researchers. We organized

events, and a series of commissioned papers that formed the foundation for an

a planning meeting at Stanford University with a core group of these key partic-

anthology entitled Total Chaos: The Art and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop. The latter

ipants, whose input helped us to shape the key themes of the report. Drafts of

was published in 2006 by Basic Civitas, a trade imprint, and became a standard

the report were also circulated to key participants for feedback and editing.

text in hip-hop studies and performance studies courses across the U.S. We were

In designing the documentation project, IDA tried to model the Future

also given access to a key unpublished 2010 report by Caron Atlas and former

Aesthetics program’s values of inquiry, inclusion, and collaboration. In Sep-

Future Aesthetics administrator Sylvia Sherman, in-progress drafts of articles by

tember 2015, IDA convened a planning meeting to assemble members of the

Roberta Uno and Elizabeth Mendez Berry from Chinua Thelwell’s forthcoming

Future Aesthetics cohort to discuss the program. Over the course of the day,

book on New WORLD Theater and a report on the Ford Foundation’s Supporting

students compiled cohort members’ responses to questions about themes,

Diverse Arts Spaces program. Finally, we read two Youth Speaks reports that

lessons, impacts, and timelines. These notes, in turn, became a roadmap for the

summarized the findings of two Doris Duke Foundation-supported meetings

research team.

held in 2014 between “hip-hop generation” Future Aesthetics cohort members

Principal investigator Jeff Chang, a member of the Future Aesthetics cohort

and critics. All of these materials gave the team an understanding of the scope,

Aoki Izu, led a team of 2 grad students and 10 undergraduate students. Together

development, and work of the Future Aesthetics program.

the team participated in a weekly seminar in which they researched not only

Team members then conducted further interviews with cohort members

the Future Aesthetics program and its components, but the historical context

and with Roberta Uno. They transcribed these interviews, discussed and present-

in which the program arose, the structures of cultural production, and key

ed their findings, and then wrote the sections of this report, working with each

questions of aesthetic, cultural, and demographic change in the non-profit arts

other to refine their thinking and writing. In this regard, like the Future Aesthetics

world.

program itself, the report process enacted learning opportunities and creative

in report design. Like the Future Aesthetics project itself, the report design was

in Historical Context

and special invitees, and “millennial generation” artists, arts administrators,

since its inception, and assistant investigators, Jakeya Caruthers and Kai Kãne

The pedagogical aspect of the methodology was part of a key innovation

FUTURE
AESTHETICS

collaborations. A draft of the report was sent back to the cohort for comment,
and the investigators completed the final report.
DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY
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Future Aesthetics came after a time of rapid cultural change. From the 1970s
through the 1990s, artists from marginalized communities—people of color,

Young hip-hop influenced performing artists of color who came of age
alism that further limited acceptance of new works from people of color.
Post-Culture War reluctance to fund art at the point of creation—particular-

in the late 1990s and saw themselves as creating a D.I.Y. (Do It Yourself)
movement of sorts. In the same way that hip-hop music and film had crashed

women, and queers—began to make their presence known in the mainstream.

ly community, culture-driven, artist-centric, justice-based art—resulted, among

Cultural historians now talk of this era as one defined by the rise of the multicul-

the mainstream on its own artistic and financial terms, they sought to develop

other consequences, in the steering of private funds to “‘professional’ organi-

turalism movement. Although not all artists of color worked under the banner of

models that did not rely upon recuperation of national cultural policy.

zations, which required formal models of nonprofit governance and a trained

multiculturalism, all were impacted by its broad calls for greater representation,

Hip-hop also seemed to do three things at once: it built on and further

and paid staff. Such requirements distanced many organizations of color from

cultural equity, and aesthetic recognition. Their success was due in no small

popularized the radical diversity called for by the multiculturalist movement; it

their activist, grassroots origins.”

spoke to the exciting aesthetics of a younger, more diverse generation; and in

part to two National Endowment for the Arts initiatives—Expansion Arts and

Furthermore, traditionalist, Eurocentric aesthetic ideas of “quality” were

its less commercially-driven forms, expressed a consonance with social justice

peer-reviewed artist grants—that funded works from artists and supported the

reinforced in philanthropic spending. Given that the attacks of the Culture Wars

creative ecosystems in which they were able to develop their work.

questions around race, gender, identity, and equity. In that way, hip-hop arts

had been waged structurally and ideologically against people of color, feminist,

appeared as a field that could potentially restart critical discussions about race,

and queer artists, the question of aesthetic value and structural viability made

culture, and equity during a period of hostility toward these very ideas.

However, by the mid-1980s, cultural conservatives had begun to work
through Congressional legislation to attack government funding of the arts. As

creative movements like those captured by hip-hop unimaginable, illegible,

public consciousness rose around the devastating social crises of the period

and illegitimate as philanthropically supportable art. Recent reports document-

- from HIV/AIDS to mass deindustrialization to a deadly and corrosive war on

potential she saw in this work, Uno aimed to lift up the forward-leaning

ing underrepresentation of these communities in the art testify to the long-term

drugs - so too did conservative panic. In the name of preserving a putative

aesthetics of art that, despite structural exclusions and erasures, had survived

impact of this delegitimization.4

brilliantly, illustrating the promise of critical provocation and radical motivation

national culture reflecting hegemonic, “traditional” values and socio-cultural
safety in the midst of uncertainty, culture itself became a crucial site for
articulating financial austerity through moral and aesthetic policing. Vitriolic

Still, where the arts universe saw a difficult moment in these pre-millennium
When Roberta Uno was a director, dramaturg, and professor at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, she had a storied history of placing arts on

raged, but they hardly concealed the debates’ underlying stakes of racism,

the frontline and battling those forces that would place it under siege. She had

classism, sexism, homophobia, and exclusion. Indeed, cultural production

founded the New WORLD Theater (NWT) in 1979 as a project of Third World

that spoke to and from the intersectional margins (i.e. the work of Black queer

Liberationist ideology with a mind for the importance of artistic representation

filmmakers like Marlon Riggs or poets like Sapphire) was the art most often and

and voice. Hired by the Ford Foundation in 2002, she not only brought a con-

most visibly targeted.

sciousness of the broader funding milieu and its implications for cultural equity,
she also engaged an emphasis on hip-hop that was itself deeply influenced

servatives were successful in leading Congress to defund the National Endow-

by models of cultural autonomy drawn from the Third Worldist politics and

ment for the Arts. The specific elimination of Expansion Arts and peer-reviewed

aesthetics that spawned political and arts movements in communities of color.

artist grants led to the closing of many organizations that had developed artists
of color and the reversal or ending of cultural equity initiatives across the field.
At the same time, art critics developed formalist arguments against multicultur-

that a fraught and threatening history could never hold down.

tensions, the Ford Foundation saw an opportunity.

rhetorical battles over “decency,” national respectability, and artistic quality

By the mid-1990s, after a series of very high profile attacks on artists, con-

Launching Future Aesthetics in 2003 to help to advance the creative

4 See: Diversity in the Arts: The Past, Present, and Future of African American and Latino
Museums, Dance Companies, and Theater Companies. College Park: Devos Institute for Arts
Management, 2015.
Sidford, Holly. Fusing Arts, Culture, and Social Change: High Impact Strategies for
Philanthropy. Washington: National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, October 2011.
DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY
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Future Aesthetics braided three goals: addressing artistic innovation, attending to the nation’s changing demographics, and rewiring the non-profit arts

by reaching out to artists “working within and/or impacted by hip-hop perfor-

circuit. Blooming out of Imagine the Future: The Arts in a Changing America, a

mance” to begin a fresh conversation.8 This conversation, vibrant and intense,

Ford Foundation initiative created to investigate “how changing demographics

extended into the months that followed, culminating in two meetings in 2003:

are affecting aesthetics, cultural organizing, and communities,” Roberta Uno’s

an artist dialogue in San Francisco and a community forum in New York.

vision anchored itself in hip-hop: a dynamic tradition known for its capacities
to “bridge disparate themes, ages,” and “activist cultures.”

5

Using hip-hop as a touchstone, Uno endeavored to “redefin[e] the center

Overview of

In the two-day dialogue in San Francisco, Uno and a panel of luminaries—
including Jorge Ignacio Cortiñas, Rha Goddess, Rennie Harris, Danny Hoch,
Mildred Ruiz-Sapp, Steven Sapp, and Joel Baraquiel Tan—brought together a

of the arts-based nonprofit sector” by addressing how “generational shifts,

group of forty-five artists to discuss the aesthetics of the cutting edge, the

immigration and globalization, technology and new media, urbanization,

possibility of collaboration, the flows of funds, the hurdles of distribution, and

market influences, and the emergence of new organizing tools and networks”

their relationships with presenters and funders.

are shaping today’s communities, creativities, and cultures.6 She endeavored,

FUTURE
AESTHETICS

The Ford Foundation departed from the norms of nonprofit arts circuitry

Shortly afterward, at a community forum in New York, Uno broadened

like those with whom she collaborated, to rethink the present in the key

the participants to include “funders, presenters, producers, artists, and social

of tomorrow.

activists” for a unique and generative dialogue; people from each strand of

When Uno arrived at the Ford Foundation, she brought with her decades

the nonprofit arts sector discussed how their respective fields have responded

of experience carving new institutional spaces and performance opportunities

to a changing United States. The forum became a true interdisciplinary

for cutting-edge artists. From her first meetings in 2002, she sought to work

exchange uniting oft-siloed conversations “into an expanded collective

“in concert with the very organizations and artists that the foundations sought

dialogue around social justice issues”—a dialogue that pushed toward a new

to support”—a focus that remained unwavering through the twelve years she

paradigm of “community organizing, movement building, artistic perspectives,

managed the portfolio.7 This focus, in concert with the Ford Foundation’s long-

and resource-building.”9

standing commitments to the arts and community engagement, foregrounded

These two meetings amplified the deep, resonant frequencies of hip-hop

the program’s guiding principles: that cultural diversity often begets astounding

throughout communities and within “contemporary performance,” as well as

art; that aesthetics are not transhistorical, but rather dynamic and numerous;

the “institutional challenges” besetting cutting-edge artists and arts orga-

and that the nonprofit arts sector should reflect, from its artists through its

nizations. In the process, they reflected a hallmark of Future Aesthetics: that

funders and presenters, the nation’s vast range of brilliances.

the program “mirror the collaborative and multi-faceted nature of the work it

Future Aesthetics thus sought, in its title, tack, and technique, to retire the

sought to support” by working directly with artists.10

outpaced and redefine the outmoded—to recalibrate, in the spirit of the coun-

And to preserve the ideas generated at these meetings—as well as docu-

try’s changing makeup, antiquated notions of what the arts do and for whom.

ment months of behind-the-scenes work that made the events possible and
productive—the Future Aesthetics cohort collaborated on two documentation

DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY
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5 Roberta Uno, “Future Aesthetics 2.0: The World Has Changed.”
6 Ibid. Caron Atlas. “Arts and Culture Funding, 2002-2011.” Unreleased internal Ford
Foundation report, 2012. P. 5.
7 Ibid.

8 Caron Atlas and Sylvia Sherman. “Future Aesthetics: The Impact of Hip-Hop Culture in
Contemporary Performance.” Unreleased report, March 2010. (Included below in Appendix D.)
P. 6.
9 Ibid. P. 7-9.
10 Atlas and Sherman, P. 6. Atlas, p. 5.
15

projects: Future Aesthetics: The Impact of Hip-Hop Culture on Contemporary

widespread critical acclaim, including multiple Pulitzer nominations; their

Rennie Harris, Rosalba Rolón, Jon Jang, and Elizabeth Streb—each received

Performance (2005), a DVD featuring footage of the conversations and

efforts touched distant communities, including those in Switzerland, Canada,

$50,000. These recipients kept a portion of this award as a spur to their future

exhilarating performances; and Total Chaos: The Art and Aesthetics of

Japan, the United Kingdom; their voices resounded on Broadway stages; and

work; they also enjoyed the honor of re-granting the rest to “a second artist of

Hip-Hop (2006), an anthology edited by Jeff Chang, that maps how hip-hop

their narratives reached millions via HBO.13

their choosing to encourage mentoring, elder recognition, and/or cross-disci-

booms across the visual, literary, and performance arts. Together these pieces

And importantly, this generative, successful period for the cohort

plinary influence.”16 Combined, the honorees re-granted a total of $160,000

punctuate Future Aesthetic’s astounding early years, capturing the program’s

contrasts sharply with the numerous histories they sample: histories in which

to other artists via a peer-review process in which, for the first time, they had a

ideas and ideals while cranking its deft breakbeats.

the works of those distant from old centers of aesthetics in the United States

major say in how money moved in the nonprofit arts sector. This new dynamic

were denigrated as at best “local color.”14 One thing this period of insatiable

highlighted an arrival for the Future Aesthetics program: artists not only

of six exemplary artist-led, presenting and hip-hop generation organizations”

creativity thus suggests is the positive potential of increased access to the arts

produced groundbreaking work, but earned the capacity to award substantial

that had earned the support of the Ford Foundation: Rennie Harris Pure

and the resources to make it.

funds to others in their fields; this created not only an intense, cutting-edge

Out of these convenings bloomed the Future Aesthetics cohort, “a group

Movement, Hip-Hop Theater Festival, Miami Light Project, La Peña Cultural

In 2007, the program underwent a final phase shift by introducing the

peer-review process begetting even better work, but also nurtured artistic

Center, Youth Speaks, and the Global Action Project.11 These organizations

Future Aesthetics Re-Grant Program (FAAR): an initiative that foregrounded

demonstrated work that was at the forefront of hip-hop arts practice,

the necessity of rewiring the circuit uniting funders, presenters, artists, and

cultural diversity, and organizational innovation, amplifying the feedback loop

communities. And, what better way to do so than to channel one of the

short of a tour de force. From its intro through its fadeout, it engaged and

between cutting edge art and community engagement.

program’s earliest departures from the norm: to consult artists as experts, and

helped transform each component of the nonprofit arts sector: artists, pre-

to equip them, for perhaps the first time, to “distribute resources to others in

senters, funders, and communities. And as much as it was born of hard work,

the field.”

it was also the product of a fortuitous contingency: the convergence of Uno’s

These organizations covered the spectrum of performing arts and media
production: dance, theater, music, visual art, poetry, and their numerous
fusions. And, drawing on their specific histories of emergence—their local

15

Specifically, FAAR pursued change along two related vectors: a touring

growth—and by extension, a healthier cultural ecosystem.
Although it effectively lasted only six years, Future Aesthetics was nothing

decades with New WORLD Theater, which included exemplary engagement

struggles to create hard-hitting works, to afford artists proper resources,

initiative and an individual artist re-grant program. The touring initiative,

with communities beyond UMass Amherst; the Ford Foundation’s new arts and

and to equip community members with opportunities to cultivate their

anchored by the Under the Radar Festival and the Time Based Arts Festival,

culture initiatives, efforts that came out of the foundation’s recognition that

talents—the organizations were able to bring their idiosyncratic backgrounds,

not only afforded artists opportunities to perform, but also circulated travel

“cultural creation and exchange is a true collaboration among artists, institu-

institutional models, and development strategies to the table, sharing these

monies to vetted artists by way of $2,500 - $3,500 individual artist grants.

tions, and communities”; and the mobility and flexibility of hip-hop aesthetics,

ideas and expanding the cohort’s range of imaginable possibilities. In this

The individual artist re-grant program piloted visionary awards unique not

as evinced in organizations focused on dance, music, visual art, and poetry.17

sense, the group worked like a practiced jazz combo, improvising together in

only for their prestige, but also for how they both celebrated solo innovations

real time while retaining their distinctive voices.

and supported communal effort and expansion. The four award recipients—

Uno—with the tools to respond creatively to the issues of our current moment.

13 In 2007, cohort member Youth Speaks began an official partnership with HBO that led to
a docu-series of the Brave New Voices festival. Since this partnership began, the works and
experiences of young, talented poets have found new life through HBO’s extensive distribution networks, and Youth Speaks has continued refining and expanding its endeavors. For
more, consult Jeff Chang, “A Living Theory of Change.” LifeIsLiving.org Report. Youth Speaks.
October 2, 2010.
14 Arguably, Future Aesthetics enjoins us to reconsider, in light of changing demographics
and aesthetics, how local experiences mold national identities. For talented artists of color,
grounding work in immediate experience need not be at odds with creating high art; on the
contrary, doing so may be one of the few ways, in our tumultuous historical moment, to do
honest work.
15 Atlas and Sherman, P. 2.

In turn, the artists and the works that were the collective fruit of this creative

Over the next few years, these organizations benefitted from substantial
funding and convened often “to discuss and define aesthetics, develop
collaborations, and address sustainability issues.”12 Arguably, with increased
financial security and access to kindred organizations came a flurry of new
efforts. In a span of just a few years, Future Aesthetics cohort members
pursued international exchange with Cuba and Mexico; their works received
11 Atlas and Sherman, p. 2.
12 Atlas, P. 5.
UP from the UNDERGROUND

This special convergence equipped participants—and visionaries like

ecosystem have gone on to transform American arts as we know it. It would
indeed be difficult to imagine the blockbuster success of a play like “Hamilton”
without the foundation laid down by the Future Aesthetics program.

16 Atlas, P. 5.
17 Atlas, p. 4.
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In addition to being a funding initiative, Future Aesthetics was a structural

Organizational
Structure:
Why a Cohort?

FUTURE AESTHETICS
Organizational Structure:
Why a Cohort?

initiative. Future Aesthetics innovated and modeled a unique structure of

Harris Pure Movement and the Hip-Hop Theater Festival. Rennie Harris Pure

grant-giving based on the establishment of a “founding cohort” of supported

Movement represented the groundbreaking styles and innovations in dance

organizations. We can look to establishment of the founding cohort of Future

spearheaded via the artistic leadership of Rennie Harris. The Hip-Hop Theater

Aesthetics as one of the great innovations and achievements of the project: it

Festival, founded by Clyde Valentin and Danny Hoch, sought to unite the

is Uno’s attempt to rethink the format and structures in which philanthropic

worlds of traditional theater performance and the hip-hop artistic community,

support is distributed. Uno has described hip-hop as one of the “changing

not by performing classical theater works in a hip-hop style, but by conceiving

models of arts organizing,” and Future Aesthetics the organization reflects

of hip-hop performance as theater. Youth Speaks and the Global Action Proj-

those changing models.18 The cohort model of giving highlights the work of a

ect represented the youth-oriented, hip-hop generation organizations, with

curated group organizations and artists, and--in line with Future Aesthetics

Youth Speaks providing education in writing and spoken word performance

broader mission--makes artists and the creation of new art its central orga-

and Global Action Project focus on media-arts and leadership education

nizing principle. The cohort model also immediately aligns otherwise disparate

for underserved youth of color. Lastly, the cohort included two presenting

organizations with each other, and what could be a regular transference of

organizations: Miami Light Project showcased experimental works of live

philanthropic funding becomes structure to build community building among

performance (music, theater, dance) and La Peña Cultural Center provided

artists and organizations across the country.

a hub for performances, art creation, and social gathering, making linkages

In its inaugural year, the Ford Foundation funded six carefully chosen

report includes in-depth looks at the individual areas of work and art practices

aesthetic, with broad commitments to diversity in their staff and boards,

of some of the members of founding cohort, as well as the work of two

and building networks within their communities. This cohort of organizations

additional organizations who were not part of the founding cohort, Alternate

represented the values of the Future Aesthetics initiative and were looked to as

Roots and Universes.

creative aesthetic innovators as well as visionaries for the future of non-profit

The selection of the founding members of the cohort was a vital step in

arts. This section of the report will explore the ways in which the founding

creating an identity for Future Aesthetics. In describing how she identified

cohort structure promoted the values of the Future Aesthetics project, the

potential members of the founding cohort, Uno explained that she was

range of representation across the cohort, and the retrospective value of this

looking for artists who were creating something outside of themselves,

organizational concept.

something bigger than themselves. While many hip-hop artists produce
work as individuals, Uno was looking for collaborators, for people who build

organizations, united in their commitment to hip-hop generation’s fresh

communities. Because of this criterion, all of the organizations in the founding

aesthetics and commitment to empowering people of color in the arts world,

cohort represent work that goes into communities and reaches out to diverse

but diverse in terms of their focus on media versus performance arts, in their

populations, rather than promoting the work or oeuvre of a single artist.

target audiences, levels of engagement with youth, and geographies.
18 “Roberta Uno, Ford Foundation Officer.” Inside Philanthropy. Undated. Available at:
http://www.insidephilanthropy.com/insider-guide-to-program-offic/roberta-uno-ford-foundation.html
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between local and international artists and social justice movements. This

national and/or international arts organizations working within the hip-hop

The founding cohort was made up of six exemplary Hip-Hop generation

UP from the UNDERGROUND

Two of the founding cohort’s organizations were artist-led: Rennie

The cohort was also selected for their diversity in concept, media, and
geography. Indeed it modeled a cultural ecology: two artist-led organizations,
two presenters, and two Hip Hop generation organizations. It was important
19

to highlight different modes of artistic production, not only across art-forms

established a kind of “research and development” for the field of hip-hop

such as dance, theater, spoken word, and music, but also in terms of concep-

aesthetics. In addition to receiving funding, the cohort gathered to discuss

tual emphasis. For example, Miami Light Project represents an organization

and define aesthetics and discuss possible collaborations and sustainability.

working in the experimental and avant-garde, whereas La Peña Cultural

They convened in a number of showcases, commissioned and produced work,

Center is rooted in a deep historic connection with Chile and Latin America,

developed international collaborations, and engaged in community initiatives.

providing a venue for grassroots and international collaboration, while transitioning to include emerging hip-hop and youth-related cultures.
While most philanthropic cohorts are based on sameness (e.g., all pre-

Future Aesthetics

This cohort model was designed to be productive and sustainable. A number
of projects and artworks were generated out of the new communities and the
new field established by the original Future Aesthetics cohort. For example, the

senters, all theaters) or very random difference based on collecting a diversity

cohort produced a number of festivals (Illadelph Legends of Hip-Hop Festival,

of disciplines and geographies. Although the Future Aesthetics cohort could

the Hip-Hop Theater Festival, Hecho En Califas Festival, and Brave New Voices

have been all Hip Hop- based organizations, it was curated to create a wider

Festival), commissions and productions (the Living Word Project, “From Gangs

frame of possibilities and collaboration. Also, Miami Light Project, Global Action

to Hip-Hop,” a film by PopMaster Fabel Pabon, a DVD about the impacts

Project, and the Hip Hop Theater Festival were working internationally, or with

of Future Aesthetics), and a number of community engagement initiatives

global populations within the US. The work resonated with overseas program

(Hip-Hop Humanities Series, a partnership with the Miami Worker Center,

officers at the Ford Foundation, particularly in Latin America, Africa and Middle

and the Arab Cultural Initiative). By bringing these organizations together and

East who saw hip hop’s reach in their regions. Uno described the importance of

promoting new work, Future Aesthetics hoped also to build an artistic and

regional and geographic diversity to her creation of a cohort, especially given

aesthetic community. Additionally, Ford enabled these organizations to mentor

the specialized regional hip-hop cultures around the United States.

and regrant funding to smaller organizations and artists in their communities

The cohort did not just enable a representation of a range of artistic prac-

A History of

History of

FUTURE
AESTHETICS

through the Future Aesthetics Artist Regrant Program. In this way, the cohort of

tices, but also facilitated ongoing collaboration, conversation, and exchange

Future Aesthetics was a first generation always looking towards the future, by

between its members. In the process of interviewing leaders from Future

building a community of artists, a set of values and aesthetics, and supporting

Aesthetics organizations for this report, it became clear to our interviewers that

and sustaining new generations of artists.

the creative community of the original cohort is still thriving. In hearing artists
reflect on their experiences with Future Aesthetics, they often refer to the other
organizations and participants, despite their geographic distance or different
media. In this sense, the cohort format of Future Aesthetics sought to create a
national community of artists and organizations working in hip-hop aesthetics,
creating a kind of “incubator” for new work and practices. While prior to the
initiative, these artists may have been siloed off from each other, Uno wanted
to introduce artists to each other, and give them a sense of the national community working in a similar paradigm--one they may not have known existed.
The cohort members, by virtue of their collaborative work and conversations,
DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY
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Stage 1:

Open Inquiry Period: 2002-2005

Future Aesthetics cohort itself was developed. Composed of 6 organizations,

Hoch, Mildred Ruiz, Steven Sapp, Jorge Ignacio Cortiñas, and Joel Barraquiel

of alliance-building as well as access to arts and activist funding, with particular

“that addressed a national and/or international scope with their work”, the

Tan. Among the most important outcomes was a recognition of hip-hop’s

regard to the need for funders to be more innovative, flexible, and responsive

Future Aesthetic cohort were given multi-year funding, travel grants and

resistance to a fixed definition, cultural/social location, or legible aesthetic.

to the movements of folks on the ground. The forum also highlighted the

opportunities to develop and further define the field of hip-hop aesthetics.

With particular attention to Hip-Hop Theater and performance, artists

importance of developing and supporting youth-based and youth-led organiz-

Before Future Aesthetics, hip-hop activism was the subject of two early dis-

Some of the cohort organizations did field-building work through a regranting

present explored genre nuance, matters of authenticity, audience, content,

ing, more direct consideration of the impact of state violence on all sectors of

cussions – 2002’s Move the Crowd: The Emergence of Hip-hop Activism, which

process meant to advance aesthetic development and organizational capac-

social and political resonance, quality standards, and – more practically –

the community, and more active enabling of progressive interventions around

was sponsored by the Open Society Institute, and 2003’s Constant Elevation:

ity-building. In Stage 3, Future Aesthetics expanded its national network and

production concerns. Frustrated with “the continuing need to defend Hip-Hop

gender and sexuality. Beyond the coalitions built, insight gained, and strategies

The Rise of Bay Area Hip-hop Activism. The term “hip-hop activism” had

impacted the larger field of the arts, through national recognition and the

as a vehicle for social change” and challenges to artistic legitimacy, voice,

planned in the moment, the Forum also yielded a video documentary of

emerged in the late 1990s among progressive youth organizers working on

normalization of hip-hop in America’s changing cultural nexus.

and power within a larger arts community, the Dialogue also concerned itself

proceedings, which served as not only a record but a tool for action. (The report
from this event is included in Appendix C.)
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issues of policing, incarceration, and education. In the popular hip-hop media,

Roberta Uno’s design of Future Aesthetics took a unique approach to

with the ways in which these challenges manifested intramurally. Within the

hip-hop activism co-existed with the multi-billion dollar hip-hop industry, seen

supporting artists. Launched with and as an open inquiry, Future Aesthetics

Dialogue, artists also proposed programs and infrastructure that would help

in rap music, urban fashion, street art, and film. But hip-hop activists also

centered questions of aesthetic practice and relied upon the voices of funded

develop the aesthetic – from coordinating mentoring relationships, dynamic

Total Chaos: The Arts and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop (Published in 2006)

had a strong critique of commodified hip-hop culture—claiming that it sup-

artists to drive the program’s priorities and directions. The first steps of open

artist networks, connecting theater-makers to directors and dramaturgs,

Edited by Jeff Chang, a journalist, activist, and cultural critic who had

pressed radical diversity, especially women’s and queer voices, and celebrated

inquiry were focused on developing knowledge and language about hip-hop as

etc. to collecting and encouraging institutionalized and non-institutionalized

been deeply embedded in all convenings and phases of the project, Total

materialist values. Instead hip-hop activism worked in the tradition of radical

an aesthetic field, activist framework, and cultural paradigm.

knowledge and critique for emerging and established work. (The report from

Chaos commissioned writing from 60 scholars, artists, critics, curators, and

this event is included in Appendix B.)

journalists like Oliver Wang, Greg Tate, Suheir Hammad, Marc Anthony Neal,

liberation movements. These two events strongly shaped the perceptions of

The first official convening of Future Aesthetics began in the autumn of
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funders: hip-hop activism was posed as representative national organically

2003 when Uno brought together a group of artists for a dialogue on hip-hop

created youth progressive movement with a strong critique of commodified

aesthetics. Shortly after, a community forum gathered artists, activists,

Community Forum: New York, NY (November 5, 2003)

context of hip-hop, Total Chaos reflected many of the findings that emerged

hip-hop culture.

funders, and other stakeholders to explore and build on the findings from the

Featuring performances, plenary talks, workshops, and breakout sessions,

from the Artist Dialogue and Community Forum, particularly the casting of

first convening.

the Forum “facilitated an exchange of community stories, artistic work,

hip-hop as more than its practical elements and its location beyond genre

field approaches, generational perspectives, inter-disciplinary methods, and

and geographic borders that failed to contain it. Recognizing hip-hop, in
fact, as a dynamic and influential arts movement, Total Chaos echoed Future

Future Aesthetics emerged from the seam where hip-hop activism
and hip-hop performative aesthetics joined. A network of organizations

and Joan Morgan. Where other writing on hip-hop focused on the historical

had formed across the country, exploring the pedagogical, historical, and

Artist Dialogue: San Francisco, CA (September 15-16, 2003)

discussions of intersecting social issues and contexts.”

experimental possibilities of hip-hop as a multiform aesthetic, a field that its

Bringing together over forty artists – the majority of whom were people of

artists, funders, and other stakeholders whose work spanned several disciplines

Aesthetics’ emphasis on the question of aesthetics – wherein evaluation of

practitioners commonly referred to as ‘hip-hop arts.’

color, belonged to the hip-hop generation, and regionally located in New

and constituent communities, the forum posed critical questions like “As the

the art of the hip-hop idiom was seen not only as important relative to the

York, Chicago, or the Bay Area – the Artist dialogue “identified major themes,

Hip-hop generation matures, what is it doing to move from cultural power to

social, cultural, and political scenes in which it was situated, but dialectically

an open inquiry process, one that engaged luminaries in the field to better

approaches, and strategies of hip-hop influenced contemporary artists; shared

political power?” and “What will a Hip-hop generation agenda look like?”

co-constitutive of that context.

understand and establish a creative ecosystem of hip-hop arts. In Stage 2, the

resources, ideas, and possible collaborations; [discussed] challenges in the

The Future Aesthetics program took place in three stages. It began as

19 “Move The Crowd: The Emergence of Hip-Hop Activism,” a funder briefing initiated by Alvin Starks and organized by Jeff Chang, was supported by and took place at the Open Society
Institute (now Open Society Foundations), New York City, on July 19, 2002. This was followed
by a second funder briefing, “Constant Elevation: The Rise of Bay Area Hip Hop Activism,” organized by Jeff Chang and Amanda Berger, which occurred at the Yerba Buena Center for the
Arts, San Francisco, on March 6, 2003, with support from the Walter and Elise Haas Fund and
the San Francisco Foundation, with the Northern California Grantmakers, the Tides Foundation, and the James Irvine Foundation.
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development and distribution of work; and [identified] presenters and funders
who could be prospective supporters of the work.”20
The framework and direction of the Dialogue was guided by an Artist
Planning Committee consisting of Rha Goddess, Rennie Harris, Danny
20 Atlas and Sherman, p. 8.
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Assembling activists,

23

Attending to activism that addressed issues faced by the hip-hop generation (and with it, critical hip-hop methodologies), the forum dealt with questions
21 Alves, Anna. “Future Aesthetics: Hip Hop & Contemporary Artist Dialogue.” Internal report
prepared for La Peña Cultural Center. 2003. P. 4. (Included here in Appendix B.)
22 Alves, Anna. “Future Aesthetics: The Impact of Hip Hop Culture & Contemporary Performance Community Forum.” Internal report prepared for La Peña Cultural Center. 2003. P. 1.
(Included here in Appendix C.)
23 Ibid., 4.
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Stage 2:

Development and Maturation,
2004-2009

Between 2004 and 2009, Future Aesthetics sought to support pre-existing
and emerging new work, networks and infrastructure for the original cohort.
In doing so, the Ford Foundation created opportunities for artistic gatherings
and discussions while also supplying financial security for cohort members
to pursue their work unbothered by the confines of market place forces.
While multi-year funding enabled the Future Aesthetics cohort to develop
new bodies of work, the Ford Foundation supported travel grants in order to
expand the group’s reach and engage in national discourse.
At the same time in 2004, the Ford Foundation leveraged the success of
the Future Aesthetics cohort by implementing alternative routes of artistic
development through New Works and Artography: Arts in a Changing America. While these programs differed from the work of Future Aesthetics, they
worked synergistically in expanding the leading edge on promoting discussions
centered on changing demographics. Though roughly divided in multiple
stages, the evens of Future Aesthetics were fluid and organic. As the cohort
members grew in influence and prestige, Roberta Uno sought the need to
further exemplify artist-centered philanthropy by introducing 2 inaugural pilot
programs. The introduction of these programs would signal the end of stage 2
and the beginning of Future Aesthetics next generation.
Stage 2 was also marked by the creation of a Future Aesthetics Artist
Re-grant Program. This ground-breaking program allowed artists to be the
arbiters of funding and field-building while encouraging community development through program design, capacity-building, and shared discourse. The
pilot grant program funded artists whom contributed to hip-hop aesthetics
and reinforced the tenants of artist centered philanthropy. By creating a
lineage based funding system, Future Aesthetics aimed to identify and nurture
artists through infrastructural and monetary aid. Notably, 20 artists were
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selected for individual artist grants of $2,500 - $3,500 within the program as

of this period was the extension of the cultural ecology and creative ecosystem

generation of acclaimed artists in many genres. Cohort members and Future

determined by a panel composed of cohort members, artist and presenters

of the cohort to larger pipelines and networks of talent within the field. These

Aesthetics participants secured USA Artist Fellowships, Doris Duke Fellowships,

in the field. One finding worthy of note is that the visionary artists re-granted

pipelines and networks were unevenly institutionalized, but the ideas, practic-

and Pulitzer Prize nominations. Others reached broad acclaim—Sarah Jones,

across discipline, race, and age—quite contrary to how funders and commis-

es, and leaders who come from this period continue their work even now.

Will Power, Marc Bamuthi Joseph, Nikole Klaymoon, Lemon Anderson—on

sioning organizations tend to treat artists in their single discipline panels.
In addition to the re-granting program, four archetypal individual artists
were chosen for artist visionary awards of $50,000 each for re-granting to
an individual artist of their choice. The four artists: Rosalba Rolón (Pregones
Theater), Jon Jang (Asian Improv ARts), Rennie Harris (Rennie Harris PureMovement), Elizabeth Streb (STREB Extreme Action Company were able to regrant $40,000 to other artists and received $10,000 to support their individual
work. This “experiment” changed the power dynamics of conventional funding
by empowering the beneficiary with grantable equity, thus allowing them
strengthen their artistic community and peer to peer relationships. While
fiscally supporting developing artists, the artist visionary awards promoted
peer relationships previously not possible by a conventional intermediary.
Simultaneous to the re-granting program, $11,959 was provided for a
Future Aesthetics Touring Initiative that brought hip-hop aesthetics to global
prominence. Cohort organization Hip-Hop Theater Festival, Miami Light
Project and La Peña Cultural Center were able to conduct an international
hip-hop exchange between Cuba, Puerto Rico and Mexico while Youth Speaks
produced Brave New Voices in an effort to expand and diversify youth participation in hip-hop’s growing cultural movement.
What began as a community forum organically expanded into
an international, multigenerational development of future aesthetics. An
investment in artists centered philanthropy, the Ford Foundation produced
Future Aesthetics as a cultural incubator to showcase America’s changing
demographics. By supporting luminaries, the Ford Foundation sought to
national promote hip-hop as emerging culture capable of societal change.
Just as importantly, this development and maturation phase helped to
develop a pipeline from the Future Aesthetics artists and artist incubators to
larger/broader stages to make an imprint on the field. One of the outcomes

Stage 3:

Decline, Impact, and Change,
2008-2014
With a change in leadership at the Ford Foundation in 2008, the Future
Aesthetics program effectively wound down within a year. Future Aesthetics
cohort organizations and the networks continued horizontal work with each
other and through other national organizations. And the Ford Foundation
continued to offer opportunity grants and travel grants—including making
key contributions to the Hip-Hop Film Festival, Martha Cooper and Rokafella’s
B-Girl Be book and national tour, and the Nas film biography, “Time Is
Illmatic.” Yet the program was no longer a coherent entity within the Ford
Foundation as the institution turned toward new initiatives in the wake of the
financial crisis.
Still, hip-hop aesthetics continued to expand along vectors of artistic
and audience success. Artists coming out of the national network received
greater recognition and some of the cohort organizations developed broader
success in their respective fields. However, with a change in leadership at the
foundation, funding moved in other directions, notably away from artistic
creation toward creative place-making. Some of the other Future Aesthetics
organizations were unable to sustain programs at the level they had during
the mid-2000s.
During the late 2000s, even as rap music suffered a steep decline in
sales and market share, the hip-hop arts continued to expand and find new
audiences. Future Aesthetics had created a network that produced a new

Broadway and at other high-profile venues.
Rennie Harris took Illadelph Legends to tour Switzerland, Canada, Japan
and the United Kingdom. Youth Speaks introduced another generation to
spoken word poetry with two seasons of “Brave New Voices,” an HBO series
that tracked the journeys of dozens of young poets from their neighborhoods
to the annual national slam event. It also partnered with Robert Redford
to deliver environmental justice themed works before the United States
Conference of Mayors and at the Kennedy Center. In 2014, the Kennedy Center
hosted a global hip-hop culture festival curated by the Hip-Hop Theater
Festival, a prelude to their appointment of rapper Q-Tip as the Center’s first
Artistic Director for Hip-Hop Culture. (Hi-ARTS, the latest incarnation of the
Hip-Hop Theater Festival, has been retained as Curators In Residence for the
Kennedy Center.)
However, as the financial downturn lengthened and the Ford Foundation
underwent both large reductions in its philanthropy and a decided shifting
or priorities, funding for Future Aesthetics work declined, immediately raising
questions of sustainability for some organizations. As one example, Rennie
Harris was unable to continue to produce Illadelph Legends at the level it had
been. The convenings and tours, which had served to globally disseminate the
history of hip-hop dance in performances, lectures, meetings, and workshops,
were drastically cut back, a major setback in the cultural and pedagogical
aims of Future Aesthetics.
Questions of sustainability now haunt the next generation of artists
who follow the hip-hop generation. In 2014, James Kass and Marc Bamuthi
Joseph convened a set of meetings meant to bring together Future Aesthetics
participants and colleagues with younger, mostly twenty-something artists
and arts advocates to discuss the future of Future Aesthetics, so to speak.
They gathered without any illusion that another program like Future Aesthetics
25

was on the horizon, let alone that the structure of cultural production might

FINDINGS

now have decisively shifted in their favor. Instead, they focused on questions
such as: what has the Future Aesthetics program actually changed? Where
has it been not as successful as had been hoped? What would a system look
like that meets the needs of the full range of artists and communities in the
U.S., and allows for a more fluid circulation of ideas, resources and people, and
how do our values, and our positions, help generate those possibilities? How
might we create a system that respects the successes of those who have gone
before, but anticipates and creates pathways for what is coming next? (A
report on this event is included in Appendix A.)
In this regard, the legacy of Future Aesthetics is mixed. It was successful

From 2002 to 2014, the Future Aesthetics program at the Ford Foundation

and funded key artists and field builders from historically under-resourced

helped to change the field of the arts. Here we present our findings.

communities. Further, it empowered those individuals and organizations to
raise crucial questions about underrepresentation, access to resources, critical

in creating an opening for hip-hop aesthetics—working at the leading edge
of demographic, cultural, and aesthetic change—to find a path toward the

1. CULTURAL EQUITY REMAINS A CENTRAL, UNDERADDRESSED ISSUE

mainstream, elevating the voices and stories of many formerly excluded.

IN THE FIELD OF THE NON-PROFIT ARTS. Historic underresourcing and

Not incidentally, it allowed this development to occur fairly organically, by

the long-term impact of government defunding have especially impacted

3. FUTURE AESTHETICS’ FOCUS ON CENTERING ARTISTS AND DEVELOP-

providing artists and organizations the support to continue their explorations

organizations whose primary constituents are communities of color and

ING LEADERSHIP AMONG ARTISTS IS AMONG THE MOST UNDERUTILIZED

without creating undue pressures to either deny or leave the local commu-

young people. Yet questions of cultural equity—like those of racial equity—are

BUT EFFECTIVE MODELS TO ADVANCE EQUITY IN THE ARTS. Future

nities that had fostered them. Yet some organizations and projects were still

often glossed over even as inequality is being reproduced by current policies,

Aesthetics re-centered artists at a time when the culture wars had made

unable to build completely sustainable futures separate of the non-profit

protocols, and initiatives. The bottom line is that the field of the non-profit

many funders leery of direct support to artists. It centered artists from its very

funding model, a problem made all the more stark by the economic downturn

arts must be more inclusive and visionary. In order to call attention to this

conception—they chose who to invite and highlight—and the networks that

of the late 2000s and leadership changes within the foundation and the

lack of inclusion and vision, Future Aesthetics partly argued that demographic

resulted were organic and effective. The FAAR program demonstrated that

funding world.

change demanded a shift in resources. Yet there were and are many other

artists often think much more broadly about the arts and their fields within

forms—including forms in Black, queer, and indigenous communities—that

the arts than funders do. When Future Aesthetics artists were given money to

visionary in its scope and values. As a program that centered artists of color,

also speak to aesthetics and communities that need to become more visible.

regrant to each other, they did so across discipline, geography, gender, culture,

and anticipated a shift in aesthetics, the story of this program is instructive for

Attention to cultural equity requires that we think beyond demographic

and ethnicity. The diversity of the networks fostered creativity in artistic work

future non-profit arts programs that seek to serve a new America transformed

change to the larger question of how to undo historical underresourcing and

and in organizational practices.

by the energies of diverse new generations and the sweeping cultural change

the reproduction of inequality.

In the end, Future Aesthetics should be regarded as a program that was

4. FUTURE AESTHETICS IMPACT REACHED BEYOND THE YEARS OF THE

that is remaking the nation day-to-day.
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reception, organizational development and long-term sustainability.

2. THE FUTURE AESTHETICS PROGRAM PROPOSED A GROUND-BREAK-

INITIATIVE, ELEVATING PRACTITIONERS WHO CONTINUE TO ADVANCE

ING MODEL OF FIELD DEVELOPMENT MEANT TO DIRECTLY ADDRESS

PRACTICES RELATED TO ARTS AND SOCIAL JUSTICE. The artists in the

CULTURAL INEQUITY BY IDENTIFYING, SUPPORTING, AND CONNECTING

Future Aesthetics program were very cognizant that the work they were

KEY ARTISTIC/CULTURAL ASSETS. Future Aesthetics specifically identified

doing was, in some ways, oppositional to mainstream representations of
27

hip-hop, especially commercial rap music. Their works especially challenged
mainstream representations of race and gender. However, funders and critics
could often not tell the difference between the two. Future Aesthetics, in
effect, supported the development of an alternative aesthetic within hip-hop
that had the potential to reach large audiences while expanding the form and
the content of the aesthetic. The experience of Future Aesthetics points to the

LIST OF
RECOMMENDATIONS

role that funders can play in diversifying artistic and cultural practices that
do not fit the marketplace model, but can transform the mainstream. Some
point to the success of plays such as “Fela!” and “Hamilton” as evidence that
the development of this alternative aesthetic was successful. In the long run,

1. DEMOGRAPHIC REPORTING SHOULD BECOME A REGULAR TOOL TO

3. WORK NEEDS TO BE FUNDED BEYOND THE NORTHEASTERN/

the success of this strategy will be have to be evaluated in terms of the how

RAISE TRANSPARENCY FOR FUNDERS AND TO MEASURE PROGRESS

CALIFORNIA AXIS. Future Aesthetics did work through Alternate Roots

progressive and experimental the field can continue to be in form and content.

TOWARDS EQUITY. Demographic change demands that the field commit

throughout the south, as well as with Miami Light Project. The cohort’s

to basic standards of reporting. But reporting does not only need to be done

geographic diversity led not only to capacity building in areas that have been

because of change, it should become a standard measure of equity for the field.

traditionally supported but also to richer, more dynamic artistic conversations

5. THE FUTURE AESTHETICS PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES THAT STRATEGIC

and collaborations.

FUNDING CAN FOSTER THE DEVELOPMENT OF VITAL, VIBRANT, AND
CREATIVE ECOSYSTEMS. The Future Aesthetics cohort that drove the devel-

2. CULTURAL CHANGE AND CULTURAL EQUITY—THAT IS TO SAY, ISSUES

opment of the program was built through a process of open inquiry—artists

OF ACCESS, UNDERREPRESENTATION, AND POWER—ARE MADE URGENT

4. MORE WORK NEEDS TO BE DONE TO BUILD ORGANIZATIONAL DEVEL-

referring other artists in a snowballing type of effect. Over time, the program

BY DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE, BUT ARE MUCH BIGGER THAN DEMO-

OPMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY AMONG NEW CREATIVE ECOSYSTEMS.

solidified the relationships and creative collaborations that knit together a

GRAPHIC CHANGE. Future Aesthetics advanced a framework of demographic

The Future Aesthetics program was able to foster creative collaborations and

global network of artists that survives the program. This network, in turn,

change during a period in which there was much hostility to even examining

explorations. However, the field needs to better support organizational devel-

functioned like a living, breathing creative ecosystem, generating ideas, work,

questions of race, culture, and equity. Dramatic population changes due to

opment, administrative capacity, and long-term sustainability. Funders should

venues, and the seeds of long-term sustainability. All of the Future Aesthetics

immigration helped focus the question. However, lack of access, underrepre-

consider the kinds of skills and capacities they want to leave with their cohorts,

organizations noted that the opportunities for horizontal learning produced

sentation and underfunding are ongoing issues because of historic exclusion

and also consider offering exit support and services.

some of the most important and enduring insights and collaborations. Finally,

and institutional racism. Historically segregated or marginalized communities,

regranting proved an especially fruitful strategy for advancing artists and

such as Southern Black communities or indigenous communities, must not be

5. CENTERING ARTISTS AS DECISIONMAKERS AND LEADERS CAN BUILD

aesthetic development, and expanding the networks to include historically

forgotten in efforts to address cultural equity. Demographic change and cultural

LEADERSHIP, KNOWLEDGE AND SUSTAINABILITY FOR THE FIELD. One

excluded geographic- and identity-based communities.

equity cannot be conflated. Cultural change impacts us all.

result of the artist-centered process was that artists together were able to
identify good leadership and distribute ideas and practices around leadership
horizontally. In this way, leadership development can be seen as a positive

DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY

outcome of an artist-centered process. In the end, these same artist-leaders
initiated work to “pay it forward” by providing opportunities to others, especially
younger artist-leaders, to learn, grown and lead themselves

UP from the UNDERGROUND
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Alternate
Roots

PROFILES

Fest 2011 facilitated more dynamic work throughout

past.

the south reflected how the partnership between

It wasn’t that ROOTS had abandoned its rural

ROOTS and the Future Aesthetics cohort helped the

southern Tennessee origins, but rather that it had

organization reflect and grow truer to their own

become more true to its mission of supporting and

ambitions. After all, ROOTS was and has always

facilitating arts and community based organizing in

been about “an aesthetic that is centered on south-

BY MALCOLM LIZZAPPI AND STEWART GREY

all of the south. It made abounding strides towards

ern culture, southern rural culture, communities

Let’s go back to a moment when the likes of

the ethos of radical southern democracy that it

that are focusing on issues of systemic oppression

Anthony David, Sunni Patterson, and Talib Kweli

set forth back in 1976 when it was founded at the

in Appalachia in the deep South and the black

came together to perform along a 1.4-mile dead

Highlander Center in Tennessee.

belt.” In that vein, works like “Peaches,” a hip-hop

end expressway, “The Highway to Nowhere,” in the

ORGANIZATIONAL

rural south that differed from the organization’s

The event, which coincided with Alternate

theater piece about womanhood in contemporary

middle of West Baltimore. Let’s go back to that

ROOTS’ 35th anniversary, showcased ROOTS

America is precisely the kind of work that embodies

moment during summer 2011 when the people of

multi-year metamorphosis into the southern based

this mission. Directed by Cristal Chanel Truscott,

West Baltimore, who had witnessed the eviction and

organization that not only recognized hip-hop

founder of the Houston-based Progress Theatre,

home demolitions of thousands of Black community

aesthetics, but served as a connective tissue

“Peaches” is, in Truscott’s words, a “neo-spiritual,”

members, joined folks from all over the south,

between hip-hop of the South and the larger U.S.

a performance framework that not only signifies

coalescing in insurgent space, the “nowhere” made

hip-hop community. ROOTS catalyzed, through the

Truscott’s “soul work” method, but also a present,

somewhere through a practice and celebration of

New Works Cohort, Roberta Uno’s efforts to reorient

future, and past-looking aesthetic modality.

grassroots art. The celebration was co-produced by

national focus on hip-hop aesthetics -- beyond the

West Baltimore’s CultureWorks and Atlanta based

west coast - east coast dichotomy. Collaboration

mative, justice minded, boundary-troubling work,

Alternate ROOTS. It was called ROOTS Fest 2011.

with Future Aesthetics cohort members encouraged

the best of their labor is still yet to come.

At the Festival, a congregation of young and

ROOTS to take inventory of the way it was being

old huddled around white portable tents located

relevant to the next generation of artists coming

right across a row of townhomes to buy fresh fruit,

from the South.

sport handcrafted jewelry and simply sit back and

As ROOTS continues to seed and ripen transfor-

And yet, 2011’s West Baltimore festival was only

listen to that poetic mix of southern, rural, urban,

the most visible representation of what was both

and decidedly “conscious.” This kind of convening

a resurgence and a rebirth for Alternate ROOTS.

would be the perennial blossom of Alternate ROOTS,

A milestone among many, it was but one salient

a network of social justice-minded cultural activists

marker of shared influence and connection between

based in the South, that in its youthfulness, vibrancy,

Alternate ROOTS and the Future Aesthetics Cohort.

and color indicated a reconciliation of urban and

If anything, the ways in which events like ROOTS

PERFORMANCE OF FAT BOY, COURTESY MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT AND GLASSWORKS MULTIMEDIA
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Hip-Hop
Theater
Festival

La PeNa
Cultural
Center

a time and place for the hip-hop generation to

approach to its programming, drawing back

community before settling into the space in

engage as both artist and audience. The festival

from Chicago and S.F. and investing more deeply

2015, a manifestation of its core principles around

has showcased an incredibly diverse range of

in the D.C. festival and its hometown, New York.

community practice and dedication to the people

local, national, and international works, from the

It saw that for artists working in a marginalized

first. With a permanent space secured, Hi-ARTS is

hip-hop choreography of London-based Jonzi D’s

aesthetic like hip-hop, a structured environment

uniquely poised to fulfill its evolving role as a home

Lyrikal Fearta (1995) to Radha Blank’s Seed (2011)

to grow their craft—that is, an artistic home—is

for members of its artistic community.

“where the verse is embedded in her language, but

hard to come by. And with the coming-of-age of

Hi-ARTS’ mission statement reflects its new

BY YEJI JUNG

on the outside it looks like a straight play,” Forbes

now multiple generations of hip-hop, more people

identity with more widely encompassing language:

BY COLIN KIMZEY

ments dried up their once vibrant volunteer base.

In 1926, the Harlem Renaissance was stirring Afri-

describes. What connected these diverse pieces are

“need time and space, need to work with an arts

it claims its place as a “leading organization

There’s hip-hop outside the United States, you know.

La Peña looked back to its community for a new

can American drama into yet unknown traditions,

the issues of the hip-hop generation, told through

organization like ours that understands their

within the urban arts movement.” In addition

Here in the birthplace of the art form, hip-hop

direction; it found hip-hop. The center hired as its

including the little theater movement embodied by

aesthetics fresh but ever informed by the context

aesthetics and their needs, and how they want to

to the annual Hip-Hop Theater Festival in D.C.,

has become synonymous with the commercial

artistic director accomplished spoken word artist

the Krigwa Players Little Negro Theater. When W.

of sociopolitical resistance, polyculturalism, and

develop work in relationship to the community,”

Hi-ARTS now boasts year-round events, exhibits,

product dominating airwaves. But throughout Latin

Paul Flores, who began a strong program that

E. B. Du Bois organized the group, he captured his

reappropriation that birthed hip-hop.

Valentín says. Accordingly, HHTF started to explore

and performances in New York, as well as intensive

America, hip-hop has stayed true to its origins in the

embraced young Black, Chicano, and Asian Ameri-

residency programs and master classes. Hi-ARTS

cipher circles of disenfranchised youth of color. It is

can communities. The center kept its commitment

also leverages the national influence it built as

the lens through which the new generation process-

to social justice, channeling it now through the

es their current conditions and the social upheavals

forward-looking aesthetics of hip-hop. It was a

that shaped their countries (the fruits of that other

perfect fit for the Future Aesthetics cohort.

vision for black people on the stage: “the plays of

Hip-Hop Theater Festival joined the Future

more sustained engagement through an explicit

a real Negro theater must be about us...by us...for

Aesthetics cohort in 2003, when it was gaining

focus on developing artists themselves. By that

us...and near us.” More than seven decades later,

critical success in New York and making strides

time, the organization realized that while the

playwright, actor, and hip-hop head Danny Hoch

toward other cities. By 2005, HHTF festivals in

festival was important, the name Hip-Hop Theater

called upon Du Bois’ manifesto in co-founding the

D.C., San Francisco, and Chicago increased its

Festival “didn’t fully reflect everything that we

Hip-Hop Theater Festival (HHTF), where he defined

capacity to uplift local artists, feature national

were doing in our mission,” as Valentín recalls. Thus

hip-hop theater as “by, for and about the hip-hop

artists on a wider scale, and diversify the offerings

began the rebranding into Hi-ARTS, a multi-arts

generation.”

of its partner institutions. As a member of the

organization that could provide the home its

Future Aesthetics cohort during this crucial period

artists needed.

HHTF created a venue for nurturing and

Critical to this effort was HHTF/Hi-ARTS finding

promoting the genre, but in its curation it sought

of organizational development, HHTF benefitted

to reject “dogmatic” definitions and instead “follow

immensely from the access to a network of peers.

its own physical home at PS109 in East Harlem, to

what artists were saying and how they were saying

According to Valentín, being in conversation with

which it gained access through a Future Aesthetics

it,” as Clyde Valentín says, a co-founder of the

peer groups helped HHTF find its programmatic

connection. The organization spent five years

festival along with Hoch and Kamilah Forbes.

niche as an artist-led and -centered organization

building relationships with the surrounding

In the summer of 2000, Hip-Hop Theater
Festival started off as just that—a festival, a twoweek-long celebration of the hip-hop generation.

the Hip-Hop Theater Festival to serve as a direct
advocate for its artists.
All of these efforts have served, as Forbes says,
to “[keep] our pulse on the next wave of urban
youth movement in arts and culture.” The enduring
mindset, through the transition from event to
organization, from Hip-Hop Theater Festival to HiARTS, has been to constantly identify the pioneering artists and audiences in urban art, and support
those voices in the needs they demonstrate. In its
responsive and ever-progressing coevolution with

among the makers, producers, and presenters in

the hip-hop generations, Hip-Hop Theater Festival/

the cohort and field.

Hi-ARTS embeds the Future Aesthetics principle of

The transition from festival to organization

U.S. interventionism, the organization became a
flashpoint for activism in solidarity with national and
international movements. It also curated the art
forms of Latin America, indigenous peoples, and the
African diaspora.
In the 1990s, the end of the solidarity move-

U.S. import, military interventionism). This strain of

Support from the Ford Foundation invigorated

hip-hop, infused with the grit of the grassroots and

La Peña’s arts-presenting capacities—and put Bay

the politics of the people, is alive at La Peña Cultural

Area arts at the cutting edge of aesthetics. The

Center in Berkeley, California. In the Bay Area, that

center went from commissioning one work in 2002

perennial blindspot of mainstream rap, La Peña

to commissioning two to four works every year from

nurtures the next generation of artists concerned

2003 to 2009, each going on to tour in multiple

with their marginal place in American society, their

cities. Hecho en Califas thrived, with three to five

growing demographic power, and their relationships

presenters booking acts they saw at the festival

to their home countries around the world.

every year. Eisa Davis performed Angela’s Mixtape,

The scope of La Peña has always been both
political and international. Chilean exiles, fleeing the

Robert Karimi debuted Farid Mercury, Aya de Leon
read her novel, and Aztlan Nation rocked the stage.

U.S.-backed military overthrow of socialist President

changing demographics, changing aesthetics into

Salvador Allende, founded the cultural center

the core of its work.

in 1975; it took its name from the small venues

At a time when NYC saw few theater festivals

resulted from a recognition of evolving needs, both

go up in the summer, much less theater festivals

of Hip-Hop Theater Festival and of the field at

called peñas formed in Allende’s Chile to foster

focused on urban aesthetics, HHTF carved out

large. HHTF began to craft a more sophisticated

folk music, grassroots culture, and social change.
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explains that this history was her introduction to

piece by B-Boy Rudi Goblen called Insanity Isn’t. It

the Great Recession. La Peña has rolled back its

Cuban hip-hop, and her role as an interloper into

continued to participate in International Hip-Hop

administrative and presenting capabilities, shifting

this world where a younger generation makes

Exchange, which evolved into “Miami Project

its focus from arts-presenting back to the cultural

powerful music and develops their own language

Hip-Hop”, which expanded its reach to artists in

activism of its heyday. It now provides space—a

of resistance informed her approach to Miami

Mexico and Brazil. In 2009, with the help of a Knight

theater, exhibition space, and classrooms—for

Light Project. Founded in 1989 as a curator and

Foundation Grant, Miami Light Project moved to

progressive and queer arts groups like Mangos With

presenter of dance, music and theater, the first ten

its current location, The Light Box at Goldman

Chili, Peacock Rebellion, and Las Bomberas de la

years of Miami Light Project’s existence didn’t quite

Warehouse, which is a theater, exhibition space, and

Bahia. La Peña looks forward still, empowering their

attract audiences that reflected the diversity of

recording studio. Ford Foundation funding helped

community to be the visionaries, philosophers, and

Miami-Dade County. When Beth was hired in 1998,

bring artists such as Universes, Will Power, and

Miami Light Project experienced a dramatic shift

Rennie Harris, among many others, to perform at

in programming, audience, and aesthetic, which

Miami Light Project.

The end of Ford funding in 2009 coincided with

engineers of social transformation.

Miami Light
Project

centered political relevancy, social justice concerns,

2009 was also the end of funding from

and cutting-edge performances. Miami Light

Future Aesthetics, but the connections Miami

Project presented Danny Hoch twice at their original

Light Project made lasted through this immediate

venue, the Colony Theatre. She also emphasized a

transition. They continue to curate and catalyze

cultural exchange between South Florida and Cuba

work in The Light Box at Goldman Warehouse

BY MAIA PAROGINOG

during these years, through which the project “Inter-

and through the Here and Now festival, but rising

Perhaps hip-hop entered Cuba through a hanger

national Hip-Hop Exchange: Miami” was launched

rent prices due to the gentrification in the Miami

antenna in the outskirts of Alamar. Perhaps its

with the help of the Hip-Hop Theatre Festival’s then

Wynwood neighborhood are potentially shifting

beats, lyricism, and energy animated the city, like

Executive Director, Clyde Valentin. Because of this

the future and stability of Miami Light Project. A

a much-needed jolt of electricity when, during el

attention to hip-hop art forms Roberta Uno took

medium-sized organization such as this struggles

Período especial, the Cuban economy suffered at

notice of Miami Light Project as she was establishing

with the fact that it has real bills but also cannot

the loss of its biggest trading partner, the Soviet

the Future Aesthetics cohort.

Union. Food was rationed heavily; people survived

Becoming a cohort member in 2003 allowed

Rennie
Harris
Puremovement

gogue; his dance company is structured to serve

oped strategies to tap the energy of the audience.

his dual purposes. While on the tour circuit, RHPM’s

Eventually, younger and more diverse audiences

energy is distributed equally between performance

would bring their own energy to each performance.

and community outreach. Harris and his company
visit schools, shelters, and prisons, engaging

performance, Rome and Jewels. Then came Facing

diverse audiences through public performances,

Mekka in 2003. These works were met with critical

history lectures, and dance workshops. Harris makes

acclaim. As Harris’ repertoire grew, so did his influ-

hip-hop accessible to newer generations, offering

ence over the modern dance world. His work pushed

them a vocabulary with which to tell their stories

critics to recognize the importance of “social” dance,

BY CODY LAUX

and the stories of their communities. As these new

causing them to rethink their relegation of the

During the Middle Passage, traders “danced” their

generations lay claim to the form, they cannot help

form. Arts institutions gradually welcomed the work

slaves in efforts to curtail the suicidal depression of

but advance and proliferate its aesthetic.

of other progressive hip-hop artists, such as Marc

their captives. Compelled by threats of the cat-o-

Harris often jests that he has “one foot in the

tea kettles & other makeshift instruments. Others

amidst a burgeoning “social” dance culture in a

coinciding with the premier of Facing Mekka. Harris,

stepped along to the beat, moving as well as they

primarily African American neighborhood in North

emissary of the hip-hop avant-garde and a leader

could within iron shackles. According to Dr. Lorenzo

Philadelphia. In 1991, a commission by the New

in the arts non-profit world, was an obvious choice

“Rennie” Harris, the lead dancer, choreographer &

Voices New Views festival catalyzed Harris’ transition

for inclusion in the Future Aesthetics cohort. The

artistic director of Rennie Harris Puremovement,

from street dance to theatrical concert hall perfor-

program strengthened his pre-existing relationships

(RHPM) this was the birth of Black contemporary art.

mance. What resulted was Endangered Species, an

with other hip-hop visionaries participating in the

intensely personal piece exploring Harris’ traumatic

program, such as Kamilah Forbes and Marc Bah-

confines of the ship deck. New modes of expression

coming up. Harris presented hip-hop theater to

muthi Joseph. As the program matured, the three

receive the funding it needs to cover these costs.

germinated, an act of resistance to the slave traders’

an entirely new audience, delivering a blow to their

would collaborate to produce Scourge in 2006.

Miami Light Project, which will remain at The Light

attempt dictate Black cultural production. Rennie

conception of modern dance. The next year, Rennie
Harris Puremovement was formed.

Slaves adapted their forms of expression to the

Box at Goldman Warehouse for at least the next five

Harris builds upon African American traditions within

ground for creative expression, though, and people

including their Contemporary Performance Series,

years, will continue to be a space for hip-hop art

his own form of contemporary expression. Harris,

often crave the music that reflects their struggle.

which led to the creation of Here and Now, which

forms, cutting edge aesthetics, and conversation.

through his solo and company work, simultaneously

concert hall. He recalls that during his earlier works,

Not long after the Special Period, hip-hop exploded

solely commissions local, Miami based artists.

marries the tasks of preserving “social” dance history

such as Students of the Asphalt Jungle (1995), his

in the region, but underground.

A sampling of the voices offered by Miami Light

while propelling hip-hop dance towards a new

“call and response” fell flat.“You could hear a pin

Project during this period included three major

aesthetic.

drop.” “Call and response,” or the act of affirming

commissions from theater artist Teo Castellanos: NE

director of The Light Box at Goldman Warehouse,

2nd Ave, Scratch and Burn, and Fat Boy as well as a

UP from the UNDERGROUND

The Future Aesthetics program launched in 2003,

street and one foot on the stage.” Harris grew up

Miami Light Project to foster groundbreaking work,

Director at Miami Light Project and the founder and

Bamuthi Joseph and Danny Hoch.

nine, slaves sounded traditional African rhythms on

on the most basic necessities. Hardship is fertile

Beth Boone, the Artistic and Executive

In 2000, Harris premiered his first evening-length

For Harris, the dissemination of knowledge is
hip-hop. Harris is a hip-hop historian and a peda-

Harris had to adapt to the confines of the

The program directly supported RHPM with
multi-year funding, stipulating that Harris re-grant
a portion to individual artists. The Ford Foundation
primarily financed RHPM’s annual Illadelph Legends

the performer, was yet unfamiliar to the primarily
white audience. In consecutive works, Harris devel35

of Hip-hop Festival. A smaller portion of Ford
funding enabled Harris to draft an autobiography:
Losing My Religion. Harris re-granted money to
Jorge “Fabel” Pabon, financing the pioneer’s
documentary on hip-hop’s evolution from gang
culture, as well as using Ford Funds to commission
works by individual dancers.
Post Future Aesthetics, RHPM’s community outreach efforts continue to flourish, despite a wane
in performance production. In 2012, the Obama
administration selected RHPM for the prestigious
“Dance Motion USA,” its members appointed as
cultural ambassadors, performing and teaching
classes in Egypt, Israel, and Palestine. Since the
Ford Foundation withdrew its funding, Illadelph
Legends has had to scale back. Harris has reduced
the number of hip-hop Pioneers that lead the
annual festival and has shortened each iteration of
the festival from several days to a single weekend.
This has not stopped Harris from touring the
festival in different states.
Since the end of The Future Aesthetics program,
Harris has stayed true to his claim that “living art
is always teaching as well.” Harris launched his
secondary company in 2007, Rennie Harris Awe
Inspiring Works. RHAW’s mission is to mentor and
train young dancers, inducting them into the world
of dance and theater. Thanks to artists like Harris,
the contemporary art world has opened up to
hip-hop dance and theater. That doesn’t mean it
will be ready for the fire these young dancers will
bring once they embark on their own solo missions.

UP from the UNDERGROUND

Universes
BY LAN ANH LÊ

The Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s (OSF) American
Revolutions commissioning program seeks to
create a new American “history cycle” by filling in
the theatre scene’s lacunae with plays about the
African-American relationship to Civil War history. In
2007, the program commissioned the Black Panthers/Young Lords-themed play “Party People” by
UNIVERSES, a national Ensemble Theater Company
of multi-disciplined writers and performers of color.
“Party People” was written to explore how those
from younger generations untangle the myths and
realities about traumatic pasts of these national
revolutionary movements, questioning the black
and white readings of history books. Packed with
dynamic dancing and music, the play, celebrated as
“wonderful,” “stunning,” & sometimes “overwhelming,” also points to the potential of new generational
cultural leadership as America changes. And it is
only the latest extension of UNIVERSES’ longstanding progression in fusing theater, spoken poetry,
dance, jazz, hip-hop & politics to create moving and
challenging theatrical works for the stage.
Founded in The Bronx in 1995, the members
of UNIVERSES came together in the urban spoken
word poetry and music scene of the late 1990s,
quickly moving from their birthplace The NuYorican
Poets Café, through the “downtown” performance
scene to build a place for themselves in American
Theatre. The group breaks the traditional boundaries

to create their own aesthetic and brand, inviting

The organization has been enjoying a long-

you have this generation of artists who can appeal

portrayals of youth were driving pop culture and

old and new generations to reshape the face of

standing relationship with the Ford Foundation

to that young generation and can speak to them in

affecting local and national policies—kids suspect-

American Theater. Core members include Steven

that traces back to the their collaboration with New

ways that they want to hear or see works presented

ed, kids suspended, kids arrested. False narratives

Sapp, Mildred Ruiz-Sapp, Gamal A. Chasten and

WORLD Theater (NWT) at UMass Amherst, founded

to them.” By offering diversified samples of spoken

were silencing the younger generation.

William Ruiz, aka Ninja. UNIVERSES is part of the

in 1979 by Roberta Uno, who went on to be Senior

poetry and “Afro-Latin-hip-hoppin’” voices,

This is the genesis of Youth Speaks.

Ford Foundation’s Future Aesthetics, a grantmaking

Program Officer for Arts and Culture at the Ford

UNIVERSES is truly a new generation of POC artists

In 1996, you could find 50 young artists

pilot that examined how changing demographics

Foundation. In a time when “American theater was

who invite audiences of all generations and cultural

gathered in a San Francisco theatre prepping for

are affecting aesthetics, cultural organizing, and

still trying to figure out ‘artists of color’,”NWT was

backgrounds to experience a revolutionary art

the world’s first poetry slam for youth, persuaded

communities, with the goal of bringing to light

an incubator for much of UNIVERSES’ early work and

form that will change the face of the contemporary

to participate with the promise of free computers

hip-hop activism. Along with the rest of the cohort,

development, including “U” Fresh out of the Box

American art world.

donated by freshly birthed dot-com companies.

UNIVERSES is establishing their name in the national

(1999), Slanguage (2001), and Ameriville (2008).

art scene to fortify a wave of hip-hop generation

“Roberta and the Ford Foundation have been

creatives who made an intervention and deeply

consistently supportive. It was just great to have

transformed the performing arts field.

someone at that level who is willing to support the

In 2013, UNIVERSES began to serve as OSF’s first
Resident Ensemble through a $100,000 grant from

work. We go way back to 1996, 1997,” says Steven
Sapp. At the time, Uno was artistic director of NWT,

the Ford Foundation to support ensemble’s new

which helped carve a space in which people of

work, as well as artistic and educational program-

different ethnicities could come together and learn

ming and community-building work. The grant to

about each other. Sapp discloses, “We decided to

OSF for UNIVERSES’ Party People covered travel and

bring UNIVERSES into that grant and that began our

accommodations for former members of the Black

new own issue with New WORLD Theater. And that

Panthers and The Young Lords to travel to OSF for

relationship was one of the pillars of who we are.”

community dialogue and Play participation.
Now, while continually raising their profile as a

Even though UNIVERSES no longer has a
deep relationship with Ford now that their old-time

theater company with commissions, awards and

friend Roberta Uno has left the foundation, the

residences, UNIVERSES are simultaneously honoring

Ford Foundation’s initiative continues to fund their

their roots by continuing to do the kind of work at

ensemble of residency. After the residency ended,

poetry slams in clubs and cafes, where they initially

Ford replenished funds to support it for one more

started out.

year. Sapp comments on the magnitude of the
initiative’s impacts, “It [Future Aesthetics] better be
replicable in today’s art world. If you look at the field
and the theater, you keep seeing that the audience
is getting older, so you have Future Aesthetics where

Youth
Speaks

BY MIA RITTER-WHITTLE AND
TAYLOR LITCHFIELD

In an eclectic suburb of New York in the 1980s,
James Kass spent his formative years as one of
many youth writing, weaving their narratives into
the East Coast hip-hop culture they felt reflected
their everyday lives.
When he reached graduate school, however,
James confronted a stark contrast to what what his
youth culture, a place rich in diversity and energy.

In 2016, you can trace a spider web of connected
storytellers from Urban Word in New York City
to the First Peoples Fund in Rapid City, South
Dakota, reflecting more than 100,000 of America’s
21st century voices. During the two decades,
the organization grew from a budget of less than
$1,000 to over $5,000,000.
Together, Kass, Marc Bamuthi Joseph, and an
impassioned generation of civically engaged young
people would turn Youth Speaks into the Bay Area’s
home for spoken word performance and an international hub for educational and developmental
programs centered entirely on the next generation.
Youth Speaks produced the first youth-centered
poetry slam in the entire nation, creating the annual

Academia lacked space for voices like those of the
kids with whom he grew up. His work at the public
media station served as a constant reminder of how
youth were being portrayed in the media, which
was rampant with images of youth of color painted
like hyperaggressive thugs and hypersexualized
virgin-types like Britney Spears. Such inaccurate
37

Brave New Voices Festival, which was featured on

nationally, the organization ensured that its roots

HBO for two seasons.

were well tended. Many Bay Area youth lacked a

The organization took on a simple but

space to feel safe existing as queer people of color,

forward-looking model: the future was in the youth.

so they conjured up an event entitled “Queerosity”.

Young people would create the culture, policies

Wanting to take advantage of a day off of school

and movements of tomorrow. With the tagline “The

in honor of Martin Luther King Jr. Day, they created

next generation can speak for itself”, Youth Speaks

an event called “Bringing the Noise”. With Youth

pushed against false narratives by supporting the

Speaks, if the youth didn’t have a place to be, they

raw, uncensored voices of young folks who would

created it.   

create tomorrow.

Young artists are the driving force fueling Youth

APPENDICES
D. FUTURE AESTHETICS: THE IMPACT OF HIP-HOP CULTURE
IN CONTEMPORARY

hip-hop aesthetic. Their pedagogy, the intergen-

poets cluster backstage and are reminded that

A: NON-PROFIT ARTS AND THE NEXT GENERATION: SOME
OBSERVATIONS AND QUESTIONS FROM THE HIP-HOP
GENERATION’S ENTRE INTO THE NONPROFIT ARTS FIELD

erational mentorship, and the power testimony of

this platform is possible because of those who

By James Kass for Youth Speaks and Alexis Frasz for

these teen voices attracted the attention of Roberta

came before them, and their contributions are the

Helicon Collaborative, July 1, 2016

Uno, who was looking to change the field of arts

groundwork for the artists yet to come. The men-

funding through her position at the Ford Founda-

torship of Future Aesthetics to Youth Speaks staff,

tion. As the organization’s first national funder, the

Youth Speaks staff to young poets, and poets to

B. FUTURE AESTHETICS: HIP-HOP & CONTEMPORARY
PERFORMANCE ARTIST DIALOGUE

Ford Foundation and its reputation allowed Youth

tomorrow’s poets after them, serves as an intergen-

By Anna Alves, with contributions from Jeff Chang,

Speaks to attract the attention of increased local

erational cycle of mentorship and inspiration. It is

Sylvia Sherman, Mikiko Thelwell and Eddie Torres,

These documents were prepared as internal documentation

Bay Area funders, and other national support. With

how Youth Speaks thrives.

A Report Prepared For La Peña Cultural Center and

of the Future Aesthetics program and were not previously

the Ford Foundation, September 15 & 16, 2003

released. They served as primary document sources for this

Their pedagogy was deeply infused in the

this funding, Youth Speaks was able to replicate
Future Aesthetics’ model and implement its own

Speaks’ success. Before every performance, the

The beauty of Youth Speaks’ foundation is that

Draft of Executive Summary, By Sylvia Sherman and
Caron Atlas, March 2010
E. SELECT LIST OF KEY EVENTS
F. LIST OF FUTURE AESTHETICS ARTIST REGRANT RECIPIENTS

report and for the program. We include them here in order to

it was created by the hip-hop generation, for the
C. FUTURE AESTHETICS: THE IMPACT OF HIP-HOP
CULTURE IN CONTEMPORARY PERFORMANCE
COMMUNITY FORUM

system of “re-granting” to artists and organizations

hip-hop generation and the generations to come.

with aligned values. They developed The Brave

The current work continues to build a support

New Voices Network to organize youthful arts

system that allows generationally and geographi-

organizations to build collective momentum around

cally specific work to emerge in sustainable ways.

By Anna Alves, An Executive Summary Of A Report

critical issues in arts and equity. The Emerging Arts

But the work will inevitably change with what

Prepared For La Peña Cultural Center and the Ford

Program serves as a next step for BNV Network

tomorrow’s culture brings. As James Kass says,“It’s

Foundation, November 5, 2003

alumni, offering training in presenting, producing,

a recognition of what is the aesthetic. And not only

marketing and managing works. Though Youth

the aesthetic of the art work, but the aesthetic of

Speaks was widely successful in branching out

the approach to work.”

complete the record.
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“Now that we are tenure track professors, or are the leaders of stable

In January and May of 2014 Youth Speaks convened two groups of

organizations, or are more regularly programmed in prestigious venues

established and emerging hip-hop artists, activists and organizational leaders

across the world, have we fulfilled our function in the field or missed the

from across the country to reflect on the hip-hop generation’s24 experience

mark altogether? Was our purpose to meld into the center and transition

within the nonprofit sector over the last 15 years. The conversations started

the lexicon and look of arts leadership, or is it more important to establish

with a review of the trajectory of nonprofit hip-hop, but participants’ personal

a different ‘center’ altogether?” -- Marc Bamuthi Joseph

experience was only a launching point for a discussion about the larger
nonprofit cultural system. Despite the personal successes of many in the room,

“Many of us have benefited from visionary insiders, figured out survival

APPENDIX A

tactics, or just been plain lucky, but the system is still as difficult for out-

welcoming to people, ideas and cultures that are not already represented

siders to penetrate as it was when we busted our way in 15 years ago. [How

within it. This is especially true for younger generations and disenfranchised

are we going to] shift the arts sector to both be more inclusive … [and]

communities. The system reinforces accepted aesthetics, organizational

more reflective of the future of this country?”			

practices, and values and keeps the barriers to entry for “outsiders” high. This

-- James Kass

has negative consequences for those inside the system, as well as those trying

We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a
single garment of destiny….I can never be what I ought to be until you are
allowed to be what you ought to be.”—Martin Luther King, Jr., “Letter from a

NONPROFIT ARTS AND THE NEXT GENERATION:
Some Observations and Questions from The Hip-Hop
Generation’s Entre into the Nonprofit Arts Field

Birmingham Jail”

Background:
The Youth Speaks Convenings

By James Kass for Youth Speaks and
Alexis Frasz for Helicon Collaborative*
July 1, 2016

to enter it. In the words of James Kass, Youth Speaks’ executive director, “The
outsiders suffer because of their lack of access to the resources, knowledge,
networks and validation that the nonprofit system provides. And the nonprofit
system suffers because it excludes the creative expressions of and participation by wide swaths of the nation, thereby becoming less and less relevant.”
The hip-hop generation’s struggle for validation and space within the nonprofit
sector is only one example of this dynamic at play.
As part of the convenings, Youth Speaks asked the multigenerational

The ideas here stem from a series of discussions organized by Youth Speaks

group25 to imagine a system that would be more open to the new, especially

in the first six months of 2014, with support from the Doris Duke Charitable

to the next generation of young artists and creative leaders. “We want myriad

Foundation. Youth Speaks (YS) is a presenter of spoken word performance,

opportunities to enter the arts ecosystem as a whole,” said Kass, “regardless

education and youth development programs rooted in the hip-hop tradition.

of where you are from, or what your economic circumstance are. We ask: How

Based in San Francisco, YS works with partners in 60 locations around the

does the nonprofit world become an equitable, accessible, meaningful space

country, reaching more than 100,000 young people each year. From its

in which all can engage… and in doing so, become a more vibrant field, more

position working closely with youth – particularly teens and young adults who

24 When using terms like “hip hop generation” and “hip hop culture” in this paper, we are not
only referring to organizations that reflect hip-hop aesthetics; but also those that are based
on hip hop values, whatever the aesthetics of their work. The hip hop generation in this paper
also refers to people who grew up in urban centers in the 80’s and 90’s of the United States,
and entered into the nonprofit arts field informed by the cultural practices, shared experiences, and aesthetics that served as a unifying force regardless of which urban center they
emerged from.
25 List of attendees in Appendix

have been disenfranchised by a broken public educational system, poverty,
prejudice, and other forms of systemic injustice – Youth Speaks has first hand

* This is an unfinished draft of a paper that will be released by Youth Speaks later this year. It is based, in part,
on conversations at the two convenings organized by Youth Speaks, and includes the ideas of those participants, listed in
the appendix and attributed where possible. Any mistakes or omissions are the responsibility of the primary authors alone.

the group’s assessment was that the established nonprofit arts sector is not

knowledge of the power of creative expression to transform individual lives
and create opportunities for the next generation.

PERFORMANCE OF SCRATCH N’ BURN, COURTESY MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT AND GLASSWORKS MULTIMEDIA
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meaningful, more impactful because more stories, more visions, more people

sector supports and our changing population erodes the sector’s relevance,

can participate in real ways?”

rationale, and base of support.

The conversations were wide-ranging, but the group coalesced around five

• Today’s generation of emerging arts leaders can not afford to navigate the

fundamental conclusions:

system the way early generation’s could--by subsidizing their labor. The cost

• Our country’s demographics and culture have shifted profoundly. Today’s

of living has increased to a point where that lifestyle is not sustainable, and

youth are more diverse than any generation in U.S. history and they have

the lack of other options makes pursuing an arts career a luxury that many

different cultural expressions and modes of creation and consumption than

cannot afford.

older generations.26

The Youth Speaks convenings did not yield definitive solutions to these

• The arts funding system continues to favor large, well-established organiza-

core challenges, but they suggested some possibilities. More importantly, they

tions, based primarily in Western European aesthetics, whose audiences are

confirmed the urgency of taking affirmative action now to build a nonprofit

primarily white and upper income. People of color now comprise 38 percent

cultural sector that truly represents our country’s evolving demographic and

of the U.S. population, but just 4 percent of foundation arts funding is allocat-

cultural reality. Political, social and economic divides are growing alarmingly,

ed to organizations with a specific mission to serve communities of color.

particularly along generational and racial lines. There is, what some have

• Disparities in access to resources and opportunities are growing rapidly in

called, a “cultural generation gap…between a heavily (and soon majority)

our society, and wealth is becoming more concentrated in the hands of a

nonwhite population of young people and an overwhelmingly white cohort of

few.28 The nonprofit cultural sector reflects and reinforces these inequities.29

older people. Like tectonic plates, these slow-moving but irreversible forces

Youth are the future of our society and our culture. Yet our current social,

may generate enormous turbulence as they grind against each other in the

political and cultural systems do not adequately support, invest in and create

years ahead.”

27

pathways for vast numbers of young people to take their places as the next

31

This dynamic is playing out in the nonprofit cultural system, where an older

generation’s civic and creative leaders.30

generation still holds tightly to the privileges of money and power. Success in

• This situation is bad for culture and bad for society, and it is ultimately un-

the future will require older generations to recognize that they have a personal

sustainable. The misalignment between what and who the nonprofit cultural

stake in supporting and developing the next generation of society’s leaders and
stewards.

32

26 Among Americans under the age of 18, people of color are expected to be the majority by
2023. http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2009/01/the-end-of-white-america/307208/
27 “A Decade of Arts Engagement: Findings from the Survey of Public Participation in the
Arts, 2002-2012, National Endowment for the Arts Research Report #58, 2015.
28 Nearly one-third of working families are now considered low-income, and income and
wealth disparities track along racial and ethnic lines.
29 The largest 2% of organizations (budgets over $5 million) get 58% of all contributed
revenue, a proportion that has increased in the last 5 years. Analysis of 2013 data by Helicon
Collaborative.
30 A large number of younger leaders (18-35) report dissatisfaction with insufficient professional development, low pay, and lack of opportunities for advancement in their nonprofit
arts work. http://www.cciarts.org/_Library/docs/NextGenReportMay2011.pdf Meanwhile the
nonprofit field as a whole is unprepared for an impending “leadership deficit” as the Boomer
generation retires. http://www.abruzzoassociates.com/LeadershipCrisis.pdf and http://
www.compasspoint.org/sites/default/files/docs/research/521_readytolead2008.pdf
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The nonprofit cultural sector is not the only field experiencing this

generational shift, but culture offers unique ways to mitigate and bridge this
generational gap. With this paper, Youth Speaks and its partners hope to spark
a field-wide conversation about what a refreshed nonprofit cultural system
would look like that truly reflects the breadth of American culture today and is
viewed by young people as essential to their experience.

Backdrop: Future Aesthetics
The impetus for the 2014 YS convenings was the 10th anniversary of a meeting
convened by the Ford Foundation in 2003, which launched the Foundation’s
decade-long commitment to “Future Aesthetics.” Conceived by Roberta Uno,
the Future Aesthetics initiative focused on the need of the nonprofit cultural
sector to understand the nation’s changing demographics and the effects of
those changes on artmaking, cultural organizing, and people’s engagement
with the arts overall. Ford’s initial meeting of leading hip-hop generation
artists and presenting organizations in 2003 was followed by the Foundation’s
sustained support of many of these artists and organizations. At the time, most
of these individuals were in their 20s and represented a youth culture that had
not previously been recognized by nonprofit presenters or philanthropy.
Ten years later, as a result of investments by Ford, the Surdna Foundation,
the Nathan Cummings Foundation and a few other funders, as well as
sustained leadership by a cohort of forward-looking presenters, a number
of hip-hop leaders who attended the initial Future Aesthetics meeting have
achieved success in the nonprofit field.33 Some have received major artists
awards or have been commissioned to create and present numerous new pieces. Others hold leadership positions at major cultural institutions or academic
appointments at prestigious colleges. A few have built successful national
organizations and others have sustained long-term work in communities.
Some are program officers in foundations. These leaders are exemplars within
a larger community of nonprofit hip-hop practice that has grown up in the
past decade. Some estimate there are now hundreds of nonprofit arts groups
founded on hip-hop principles and many more organizations presenting
hip-hop work as part of their programs.

A word about hip-hop
Hip-hop is the most important homegrown American artform of the
modern era, and the common language of today’s global youth. It emerged

31 “The Gray and the Brown: The Generational Mismatch.” Referenced in Jeff Chang p 251.
32 http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs13524-013-0197-1. Reference in Uno.

33 Uno, Roberta. “Future Aesthetics 2.0: The World Has Changed” GIA Reader.
http://www.giarts.org/article/future-aesthetics-20

from the creativity and drive of low-income African American and Latino
teenagers in the Bronx in the late 1970s, young people determined to express
themselves and assert their humanity in the face of relentlessly degrading life
circumstances. Carlton Turner puts it in context: “Hip-hop is part of a legacy
of a long line of art rooted in community struggle, artforms that have been
created by an underclass community to vocalize their current situation and
aspire to something better.” The ethos of hip-hop was that anyone can speak
and everyone should speak -- especially the people who are usually not heard:
the powerless and the young.
Since its early days in the streets and public housing projects of the Bronx,
hip-hop has exploded into a global vernacular that crosses geographic, linguistic, racial and ethnic lines. It is the common language spoken by youth (and
many adults) worldwide. Today, hip-hop is an avenue for youth and disadvantaged people from around the world to communicate about and critique
what is happening in their lives, and to imagine a better future. Hip-hop star
Questlove of The Roots says hip-hop at its core is “devoted to reflecting the
experience of real people and, through that reflection, challenging the power
structure that produces inequality and disenfranchisement.”34 Confronting
and challenging injustice is a core part of hip-hop’s DNA.
For many unfamiliar with hip-hop culture, the term “hip-hop” is often
synonymous with commercial hip-hop music only, which can be overly
associated with consumerism, mysogynism, or violence. Commercial hip-hop’s
global success as has overshadowed the other dimensions of hip-hop’s values
and aesthetics in the public’s view. But there is a strong community of nonprofit hip-hop-generation-based organizations and independent artists that
are rooted in the original impulses of the culture and artform. These founding
principles included a commitment to social justice, inclusivity, and art as a
process for personal and community transformation. Just as Hollywood action
movies do not accurately represent the breadth of the film sector, which also
includes documentary, independent, foreign-language, avant-garde, and
34 “Mo’ Money, Mo’ Problems: How Hip-Hop Failed Black America, Part II” Vulture. April 29,
2014. http://www.vulture.com/2014/04/questlove-on-money-jay-z-how-hip-hop-failedblack-america-part-2.html
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animated films genres, hip-hop culture includes much more than its com-

continuously innovate and improve by pushing each other higher. “While I

whole. To us it seems as though the ‘system’ is still biased towards maintaining

mercial elements. It is the for-mission, non-commercial parts of the hip-hop

have the mic, I need to kill it; but when you have the mic, I need to root for you

what already is, instead of opening to what might be coming next. This is

ethos that are upheld by the nonprofit organizations working in and or from

to kill it too.”

particularly true in regards to the most marginalized voices, who often reflect

the hip-hop idiom.
Authentic reflection of reality and imagining a better future is one of the

Art is a form of social and political critique, integrally entwined with issues

the ‘audiences’ everyone is trying to reach, but rarely are partnered with in

of social justice. Art has the power to challenge dominant narratives and

deep and meaningful ways that can shift the arts sector to both be more

most important functions that art plays in any society, and in this respect hip-

create new narratives that reflect the views of people who are marginalized

inclusive … [and] more reflective of the future of this country.”

hop’s influence has been profound. Now a 40-year-old phenomenon, hip-hop

or disempowered by the social and political system. “We are for-mission. We

remains important to today’s youth as a way to create, communicate and claim

use art and artists to inspire economic, systemic and social change that will

space – making it relevant to any conversation about the arts and America’s

advance communities that have been historically marginalized.”

future. Hip-hop reminds us that new artforms often spring from society’s
fringes, so-called “marginal” places, and communities that may be politically
and economically disempowered but are fertile seedbeds of artistic imagination.
The same is true for hip-hop influenced nonprofit arts organizations.

Speaking truth is essential, especially about things that are usually unspoken -- “Putting the ‘off the record’ back on the record and saying it loud.”
Remixing ideas and forms of expression is the way to innovation and the
new. “We build on the past but make it new.”
Inclusivity, reciprocity and responsibility to others is integral to the

The group identified some elements of the nonprofit sector that continue
to make it difficult for new people and ideas to enter:

Resources
Eligibility requirements for funding privilege organizations that have professional fundraising staff, longevity, stable operating budgets, and other indicators of reliability. This advantages older and larger organizations over new
and smaller organizations and those with conventional business models over

Some Hip-hop Generation Values

work—the more you succeed, the more you have an obligation to help others

those with different approaches. Relatively few funders are seeding start-ups

Hip-hop has become a global sub-culture that includes forms of music, dance,

succeed too. This includes giving back to the community, as well as opening

or adjusting their application procedures to make it easier for new and small

writing, theater and visual art, fashion and lifestyle. While no one in the Youth

up opportunities for other artists. “Lift as you fly.”

entities to receive funding.

Speaks convenings felt comfortable identifying definitive values for all of hip-

These values inform the way that hip-hop generation leaders see and

Contributed resources are highly concentrated in the hands of a small

hop, they did identify unifying values that underpin their work. These values

relate to social and political systems, including the nonprofit cultural sector.

number of very large cultural institutions that tend to present art in the West-

were foundational for both the older members of the group (people now in

They see major blockages in the nonprofit arts system that prevent it from

ern European classical tradition. Organizations serving people and cultures

their 30s and 40s) as well as the representatives of the younger generation (in

meaningfully engaging a broader cross-section of the American public, and

that are not already well funded or exist in communities without substantial

their early 20s) just now entering the field. All traced these values to founda-

particularly youth.

financial wealth are considered to have a “lack of capacity.”

tional hip-hop principles:

conduct “outreach” to youth, communities of color or lower-income popula-

transformation, especially for communities that have experienced trauma or

Despite some individual successes, the group strongly agreed that the non-

tions rather than support smaller organizations and artists that are based in

injustice. The process of artmaking is as important or more important than

profit arts sector is still resistant to “outsiders,” particularly young people and

these communities and working with these populations already.

any products generated.

people of color. “Although some of us have succeeded at moving from the

Youth are valid culture makers and agents of change. They are not “in
waiting,” they are authentic voices now. Yet even as they innovate, youth want
intergenerational mentoring and connections to their roots.
Cyphering is essential. Leadership needs to rotate and the goal is to
35

35 Group freestyle where MC’s take turns on the mic
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in the country.37 This excludes people from economically disadvantaged
backgrounds from getting these degrees, which are increasingly required for
entry and advancement in the field.
Many MFA programs lack cultural and ethnic diversity in their faculty and
students, and have curricula that are weighted towards Western European
traditions.38 In addition, there is a strong bias in the field towards valuing
academic experience over other kinds of knowledge (apprenticeships,
grassroots cultural work, entrepreneurial “street” experience, etc.). There is an
expectation that artists and cultural workers will subsidize their labor in the
nonprofit cultural sector, starting with unpaid internships and ending with top
jobs that often pay very modest salaries.39 This is difficult or impossible for
people to do in a time of rising cost of living, especially for people who do not
come from wealth. School debt disproportionately affects the ability of black
and hispanic art graduates to remain working as artists.40
Access to arts education in primary and secondary schools has declined
dramatically over 30 years, particularly for lower-income children and children
of color.41 Arts education in schools is the first opportunity that many children
have to engage with art-making.

Foundation funding has been too “restricted” and “project-based,” and

outside to the center,” says Youth Speaks’ James Kass, “we wonder if we have

not focused enough on core capitalization. What has made large organiza-

created more openings for others to do so too, or changed the system as a

tions successful has, in part, been their ability to invest in their capacity and

36 Because of the way that demographics are changing, more and more young people are
people of color. Therefore, while this paper is primarily about how the sector can be more
receptive to young people, the implication is that the sector must also become more
receptive to people of color.

MFA and arts management programs are among the most expensive schools

Most funders give grants to large budget, mainstream organizations to

Situation Today

“Art as a wellness tool.” Art is key to personal and community healing and

Training / Career pathways

take smart risks. Therefore, investments in smaller organizations should also
focus on capitalization and financial flexibility.

37 http://bfamfaphd.com/
38 http://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/mfa-vs-poc
39 http://www.inmotionmagazine.com/lost.html
40 An Uneven Canvas: Inequalities in Artistic Training and Careers. SNAAP. 2013. http://snaap.
indiana.edu/pdf/2013/SNAAP20Annual20Report202013.pdf
41 Nick Rabkin and EC Hedberg, Arts Education in America: What declines mean for arts
participation
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Nonprofit organizational structure
Staff and board of nonprofit cultural organizations and foundations are
overwhelmingly white, and even more so in leadership positions. This limits the
cultural perspective of organizational leaders and provides few role models for
young people of color.42
The hierarchical structures of many nonprofit organizations limits the voice
and power of younger people. There is a lack of professional development and
transition planning in the field.43
The economics of nonprofit presenters today discourage risk taking and
make investing in new artists, experimental work or process-oriented work
difficult.44
Traditional venues and producing / presenting structures are not appropriate for certain kinds of work, including experimental work.
The current model is perceived to select “exceptional” individuals from
communities of color and makes them “art stars,” but this does not elevate
whole new modes of expression or vibrant cultural ecosystems.

Critique / validation
Work generated by youth and communities of color is often outside of the
experience of critics, panelists, and funders, so they often do not have the
vocabulary or capacity to judge or comment on it in an informed way. This
means work is sometimes misunderstood and therefore dismissed as lacking
quality.
There is often a lack of understanding among funders of what it takes
to develop the presented work, as the art form or aesthetic is not seen in a
broader cultural context. Oftentimes funders talk about the remarkable talent
of the young artists, and not the work ethic and organizational investment
behind what is made visible. This is rarely said in the same way when someone
42 Including Antonio Cuyler, An Exploratory Study of Demographic Diversity in the Arts
Management Workforce, 2015 and Diversity in Philanthropy: The State of Change. Brandolon
Barnett, Council on Foundations, 2016.
43 http://www.hewlett.org/uploads/files/InvolvingYouthInTheArts_fullreport.pdf
44 http://www.ddcf.org/globalassets/arts/helicon-final-report-short-02-07-2015.pdf
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sees an emerging talent in modern dance, as to when they see an emerging

or thematically challenging, or intended for audiences that cannot pay the

are attached to concrete change.”49 This is particularly important at this

talent in spoken word or breakdancing.

full cost of production. It also provides ways to invest in, develop and preserve

point in our history, when we are seeing a re-segregation of and disinvestment

creative practices and cultural artifacts that the commercial sector, with

in public schools,50 income inequality is on the rise51 and our police and legal

that the nonprofit cultural system is resistant to new and younger voices,

its focus on profit, does not find lucrative. The nonprofit sector is where the

system is unjustly taking the lives of people of color. We need new ways of

and overwhelmingly supports large budget organizations that present and

non-commercial part of our cultural heritage is nurtured and safeguarded,

thinking about the world and new stories about our collective future. Art and

preserve Western European traditions. The narrowing of the sector plays

and it provides opportunities for cultural creation and experience that neither

culture are critical modes for understanding the present and imagining new

out in audience trends. Despite tens of millions of dollars spent each year on

the informal nor commercial sectors do.

possibilities. “Cultural change is often the dress rehearsal for political change.

There is data to support these anecdotal impressions of the YS group

45

“outreach” efforts to attract new and diverse audiences, the audience trend

Despite their criticisms of the barriers to entry and unequal opportunities

Or put another way, political change is the final manifestation of cultural

line continues downward for classical music, ballet, and art museums and

in the sector, the participants at the Youth Speaks convening were unanimous

galleries. And yet active participation in the arts is vibrant, with over half of

in their view that the nonprofit model has enabled them to do things that

all adults saying that they engage actively in some kind of art making.

they would not have been able to do otherwise. Making the resources and

not just important for society, it is essential for the survival of the nonprofit

cultural practice among youth is strong too. Youth Speaks and many other

opportunities of the nonprofit system available to young people, especially

sector itself. For the nonprofit cultural sector to remain viable and vibrant into

organizations that involve youth directly in art making, whether hip-hop-

those coming from low-income or non-Western European backgrounds is im-

the future it must become representative of more voices and more relevant

based or not, cannot meet the growing demand for their programs. Millions

perative. Without this, their opportunities for cultural expression are curtailed

to a broader cross-section of the population. New ideas and new people keep

of young people are actively engaging in the arts – as creators, producers,

and their voices are silenced and de-valued. Lack of representation is a serious

artists and artforms fresh. The audience demographic profile of many large

presenters, audience members, and commentators--often outside of the

form of harm, which “can be a form of oppression, imprisoning someone in

cultural institutions has pushed a wide variety of people to question the public

nonprofit sector.47

a false, distorted or reduced mode of being.”48 The success of youth cultures

value of these institutions in a changing America. People as diverse as Bill

like commercial hip-hop does not invalidate this point, but rather reinforces it.

Gates,53 Paul Ryan54 and numerous leaders within the cultural sector are ques-

Commercial hip-hop is largely bereft of the positive, empowering and commu-

tioning whether the nonprofit cultural sector is just a haven for the interests

Culture existed before our current nonprofit cultural system emerged in the

nity-oriented values that are part of hip-hop’s roots and are still present in its

of the wealthy. If the sector is seen as marginal to the vast majority of Amer-

1960s, and much cultural activity still happens today outside of this realm

non-commercial expressions. Although commercial hip-hop is an entry point

icans, especially the young and disenfranchised, it invites challenges to its tax

-- in commercial, informal and unincorporated contexts. But the non-profit

for many people, because of its market orientation as a consumer product it

status and worthiness for both public and philanthropic support--something

cultural sector has a specific and essential function within the cultural

cannot stand alone as the steward of hip-hop or youth culture.

that risks jeopardizing our cultural vitality as a society.
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And

Why does this matter?

ecosystem, and within our society, that is not fulfilled by either its for-profit

Creating more opportunities for young people from all backgrounds is

Our society is founded on the principle of a multiplicity of voices and

or informal components. The nonprofit system exists to support enterprises

opportunity for all, and it suffers when the plurality of cultures within it are

that are mission-driven and not sustainable within the commercial market.

not recognized, cultivated and made visible to each other. Demographer

It is a bulwark against the commercialization of creative expression and a

Manuel Pastor writes, “as the demographics of the U.S. continue to shift,

haven for work in the public interest that is experimental, artistically and/

the narrative needs to shift as well.” Culture is one of the primary ways that

45 http://heliconcollab.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Fusing-Arts_Culture_and_Social_
Change1.pdf
46 “How a Nation Engages with Art: Highlights from the 2012 Survey of Public Participation
in the Arts,” National Endowment for the Arts, 2013.
47 http://www.pewinternet.org/2005/11/02/57-of-teen-internet-users-create-remix-orshare-content-online/

shifts that have already occurred.”52

we understand our differences and create shared narratives. As scholar and
convening participant Jeff Chang writes, culture “is where people make sense
of the world, where ideas are introduced, values are inculcated, and emotions
48 Charles Taylor in Jeff Chang, Who We Be. (215).

49 http://prospect.org/article/culture-politics
50 http://www.citylab.com/politics/2013/11/why-are-american-schoolsstill-segregated/7478/
51 http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/412802-Less-Than-Equal-RacialDisparities-in-Wealth-Accumulation.pdf
52 Jeff Chang, http://prospect.org/article/culture-politics
53 http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/2/dacd1f84-41bf-11e3-b064-00144feabdc0.html
54 http://www.nytimes.com/2014/02/05/arts/design/nea-funds-benefit-bothrich-and-poor-study-finds.html
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What the future could look like:
The Youth Speaks group doesn’t have all the answers, but it drew its inspiration from hip-hop to suggest some possible questions that all of us – individual
artists, cultural workers, practitioners, and funders – can ask ourselves:
How can we re-think art as a tool for transformation, and such a critical
element of community wellness that its must be available to all people,

the hip-hop-generation, but rather to disrupt the current hierarchical model

DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY

altogether so that more voices are heard and more people can participate.
The YS group believes that it is possible to create a more just, open and
equitable nonprofit cultural system that is “awake to the moment we live
in” and provides opportunities for the next generation of artists and creative
workers to contribute and thrive.

especially youth?
How can we respect youth as culture makers in their own right, while
connecting them with opportunities to be mentored by and learn from their
elders?
How can we each independently and together learn from hip-hop’s
practice of cyphering to create distributed power structures and lift up the

APPENDIX B

best ideas, no matter where they come from?
How can we better amplify art’s function as way to critique the present
and imagine the future, and use it more inventively to generate new solutions

FUTURE AESTHETICS: HIP-HOP &
CONTEMPORARY PERFORMANCE
ARTIST DIALOGUE

for our society’s problems?
How can we talk more honestly about money, power, privilege and race
and how these play out in our sector and our larger society?
How can we analyze, and then root out, the deep structural injustices in
the nonprofit cultural system?
How can we embrace cultural and generational differences and lead a
national dialogue on finding a better future together —a remix?

A report prepared for La Peña Cultural Center
by Anna Alves, Independent Consultant
with contributions from Jeff Chang, Sylvia Sherman,
Mikiko Thelwell and Eddie Torres
San Francisco, CA | September 15 & 16, 2003

In talking about the future, the group was not motivated by seeking more
resources for hip-hop forms, artists or organizations. Some in the next generation will undoubtedly be influenced by hip-hop, but the group acknowledged
that there will be new forms, aesthetics, politics and social behaviors as well.
Many of these are likely to be as unfamiliar and challenging to the current
generation of hip-hop leaders as hip-hop was to its forebears. In the words of
one participant, “At some point young people are going to do something that
we don’t understand, and that will be the moment for us not to reject them.”
The goal is not to replace the current system with a system controlled by
DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY

UP from the UNDERGROUND

The following is a summary, documentation, and evaluation of the Future Aesthetics: Hip-Hop & Contemporary Performance
Artist Dialogue held at and hosted by ODC Theater and Youth Speaks on September 15 & 16, 2003 in San Francisco, CA.
UP from the UNDERGROUND
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Artist Dialogue was a gathering of 40 prominent contemporary artists
working within, and/or impacted by, hip-hop performance forms. Sponsored
by the Ford Foundation and La Peña Cultural Center, in partnership with
the Hip-Hop Theater Festival and Youth Speaks, the event facilitated an
exploration of the aesthetic impact of Hip-Hop culture on contemporary
performance through a series of large group and small session conversations
over two days. The content and structure of the Artist Dialogue was planned
and administered by an Artist Planning Committee, with assistance and
guidance provided by Project Director San San Wong and Ford Foundation
Program Officer Roberta Uno. The Artist Planning Committee consisted of:
JORGE IGNACIO CORTIÑAS
(Playwright, New York Theater Workshop and
New World Theater, Jackson Heights, NY)
RHA GODDESS
(Performance and Recording Artist,
Divine Dime Entertainment, Ltd., Forestburgh, NY)
RENNIE HARRIS
(Dancer and Choreographer,
Rennie Harris PureMovement, Philadelphia, PA)
DANNY HOCH
(Actor, Playwright and Director,
Hip-Hop Theater Festival, Brooklyn, NY)
MILDRED RUIZ
(Curator, Writer and Performer, Universes and Co-Founder,
The UniverseCity Theater Network, Bronx, NY)
STEVE SAPP
(Curator, Writer and Performer, Universes
and Co-Founder, The UniverseCity Theater Network, Bronx, NY)
JOEL BARRAQUIEL TAN
(Poet and Writer, Fil Am Arts, Long Beach, CA)

UP from the UNDERGROUND

Also providing support were La Peña staff Sylvia Sherman and Juan Berumen, Hip-Hop Theater Festival’s Clyde Valentin, Writer/Critic Jeff Chang, and
Dave Mazzoli and Edwin Torres with the Ford Foundation. Rha Goddess, Mildred
Ruiz and Steve Sapp served as the main facilitators during the two days.

Artist participants included:
AYA DE LEON (Oakland, CA)
BABA ISRAEL (New York, NY)
BEN SNYDER (Brooklyn, NY)
CHRISTINE BACAREZA BALANCE (New York, NY)
CRISTAL CHANELLE TRUSCOTT (Brooklyn, NY)
DEUCE ECLIPSE (Concord, CA)
EISA DAVIS (Brooklyn, NY)
ERICA DOYLE (Rosedale, NY)
GIGI OTALVARO-HORMILLOSA (San Francisco, CA)
GOLDA SUPERNOVA (Chicago, IL)
HANIFAH WALIDAH (Oakland, CA)
JAMES KASS (San Francisco, CA)
JONZI D (London, U. K.)
KAMILAH FORBES (Brooklyn, NY)
KRIS DIAZ (Yonkers, NY)
KWIKSTEP (North Bergen, NJ)
LENORA PACE (Brooklyn, NY)
MAIANA MINAHAL (San Francisco, CA)
MARC BAMUTHI JOSEPH (San Francisco, CA)
MARLA TEYOLIA (Bloomfield, NJ)
MELINDA CORAZON FOLEY (San Francisco, CA)
MIKE 360 (Albuquerque, NM)
MONIQUE MARTIN (New York, NY)
OLIVIA MALABUYO (San Francisco, CA)
PAUL FLORES (Oakland, CA)
REGIE CABICO (New York, NY)
RICHARD MONTOYA (Los Angeles, CA)
ROBERT KARIMI (Newark, CA)
ROKAFELLA (North Bergen, NJ)
TANYA SARACHO (Chicago, IL)
TEO CASTELLANO (Miami, FL)
TONI BLACKMAN (New York, NY)
TRACI BARTLOW (Oakland, CA)
VANESSA VELA (Los Angeles, CA)

MAJOR FINDINGS
1. Aesthetics
A diversity of cultures and experiences exist in what is both a developed
“Hip-Hop culture”, with roots extending from the revolutionary and creative
energies of the South Bronx in the 1970s and a nascent “post Hip-Hop
universe” that encompasses expanded and various U.S. regions, generations,
cultures, races, sensibilities, and sexualities, as well as global nations and
perspectives. Differing languages in aesthetics, in disciplines, in vernaculars,
in foreign languages, in the urban/suburban divide, in the masculine and
feminine sensibility(ies), and in community work/activism sectors inform the
creativity, work, and audiences that this field encompasses.
Regional cultures around the U.S. have developed their own “specialized”
Hip-Hop cultures, impacted by demographics. For instance, Bay Area Hip-Hop
culture reflects cross-cultural influences arising from the distinctive migrant
and multi-generational settlement populations of Chicanos/Latinos, Asians,
and Filipinos, showcasing impacts extending from the Chicano revolutionary
arts movement of the 1960s and the Third World Student Strikes of the early
1970s to the Filipino-led DJ/turntablism movement of the 1990s, represented
by the Invisbl Skratch Piklz and the Rock Steady DJs. These cultures and
communities created alongside, parallel to, and sometimes in collaboration
with the African American communities in San Francisco and Oakland,
inspired and empowered by a historical legacy rooted in the Black Panther
Movement. In NYC, Hip-Hop culture is more heavily impacted by the proximity of its home-grown legacies from the South Bronx, including the pioneering
Afrika Bambaataa, Kool DJ Herc, and the Zulu Nation, and NYC’s surrounding
boroughs, evincing cultural influences reflecting its own demographics – historically, primarily Afro-Caribbean, African American and Puerto Rican, though
this, too, is expanding in the face of changing urban immigration patterns.
Also, many of Hip-Hop culture’s most influential producers (such as Russell
Simmons) and commercial labels (Def Jam) are headquartered in NYC. It was

also noted that Hip-Hop culture around the globe showcases a more revolutionary aesthetic than that now found in the U.S. (which has become mired
in the MTV-commercialized “bitch-and-ho” gangsta stereotypes). A tension
still exists between the exported commercial “Hip-Hop culture” that is part
of U.S. globalization and the “indigenous” forms, both within and outside U.
S. borders, that hybridize this export to speak to social injustices and political
issues relevant to each international region.
In many of the discussions throughout the two days, it became apparent
that a working definition of “Hip-Hop Theater” that encompasses gender
and sexuality issues, geographical sensibilities and histories, accommodates its
emerging language(s) in its varying and evolving forms, and recognizes it as
ART, and not “just popular culture” is necessary yet difficult to pinpoint. Though
it begins with the four main elements of Hip-Hop (1. MCing, 2. DJing, 3. B-Boying or Breakdancing, and 4. Graffiti art), it was stressed by many of the artists
that the definition of Hip-Hop theater also encompasses the stories of the
Hip-Hop generation (roughly 14-45 years old) that may not visibly incorporate
these elements into their work, but showcase presentations of lives impacted
by the socio-political and economic experiences of that cohort (including but
not limited to urban flight, the decimation of inner-city neighborhoods by
“redevelopment”, Reaganomics, the culture wars, the dot.com rise and bust,
U. S. militarism both within America and around the world, and ongoing “Third
World” immigrations).
It was also emphasized that rap is not the end all to the Hip-Hop theater
aesthetic, and that Hip-Hop theater is not merely a re-rendering of “classics”
in rap. Interesting conversations also ensued around the distinctions between
the “Spoken Word” genre and “Hip-Hop Theater”, highlighting tensions and
intersections between these categories, moving from issues around “artistic
labeling” to the complex nature of transforming a three-minute spoken word
piece into a full-length 1-2 hour theatrical performance. Artists would like to
see Hip-Hop theater work that does not necessarily rely on the “solo act” but
on multi-character ensembles with multi-faceted characters. They would also
like to see more emergent work with an erotic sensibility, to explore the notion
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of sex, both as a taboo subject and a freeing one, as well as work that pushes

form by critics who are not steeped within Hip-Hop culture’s artistic traditions

critique that considers cultural influences and historical legacies of both form

a Future Aesthetics Festival produced, with this Dialogue as its conceptual

the boundaries of gender and sexuality stereotypes and roles.

and historical legacies (nor those of communities of color in general), is a

and content. Also, since the field is in the process of defining itself, it currently

seed, offering training, dramaturgy, development workshops and performance

continuing problem. As choreographer Rennie Harris stated, “Modern dance is

embraces mature work that has been developed within other disciplines, under

labs, in addition to presenting the varying works of its artists. Also, establish-

no longer modern; Hip-Hop is contemporary dance.”

other names, as well as emerging work that is still experimental and explor-

ment of “cultural markets” where artists can be supported or produced, would

atory. This reflects the wide generational range of its practitioners, which vary

enhance artistic exchange and bolster financial support amongst artist peers.

In terms of the producing aspects of Hip-Hop theater, artists focused on
their engagement with the “business” aspect of representation, production
and touring of their work. It is clear that many artists feel isolated from a

Opening up a space within Hip-Hop culture and the Hip-Hop theater aes-

vibrant system that would have the support of managers, producers, touring

thetic that includes non-Black/Latino legacies and voices within that culture

from pre-pubescent to middle-age, as well as the array of informal and formal

Inclusion of international artists and sensibilities as well as arts administrators,

networks, etc. On the other hand, most artists are meeting the challenge of

can be difficult when transported across regions and in relation to a dominant

sites within which this work emerges, from living rooms and garages to corner

funders, investors, and Hip-Hop’s commercial artists and producers in many of

this by taking over most of these functions. However, it is extremely difficult

commercialized Hip-Hop culture. The identity maneuvering within this space is

blocks and schoolyards to coffeehouses and bars to small and main stages to

these gatherings and festivals was also highly encouraged.

and, ultimately, conflicts with their artistic development. Artists expressed the

exhilarating and innovative as well as fraught with specific personal, historical,

auditoriums and the theater to television and film.

need for more producers and representation among people who understand

social, and local issues and contexts.

their art form and for more networking among the artists to share their

Representations of gender in Hip-Hop theater are caught up within the

Mentoring relationships and mentors, especially directors and dramaturges for theater, artist educators for nurturing youth creativity, and financial

experiences. In terms of the technical aspects of this work, the development

larger power dynamics of feminine/masculine/queer politics of society in

experts for business development skills would facilitate the development of

of tech specialists familiar with “Hip-Hop aesthetics” and dynamics, that can

general. As stated by one of the artists, the four elements of Hip-Hop are

the field’s aesthetic, link and encourage inter-generational creativities, and

“roll like a Hip-Hop crew” and be both on the mark in the theater production

non-traditional fields for women and as it moves into theater, women bring

establish development of relevant business models for its practitioners. In

sense and yet have the flexibility to improvise, was cited as a vital need for the

that legacy of under-representation and neglect with them to this arena. For

addition, establishing funding and resource networks within a system to

field. Also recommended were encouragement, support, and resources for

men, the notion of balancing feminine and masculine aspects within a man’s

both link artists to each other and to existing institutions that can produce,

new creative collaborations between artists, across racial, sexuality, gender,

sensibility as well as the war imagery and aggressiveness that characterizes

support, and/or present their work would benefit the field greatly. A directory

national and international lines.

the Hip-Hop male persona creates ongoing struggles to reconstitute “male-

of the artists gathered during the Artist Dialogue was created, serving as an

ness” in both Hip-Hop culture and within this form. For LGBTs (Lesbians, Gays,

initial database that could be expanded to include more artists and organiza-

Bi-sexuals, and Transgenders), the complications of sexuality issues and the

tions beyond this gathering. Some form of communication system to keep the

existence of rampant homophobia within Hip-Hop culture continue to be

artists connected, such as a newsletter, a list-serve, and/or a bulletin board,

significant challenges.

would be an initial step toward keeping an exchange of ideas and resources

2. Issues and Needs
Some field issues that emerged during the Dialogue include:
The continuing need to defend Hip-Hop as a vehicle for social change was

for this field ongoing.

cited as both a constant struggle and a frustrating issue. As pointed out, it is

Both the improvisational nature of Hip-Hop (such as the reliance on

“as if art itself is not a revolutionary process. To be a Hip-Hop head, you have

varying and oft-changing rhythms and beats that require flow and flexibility)

to care about the world around you, and the community you live in.”

and the innovative opportunities that the culture and its forms offer (as

artists from across the United States as well as abroad would link its already

reflected by a “sampling consciousness”, in the vein of a DJ/turntablist, that

far-flung and innovative energies. Currently, artistic work emerges in

and often few, “artist of color slots” that the theater world imposes upon

draws from many elements and legacies to create something new and more

disparate entrepreneurial sites across the United States and around the globe.

them, detrimentally impacts their aesthetic development, the opportunities

layered) were emphasized by artists as aesthetic elements to always consider

The current Hip-Hop Festival model that is now in its 3rd year in NYC and has

these practitioners have to evolve their craft, and the audiences they can

as the field – and definitions of its forms and aesthetics – evolves.

expanded to Washington, DC and soon, San Francisco, CA, is evolving into

“Theatrical apartheid”, which forces Hip-Hop theater artists into limited,

cultivate.
The constant struggle to validate oneself as a practitioner of a living art
derived from Hip-Hop culture, and frequent mislabeling and critiques of the
UP from the UNDERGROUND

The notion of developing and maintaining quality standards in aesthetics

Institutionalized places/spaces for artistic exchange that bring together

an institution, and a mobile one at that, which encourages local Hip-Hop

and production in the field was raised several times in many discussions.

energies, cultures, stories, and aesthetics, as well as an over-arching, nascent

Artists pointed to a dearth of institutionalized knowledge and contextual

“Hip-Hop theater aesthetic”. The artists indicated that they would like to see

PERFORMANCE OF 'INSANITY ISN'T' COURTESY MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT AND GLASSWORKS MULTIMEDIA
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Next Steps
A connective and stable infrastructure that links artists, organizations, artistic
work, and resources so that information, knowledge, exchange, and valid
critique and development can be encouraged, facilitated, supported, and
shared was a need expressed by all of the artists gathered. Initial gatherings
of Hip-Hop theater artists at recent Festivals, conferences and this Artist

Break-Out Sessions: These were divided along four tracks to provide specialized

A. Summary of Whole Group Sessions

focus and intensive exchange. These were:

September 15 – Opening the Artist Dialogue: Rants

The Artist Dialogue utilized a variety of discussion formats and forums to

1) Defining/Exploring Genre

1. “What the fuck is spoken word? (Danny Hoch)

encourage forthright and honest conversation amongst the participants:

2) Producing Issues

2. “Theatrical apartheid: When do the slots we are put into by the theater

3) Artistic Craft Development

world start driving our aesthetics?” (Jorge Ignacio Cortinas)

4) Field Issues

3. “Where is everybody else in Hip-Hop (non Blacks/Latinos)? (Joel Tan)

II. REPORT DOCUMENTATION
Segmented Introductions: Participant introductions were divided into
three segments over the two days. (10 at a time, except the last one, when
any that had not introduced themselves to the group were invited to do so).

Each track offered three different small group discussions for specific

Each introduction covered more intensive ground from “Who are you”, which

topics over the two days. In addition, an Open Track was established for

5. “I am just pissed. Why must I continue to validate myself as a practitioner

• Recognize and validate new models of organizations as well as dynamics

led to various and interesting self-definitions to “What do you bring?” to

participants to create their own spaces for more intimate conversation around

of a living art and being (mis)labeled by others?” (Rennie Harris)

of organizing.

“What is in your CD player right now?” Several artists introduced themselves

issues or reactions to the discussions and/or an opportunity to process and

• Support development of new artistic work, paying close attention to

as “mother”, “father”, “educator”, “community worker”, and “activist”, among

reflect over the content of the day. Open Track sessions occurred in the

processes that do not conform to conventional structures.

other things. All of them introduced themselves as a composite of varying

“Living Room” area set up by the Artistic Planning Committee.

• Build relationships between for-profit and non-profit organizations and

roles, very much reflective of the varied composite nature – and family- and

sectors.

community-based sensibilities – of their personalities and the artistic ground-

whole group gatherings. During this time, participants were invited to share

ings of the field they work within.

thoughts, ideas, announcements, stories, or short artistic pieces with the

1. “Hip-Hop vs. Hip-Hop”:
Maintaining Autonomy in the
Era of Commercialization

larger group. These offerings ranged from poems that honored the learning

This session was a presentation of two guest speakers, Alex Aquino and Doug

talk, informal and usually off the cuff. It can introduce a provocative issue

spirit of the group across cultures to free T-Shirts to suggestions of community

Infinite, who shared their stories as participants in, and producers of, the Hip-

one is passionate about or offer an unfettered opinion of a topic from the field

information around pertinent political topics and issues that impacted many

Hop scenes in the Bay Area and Chicago, with question-and-answer following.

or artists’ experience. The first “rants” kick-started the Dialogue, led-off by

of the communities from which each artist came.

Discussion focused on the question, “What is Hip-Hop vs. Hip-Hop?” – namely,

Dialogue were considered good beginnings. Suggested “next steps” include:

• Develop publications from the field, about the field.
Within communities, build bridges between artists and local businesses.
• Develop training programs that cover all aspects of performing, including
the business side (financial advisors, producers, managers, and promoters).

Rant Sessions: A “rant” is a two-minute, non-rehearsed, extemporaneous

Community Offerings: Interspersed throughout, often at the end of the

4. “Why now? What needs vitality?” (Monique Martin

WHOLE GROUP SESSIONS:
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• Develop dialogues and contextual critiques of the field within academic

specific members of the Artist Planning Committee who each introduced a

Hip-Hop History Timeline: Large white poster paper was stretched

and journalistic arenas.

burning topic and/or issue in the field. These initiated “rants” then devolved

across one long wall upon which Dialogue participants were invited to fill out

alongside (especially when, at times, it is superceded by) the commercial

• Nurture investors and cultivate donors within the Hip-Hop community,

into smaller groups of interested parties for free-flowing conversation around

a timeline of events, performances, and experiences within Hip-Hop culture

Hip-Hop sector? Since the commercial Hip-Hop industry initially comes from

including those who have “blown up”, such as the commercial rap superstars,

each topic. Another rant session was held near the end of the second day,

over the last three decades of the 20th century to the present. Significant

that grass roots place, how does one get from there to here? The two guests

so that they can assist in setting up quality artistic Hip-Hop institutions,

and was opened up to the participants. The rants brought up to the group at

moments, founding energies/organizations/movements, important names,

spoke to their own journeys from grass roots localism, through commercialism,

much like wealthy patrons have historically done with art museums,

this particular session were framed as issues and ideas to keep in mind as the

shows, and happenings from all over the United States (and to some degree,

and into today. Both are Hip-Hop entrepreneurs that have elevated their local

symphonies, ballets and “high art”.

group prepared for next steps. The “rants” successfully set a more conversa-

globally) were highly encouraged. Capturing these disparate histories from

scenes to national, and international, acclaim, been courted by the commer-

• Create a means through which artists can find support and information

tional, informal, and open atmosphere for dialogue dynamics amongst a very

various communities, regions, perspectives, and cultures onto a ‘communal

cial sector, and have established themselves as independent producers and

around employment and artistic rights, better enabling them to negotiate

large group of people.

text mural”, begins to build upon a more comprehensive, grass-roots vision of

businessmen, moving between the worlds of commerce and creativity without

Hip-Hop cultures, and its impacts and innovations within and upon peoples’

compromising too much of their aesthetic and artistic integrity.

financial relationships around their work.

Whole Group Sessions: Usually a presentation of a panel, case studies or

• Develop some type of network infrastructure that would ensure regular

space for a community forum. All participants gathered in the main theater

lives and across generations. The timeline is an evolving one and a visual

linkages between artist practitioners, as well as their individual sites of creativity.

space, seated on chairs in one large circle. During these sessions, interactive

facsimile will be reproduced for documentation purposes.

exercises to encourage face-to-face meets and networking were also utilized.
UP from the UNDERGROUND

how does grass roots Hip-Hop culture and aesthetics survive and thrive

Alex Aquino is a Filipino San Francisco-Daly City native, and is the founder
of ITF, the International Turntablist Federation, that has chapters all over the
55 Reporter for Whole Group sessions was Anna Alves.
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globe and presents the annual ITF World Championship. Integrally involved in

the fly, creative energy and communal networks fueled their entrepreneurship,

the Bay Area Hip-Hop scene since the early 1980s, he started out as a B-boy/

and encounters with the commercial sector were constant.

Break dancer and went on to become one of the most prolific promoters and
producers of Hip-Hop in Northern California. After creating his own management company and independent record label (Ace Beat Entertainment)

PRESENTER

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

PRESENTATION /PROCESS

DANNY HOCH

Solo performance of multi-characters

Presented video clips from the upcoming HBO film, “Jails, Hospitals & Hip-Hop”, based

in a Hip-Hop universe, often presented

on Hoch’s performances on a Los Angeles main stage, in a prison, and outdoors in the

comically, with sharp commentary on

middle of a community park. Discussed the process of moving the pieces from life to

prevailing tensions, issues, and stereotypes

stage to shifting performance contexts.

in the late 1980s, he managed some of the heavyweights of the DJing world,
including Q-Bert, Mixmaster Mike, DJ Apollo and Shortkut, also known as The
Rock Steady DJs/Invisbl Scratch Piklz.
In the mid-1990s, Aquino founded hip-hip.com Inc., the first Hip-Hop

of Hip-Hop culture and experiences.

culture online site. His initial Internet foray was a natural extension of the
global networking of ITF, enhanced and encouraged by his proximity to Silicon

is staffed by master teachers that are DJs of international renown, and hopes

MILDRED RUIZ &
STEVE SAPP
FROM UNIVERSES

to provide an extensive educational curriculum that prepares its students for

(with Rokafella)

Valley and the emergence of the dot.com boom. He recently opened the
International DJ Academy in San Francisco, a “fully-integrated DJ School” that

Poetry-song-theater ensemble group that

Discussed their journey as 5 friends “just hanging out” to the founding of an arts orga-

“sample from life” and are often thought

nization in the Bronx [The UniverseCity Theater Network which also housed Full Circle,

of as “verbal DJs” drawing from a vast

Rock Steady Crew, and Zulu Nation] to development into an ensemble performing group.

array of literary, poetic, musical, and

With origins as informal experimental fun, the group moved to performing at various

Hip-Hop elements and traditions.

venues, including cafeterias, bars, and prisons, and then, eventually, to stages. They

a career in turntablism, as well as assist them to “the next level” in the music

also discussed dynamics and issues of individual and group evolution as an ensemble

industry. Aquino was able to raise the capital for this institution with local

company, including the movement of members through the group onto other projects,
and the training of new members as well.

investors and without private foundation resources.
Doug Infinite, from Chicago, IL, has been a part of the Chicago Hip-Hop
scene from its inception. As a producer/MC, Doug has helped launched the

RENNIE HARRIS

Deconstructed Hip-Hop movements

Shared his personal development in Philadelphia from childhood beginnings into dance.

as an artistic dance form [abstract

Contextualized his work within a legacy evolving with steppin’ [which is a distinct

popping]. Begins by working the individual

dance form from the stepping tradition of Black Greek Letter Organizations at colleges

was neither popular nor widespread. He then turned to producing and raised

movements, and then taking away the

and universities and more akin to the tap dance form with canes and formal wear]

his own personal money (collecting Skycap tips as a luggage handler at the

fluid natural flow so that each movement

to popping then house. Demonstrated movements as he explained its context. Has

airport) to buy equipment to create Hip-Hop sounds and music from his

is isolated and highlighted. Works with

evolved his work through ten years of repertory, including “Legends of Hip-Hop,”, “Rome

spare production elements, focusing purely

& Jules”, and his most recent, “Road to Mecca”. “Modern dance is no longer modern;

on the movements in relation to a larger

Hip-hop is contemporary dance.”

career of several artists, including Hip-Hop recording artist Common (Sense)
and a young Rokafella. He started out DJing in Chicago, at a time when it

apartment. This informal space became a place for folks to come by and
learn formal Hip-Hop musical aesthetics, serving as an incubator of organic

narrative.

creativity. Doug started making some money after selling beats to commercial artists, which continued to finance his own entrepreneurial enterprises
as a Hip-Hop producer and opening the first skateboard shop in Southside
Chicago. In both cases, for Alex and Doug, business acumen was learned on
UP from the UNDERGROUND
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experience to the other, leading often to incomplete understandings and

raised regarding what audiences read for critique – the New York Times or the

5. AYA DE LEON: The 4 elements of Hip-Hop are non-traditional fields for

discussion included:

unclarified consequences in a financial context.

Daily News? – who is the audience you need critique from (for this can include

women and as hip-hop moves into theater we [women] bring that legacy of

• Issues of “economies of scale”. As much as the two stories highlighted the

Some additional notable comments from the group include:

community and/or artistic-practitioner peers)?

under-representation and neglect.

struggles of individuals and organizations to create, promote, and produce their

• “New aesthetics equals new models equals new markets. You can find

• Maneuvering the theater world with a Hip-Hop theater piece brings its own

6. KRIS DIAZ: There are many of us that are Hip-Hop theater artists who are

artistic culture, if an artist or organization is offered $1 million, what would s/

markets within markets.”

difficulties in terms of preconceived notions of behavior, unfamiliarity with

ready to be taught.

he/they bring to the table? Would they be ready for this type of macro-eco-

• Going to the next level (of artistry, infrastructure, industry, or socio-econom-

the improvisational nature of Hip-Hop aesthetics, and “upstairs-downstairs”

nomics, after having worked primarily in micro-economics on a local level? As

ic sphere) is like “Jumping off cliffs. How many of you are willing to pick a cliff,

issues with technical production staff at theaters. Also, people of color

Summary of Break-Out Sessions

one artist put it, “Does fear play a factor when it comes to money?”

move aside the rocks, back up, run and take a dive?”

rarely get an opportunity to develop tech production skills. Whereas in other

Track One: Defining/Exploring Genre56

• How do you flip the models of commercial industry so that artistic integrity

• On Hip-Hop aesthetic: “You are creating a rhythm around these different

countries, artists may get government subsidies to develop their craft in all

remains? How do you stay with that integrity in the face of all that money?

notes. There are different notes in Hip-Hop. How do you create the rhythm

aspects of theater and production, artists of color in the United States do not,

1. INTERNATIONAL HIP-HOP: EXPLORING LINKS
(Session Leaders: Jonzi D & Robert Karimi)

How do you work with, or around, the notion of “not selling out”?

to compose an actual composition, a nice tune? The integrity of the work,

and when they get to a certain scale of production, they are not in control of

This session explored the links between Hip-Hop theater work and its

• Who owns the work you have already done? What happens when the threat

if embedded in Hip-Hop, embeds something else, that’s invisible. It doesn’t

production values, so their work tends to be overproduced.

aesthetics around the globe, both in international regions and that which

of co-opting and appropriation is very real? (A main example was how a white

necessarily have to include the [4 main] elements. The elements bring a sense

• The Hip-Hop theater field has endless performers and creators, but not

is created in the U.S. by immigrant cultures. Conversation covered shifting

Elvis became the defining superstar of rock-n-roll, a genre with roots and a

of tradition and of maintaining it.”

enough directors, dramaturges, or culturally-knowledgeable critics.

representations, varying global contexts and access, a “sample consciousness”

• The issue of peer-to-peer support and/or “dogging” was raised. How do you

aesthetic inherent in Hip-Hop culture, and the notion of what is marginalized

walk the fine line between supporting one another by seeing each other’s work

within and without Hip-Hop culture, in the U.S. and outside of it. Interesting

and keeping your own stuff, and your own rep[utation], original and fresh?

insights on racial demographics, identity development and maneuvering, and

Some of the questions and issues that arose during the whole group

legacy from the blues, a Black musical form.)

		

Hip-Hop”. In doing so, how does one assess the infrastructure of an organic

2. Journey of Artistic Works:
Case Studies

emergence of communal culture(s)? And how does one implement the

This session was a presentation of three case studies of work and process

business side of that culture(s) in a commercial, free-market environment?

from the Hip-Hop Theater field. The presenters came from the Artist Planning

• Can one emerge unscathed by the “system” or “industry”? Succinctly put,

Committee group.

• It was remarked that folks are currently in the “throes of institutionalizing

“At one point, you must decide what kind of condoms you’re going to have. If

Some questions and issues included:

you’re gonna get f**ked, pick the condom.” It was suggested that one must

• How does critical reception of the work factor in how the artists present

know how to package oneself to get the deal, but that in that arena, one also

themselves, especially if reviewed with a lack of understanding regarding

becomes a de facto politician, and must navigate it, armed with self-awareness.

aesthetic language of Hip-Hop or the cultural context of the work? It was

• Historically, since Hip-Hop came from working-class and poor backgrounds,

stated that if reviewed according to a dance aesthetic tradition, it is a helpful

large dollar figures “are way out of our experience”. Class mobility is a dream

critique, but if a piece is bashed without any knowledge of a cultural dance

in Hip-Hop yet as an artist community, artists often function around a “we

tradition, it is not. Harris pointed out that “Establishment” (usually white)

broke” ethos – “I’ll keep it underground and never sell out”. In that context,

critics have misconstrued and mis-critiqued Black artistic forms throughout

what does it mean to be faced with “the contract”? The question of “What

American history and must often be reminded of that fact and “schooled”

are we feeling entitled to?” often comes up. Such a gap exists between class

as to the cultural traditions, artistic forms, and aesthetic language of

structures that relationships do not exist that assist in the “decoding” of each

“non-Establishment” fields and communities of color. Also, a question was

the difference between U.S. commercial Hip-Hop and the more experimental

3. Open Forum – Town Hall:
Future Aesthetics: Where Ya At?
September 16 – Issues and Questions for Further Exploration
1. BABA ISRAEL: Improvisation as performance needs to be represented as a
vital form in Hip-Hop and in theater.

and “pure” Hip-Hop energies around the globe that run closer to Hip-Hop’s
revolutionary origins in the 1970s, were shared.
2. HIP-HOP IN THEATER/THEATER IN HIP-HOP
(Session Leader: Danny Hoch)
This session grappled with definitions of “Hip-Hop Theater” and “per-

2. JONZI D: How the hell can Hip-Hop be seen as something limiting? If you

formance”. It also explored the tension in institutionalizing and elevating an

understand Hip-Hop, you understand that there’s a wealth of opportunity.

artistic energy that by nature is a form of resistance culture to a potentially

3. KWIKSTEP: I want to stop feeling that when I’m in the Hip-Hop theater,

“elitist” art form within the very institutions it arose to counteract, resist,

I have to plead my case for the [four main] elements [of Hip-Hop: MCing,

and create alternative histories and stories from. By expanding the definition

B-Boying/breakdancing, DJing and graffiti art].

of “Hip-Hop Theater” past the four main elements and including “theater

4. TONI BLACKMAN: I have had to defend Hip-Hop as a vehicle for social

specific to the experiences of the Hip-Hop generation”, the discussion also

change as if art itself is not a revolutionary process. To be a Hip-Hop head, you

touched on a range of issues from a “dysfunctional mainstream theater

have to care about the world around, and the community you live in.

world” to marketing complexities to diversity of stories and practitioners to
56 Reporter for Track One sessions was Anna Alves.
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“cross-interventions” in inter-generational creativity. The group also touched

The need to learn the roles necessary for production

The facilitators and participants of this session decided to join the “Scarcity

were shared and discussed, especially in terms of an exploration of the borders

upon quality, critique, and cultivation of new, emerging work in the ubiquitous

How to develop trust in producers (from artist perspective)/ how to find

& Exploitation” workshop led by Rha Goddess, concurrently scheduled at that

between violation and consent. After reading several poems aloud, the group

“Spoken Word genre” alongside mature, established work that is just now

producers that understand the forms, the issues and the work that the artist is

time. It was determined that this workshop was relevant to the production

engaged in a series of brief writing exercises. Tan ended the session by asking

being categorized as “Hip-Hop Theater”.

creating (i.e. how to find a producer that “looks and acts like Clyde [Valentin,

process and that discussion would be more fruitful and wide-ranging within

what role sexual storytelling has in Hip-Hop and in “Third World” cultures.

producer of the Hip-Hop Theater Festival]”

that setting and group.

3. GENRE TRANSFORMATION: WORD BECOMES FLESH
(Session Leaders: Marc Bamuthi Joseph & Roberta Uno)
This session provided a case study of a spoken word artist transitioning

3. Performing Fierceness

Artists want to know: How do producers gain confidence in the work?

(Session Leader: Gigi Otalvaro-Hormillosa)

Curating as “cultural capital”

Track Three: Artistic Craft Development

Is a marriage between Hip-Hop and commercial theater viable?

1. Myth Making (Session Leader: Eisa Davis)

This session was a workshop, consisting of a series of performing exercises that

This session opened with a recording of jazz pianist Jason Moran doing a

culminated in the group of 6 splitting off into 2 groups of 3 and taking a few

work from a three-minute piece to a full-fledged one-hour plus stage

58

performance. After a brief performed selection from Bamuthi’s piece Word

2.Strategic Artistic Career Planning & the Diversification of Income

version of the Hip-Hop classic “Planet Rock,” in order to show the depth and

minutes to develop and perform a scene of about 3 minutes in duration. The

Becomes Flesh (a series of performed letters to an unborn son using poetry,

(Session Leaders: James Kass, Marla Teyolia & Roberta Uno)

breadth of Hip Hop’s influence on the more “legitimate” art forms. It was

exercises included meditation, pretending to be alternately a big pumpkin and

dance, live music and visual art), the group engaged in an exercise to catego-

This session highlighted the importance of organizations that fully support

pointed out that jazz has been co-opted to the point of being considered a

a little raisin, mirroring exercises and walking across the room as your favorite

rize the elements of performance and theater. This instigated a conversation

artists on staff with a good salary, benefits and flexibility so they can do their

“dead” artistic form but Hip-Hop has become a myth that jazz is now looking

animal. By presenting her interest in interdisciplinary art that fuses the

about definitions, disciplines, structures, and assumptions about performance

work. Relationship-building is key to developing the “business” side of artist

toward to revive itself. Discussion then focused on the idea of Hip-Hop

physical and cognitive, Otalvaro-Hormillosa has recently begun to understand

elements and overlapping aesthetics. Issues around artistic rigor, incubator

work. Three business models were presented by the facilitators:

theater’s use of myths for the sake of expanding the scale of the stories being

the importance of meditating and stillness to her approach to her work,

space and time for development to transform between genres, love and

Business planning in the artistic development process (Marla Teyolia)

told to mythic proportions. How can Hip-Hop theater do this? Should com-

moving away from intellectualization toward a more instinctual approach.

appreciation of language itself, insights on the art of storytelling and how to

Artist-run non-profit organization (James Kass from Youth Speaks)

munities retell myths? Or should they create their own? The discussion was a

It was a process that she shared and actively explored with the assembled

get people to care about a performed piece over course of an hour were raised

Director/Artist issues (Kamilah Forbes)

push and pull between those that entertained the notion of creating Black or

group, to good effect, as the group reflected that the exercises were valuable

Latino versions of American and Euro-centric myths and those that asserted

in lowering natural inhibitions.

and discussed.
A roundtable of participants’ concerns followed and raised the following issues:

Track Two: Producing Issues
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that this practice devalued people of color’s and young people’s own stories.

Track Four: Field Issues59

• Independent artists need representation

1. The Producers Process

(rather than be their own booker, manager, publicist, producer etc.)

2. Sexual Storytelling Workshop

1. “You Ain’t Black”

(Session Leaders: Clyde Valentin & Monique Martin)

• Diversification of income and career planning for longevity

(Session Leader: Joel Barraquiel Tan)

(Session Leaders: Gigi Otalvaro-Hormillosa and Christine Balance)

This session looked at roles in producing, sharing experiences of producing

• How to do strategic planning

This session began with the observation that Hip-Hop practitioners often talk

This session explored the “packed” title, with all of its ensuing complications,

shows, the need for more producers who understand these art forms, and sin-

• How to learn to be more pro-active about booking (rather than waiting for

about sexuality in terms of oppression but seldom discuss “what happens

assumptions, stereotypes, identity and appropriation issues and facilitated a

cerity in explorations between the producer and the artist toward agreement

people to find their website)

to our bodies from within us”. Tan pointed out that artists of color may be

conversation about the dynamic of race relations, especially looking at the role

on the goals of the production. Some of the main issues discussed include:

• What is “marketable”?

afraid of sex writing because it can be so infantile and infantilizing, trivializing

of Afro-centrism in Asian and Latino cultures. The question of “Who is inside

Learning to produce (producers and artists)

• How does one arrange, manage and earn money from artist residencies?

personal feelings and experiences. But he also asserted that sex is nonetheless

and outside of Hip-Hop culture?” encompassed a range of insights about

Letting go of producing (for artists)

• How can non-profits create commercial products?

an amazing space in which an artist can deal with issues of desire, yearning

sexual identities, generational perceptions, the movement of Hip-Hop culture

and consumption. The group took turns recounting their experiences with

from the streets to the suburbs, and the difference between East Coast/West

having read sex writing or having written erotica. Samples of quality erotica

Coast cultures and histories. The group discussed the potency of the word

58 Reporter for Track Three was Eddie Torres.

59 Reporter for Track Four sessions was Jeff Chang, except for “Representations of Gender,
Part I: Femininity” which was reported by Mikiko Thelwell.

Producers as “facilitators of the process”
Developing relationships of trust between artists and producers
57 Reporter for Track Two sessions was Sylvia Sherman
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“Black” and its varying implications as well as the notion of “generation” in

the Hip-Hop generation have been based on violence, not healing, so how

The “next steps” that emerged

HAPPEN NEXT:

BRING:

HAPPEN NEXT:

Hip-Hop, how emerging practitioners may be transforming a form without

does one get to the point of repositioning ideas of manhood in relation to

focused around the following:

• Development of tech specialists

• A real desire to connect with and

• Future Aesthetics Festival, with this

a critical sense of knowing where it is coming from. Participants considered

femininity?

familiar with “Hip-Hop aesthetics”

support one another.

Dialogue as its conceptual seed, that

AESTHETICS:

and/or dynamics. For example, a

• Willingness to learn and exchange.

also offers training, dramaturgy, and

creating new forms, and yet teaching each other with the respect of what
each person, community, culture, and history brings to the table, could

4. Scarcity & Exploitation (Session Leader: Rha Goddess)

NEED:

tech crew that “can roll like a Hip-Hop

HAPPEN NEXT:

development workshops, in addition

balance out the line between appropriation and innovative creation.

This session was a conversation about the notions of “scarcity” and “ex-

• A working definition of “Hip-Hop

crew” and be both on the mark and

• A directory of the artists gathered

to presenting the varying works of

2.Representations of Gender, Part I: Femininity

ploitation” within oneself as well as within a larger community, society, and

Theater” that encompasses gender

yet be able to have flexibility and

during the Artist Dialogue.

its artists. Also, establishment of a

(Session Leaders: Aya de Leon & Rokafella)

mass commercial market. It began with the participants offering different

and sexuality issues, geographical

improvise.

• A database of the artists at the

“cultural market” during the Festival

This session explored how women could address their needs successfully, what

definitions of “scarcity”, ranging from a “feeling of lack” to “a scarecrow living

sensibilities and histories, accommo-

• New creative collaborations between

Dialogue that could be added to and

where artists can support one anoth-

those needs were, and how men could be supportive of women in these goals.

in the field of your hopes”, moving into ways “scarcity” plays out, such as

dates its emerging language(s) in

artists, across racial, sexuality, gender,

expanded.

er by selling each other’s produced

None of the elements of Hip-Hop are stereotypically (traditionally) female

“hoarding”, “competition”, ignoring self-care and health, “over-commitment”,

its varying and evolving forms, and

national and international lines.

professions. Theater, on the other hand, has proven a generally “easier”

and “shame”. It was pointed out that humans start out from a place of

recognizes it as ART, and not “just

profession for women to take part in (e.g. women are cast in any number of

abundance as children, and then evolve into a culture of scarcity. This scarcity

popular culture”.

empowering, interesting roles in theater). Female Hip-Hop theater artists

manifests within attitudes, approaches to art and life, and self-definitions. As

drag all of the baggage of being Hip-Hop artists with them into the theater

wares.

ARTISTIC EXCHANGES:

An International Hip-Hop Exchange.

COMMUNICATIONS &

NEED:

• Inclusion of arts administrators,

• “Hip-Hop Theater” work that does

NETWORKS:

• Institutionalized places/spaces for

funders, investors, and the com-

artists, moving within the different arenas of non-profit performance spaces

not necessarily rely on the “solo act”

NEED:

artistic exchange and the resources

mercial artists in many of these

world. In addition, female Hip-Hop theater artists have different needs than

and the theater world exposes varying issues that scarcity underpins, leading

but on multi-character ensembles

• Some form of communication

to create and sustain them that

gatherings and festivals.

their male counterparts. They may need to travel with children, have special

in many cases to fear of exploitation. The lack of institutional mentors and a

with multi-faceted characters.

system to keep the artists connected,

bring together artists from across the

health needs, etc. Near its end, the discussion focused on the business aspect

structured community of resources put individual artists and practitioners in a

• More work with an erotic sensibility,

such as a newsletter, a list-serve,

United States as well as abroad.

of artistic careers, career planning and developing a five year plan, becoming

vulnerable space. This often leads to relationships with people and power that

to explore the notion of sex, both as a

and/or a bulletin board.

very practical, and including shared information about health care plans and

develop into disappointment and betrayal. The closing question for the group

taboo subject and a freeing one.

• Mentoring relationships and

BRING:

the best ways to go about applying for a grant.

and each participant was this: How can we shift current paradigms of who has

mentors, especially directors and

• Current Hip-Hop Festival model

ture that links artists, organizations,

BRING:

dramaturges for theater, educators

that is now in its 3 year in NYC and

artistic work, and resources so that

• Diversity of cultures and experiences

for nurturing youth creativity (like

has expanded to Washington, D. C.,

information, knowledge, exchange,

in a “post Hip-Hop universe”.

at a Hip-Hop camp), and financial

and soon, San Francisco, CA, is evolv-

and valid critique and development

and doesn’t have?

3.Representations of Gender, Part II: Masculinity

INFRASTRUCTURE:
NEED:
• A connective and stable infrastruc-

rd

(Session Leaders: Regie Cabico & Marc Bamuthi Joseph)

III.NEXT STEPS CONVERSATION(S)

This session focused on questions around the role and representation of the

The “next steps” session was a combination of small group conversation and

• Differing languages in aesthetics, in

experts for business development

ing into an institution -- a mobile

can be encouraged, facilitated,

male in Hip-Hop, exploring role models (or lack thereof), complications over

large group presentations. The artists were divided into nine groups to discuss

disciplines, in vernaculars, in foreign

skills.

one that encourages local Hip-Hop

supported, and shared.

gender, race, ethnicity, class, and sexuality, and how masculinity is defined in

the following:

languages, in the urban/suburban

• Funding networks.

energies, cultures, stories, and

Hip-Hop images. A discussion around femininity and “homothugz”[hardcore

• What do you need?

divide, in the masculine and feminine

• A system to link artists to each

aesthetics, as well as an over-arching,

BRING:

masculinity that overcompensates in its aggressiveness and demonizes the

• What do you bring?

sensibility(ies), in community work

other and to existing institutions that

nascent “Hip-Hop aesthetic”.

• Initial gatherings of Hip-Hop

“feminine” in all forms, within straight men, women, and queers] led to a

• What would you like to see happen next?

sectors.

can produce, support, and/or present

Theater artists at recent Festivals,

conversation of how “hardness” and war imagery has become celebrated as

• When the large group reconvened, a representative from each group

them.

conferences and this Artist Dialogue.

a male Hip-Hop credo. It was pointed out that rites of passage for men of
UP from the UNDERGROUND
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HAPPEN NEXT:

New York City. The Artist Dialogue was preceded by a weekend retreat for the

in their work and multi-faceted in their interests, they often had to forego

• Form a national alliance with regional chapters.

invited artists, during which they had the option to attend one or all of three

sessions of vital interest for others. Some sessions were greatly impacted by

• Create and fund one Project Manager, already at an established organization

nightly performances presented by the Hip-Hop Theater Festival at Yerba

this, most especially the Representations of Gender, Part I: Femininity breakout

or institution, to coordinate this network full-time, coordinating regular annual

Buena Center for the Arts, as a preview to its 1st Annual Bay Area Hip-Hop

session, which had sparse attendance. It was remarked that this also alluded

Dialogues, disseminate information, and monitoring development and progress.

Theater Festival, planned for Spring 2004. In addition, workshops, educational

to a larger de-prioritizing of gender and women in the field. Another glitch in

• Develop training programs that cover all aspects of performing, including the

panels, and related performance events were available for the artists and the

logistics provided interesting conversation around paradoxes of representation

business side (financial advisors, producers, managers, and promoters).

general public throughout the weekend.

and reality. Because of budgetary restrictions, the most cost-effective

• Build relationships between for-profit & non-profit organizations & sectors.

The Dialogue schedule was long and packed on both days, but built-in

• Within communities, build bridges between artists and local businesses.

breaks, long lunches, and a “Living Room” space allowed options for individual

the face of prevailing rapper stereotypes and in light of the journey through

• Develop publications from the field, about the field.

processing and rest. Receptions held – one the night before the Dialogue and

a lower-income neighborhood evincing a large number of homeless denizens,

• Develop dialogues & contextual critiques of the field within academic circles.

the evening after – facilitated casual conversation and provided spaces for

this paradox was starkly highlighted and thus commented upon. Ensuing

• Nurture investors and cultivate donors within the hip-hop community,

individuals to connect on a personal, relaxed level, encouraging more organic

discussions around these issues were directly addressed and well-facilitated.

including those who have “blown up”, such as the commercial rap superstars,

connections, and in some cases, burgeoning collaborations. As the entire group

so that they can assist in setting up quality artistic hip-hop institutions, much

worked communally through issues, definitions, and information about the

OTHER FEEDBACK AND QUESTIONS INCLUDED:

like wealthy patrons have historically done with art museums, symphonies,

Hip-Hop Theater field, through varying lenses of expression and experience, they

Articulated perspectives varied between individual artists and artist orga-

ballets and “high art”.

developed a sense of “learning together”. This was brought up repeatedly in

nizations. A difference between institutional and individual concerns, and

• Create a watchdog organization for and/or a union of artists to establish

the artist introductions throughout the two days and within many of the small

sensibilities, was evident.

leverage in negotiating contracts and gigs. Also, to give them support and

group sessions.

protection against manipulation and/or violation of their employment and

A highlight of the gathering was an impromptu artist jam session near the

artistic rights.

end of the second day of the Dialogue. During the break in between the small

• Create new models of organizations as well as dynamics of organizing.

group and large group gatherings for the “next steps” session, the jam session

transportation from the hotel to the Dialogue venue was white limousines. In

Only one international representative was present at the Dialogue. It was
suggested that more participation of global perspectives, from other countries
and from other global communities within the U.S., be facilitated.
“Where are the youth in this Dialogue?” A counter question offered was

that emerged cranked up the volume, energy and creativity of the entire

“What about the elder artists that are mid-career?” This begged the larger

room with improvised MCing, beatboxing, and breakdancing. It illuminated

question of “What are the generational parameters of this work?” One of the

Overall, the Dialogue was artist-centered, well-facilitated, and structured

the communal, organic, and often spontaneous creativity and energies of

issues in this field centers on the heavy rap and youth focus of its most visible

toward encouraging maximum communication and creativity. Facilitators

this field. Also, the Hip-Hop history wall timeline emerged as an inventive

elements. Rap is commercialized to youth and many Spoken Word venues

set a good tone from the start, allowing for open spaces, flexibility, and an

discussion point, providing a place for artist attendees to offer and share

foster youth participation and expression. In light of this, it was suggested

informal environment that enhanced both the quality of conversation and the

their own histories in the field, recording it for all to see and expand upon. In

that youth voices be included in the future, ideally within an inter-generational

quantity of participation. Having artist-peers facilitate the Dialogue brought

addition, holding the Dialogue at the theater/performance spaces at ODC

exchange and learning environment.

a level of comfort, empathy, and trust that generated a more organic sharing

and Youth Speaks, “where art is happening all the time”, favorably impacted

of thoughts, ideas, and critiques. It was also mentioned that having the

group dynamics and enhanced a creative, collaborative environment.

IV. EVALUATION

Dialogue in San Francisco, CA, fostered a more accepting, open, and relaxed

In terms of improvement, some felt there were too many tracks and

environment, as opposed to the hustle-bustle and aggressive atmosphere of

breakout sessions to choose from. Since many participants are multi-taskers
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“What does it mean to be a Spoken Word poet in this day and age when

a moment for critique to begin, for evaluation, for movement and reflection.

forms themselves are democratic; investigate the power relationships that

doing poetry out loud automatically lumps you in with Hip-Hop?” These

Focused discussion, investigations, and explorations in these moments are

underpin access, resources, and visibility in the arts field and; explore interests

(MAC) interests around cultural identity issues in a global world, power

distinctions, tensions, and articulations are very significant for its practitioners,

crucial to building a more comprehensive context for these cultural movements

in the changing demographics of artists, in region, in generation, in communi-

relationships between the individual and society and amongst communities of

raising a larger aesthetics question: What is it that this generation has

and ensuring their connection to larger socio-political ones.

ty-specific contexts, etc.

color and other community-specific populations, and the notion of democracy

produced, where should it be categorized, and can it be? If “sampling con-

“Why isn’t the production value of our work as community producers of

Presently, Hip-Hop culture is often discussed in established arts institu-

These explorations expand upon continuing Media, Arts and Culture

in the arts – as a concept, in practice, and as expressed or facilitated by

sciousness” pervades Hip-Hop culture, where does the line get drawn between

professional/mainstream grade?” It was brought to light that the production

tions and venues merely in terms of future audience development or education

artists and communities. Previous work has focused on knowledge-building

the straight “bite” for stylistic purpose only (without deeper context except

value of work differs across communities and regions, depending on a mixture

programs as outreach to new patrons toward greater program attendance.

in the humanities, linking networks of creativity across national and other

to entertain), and the innovative creativity that elevates it to art? And what

of financial resources and lack of institutional knowledge. Young communities

Rarely is it discussed in terms of art and aesthetics, especially in relation to

boundaries, and providing access to diverse voices in a global world, both in

does it mean to elevate it? This brings to mind the funders’ briefing held in San

– in terms of immigrant status, community development stages, and/or age

language, perspectives, and content. In terms of content, these explorations

a micro- and macro- sense. Planned programming intends to elevate MAC’s

Francisco in March 2003 “Constant Elevation: The Rise of Bay Area Hip-Hop

-- need assistance in developing a higher standard of work and intention.

would like to draw directly from the artists themselves to get a more compre-

fields of work toward a greater diversity and complexity of expression and

Activism” – in light of that discussion, what is the Hip-Hop Theater aesthetic

Inter-generational linkages would be significant here.

hensive and accountable framework to understand and thus, better support

perspective. As evidenced in this Dialogue, Hip-Hop culture and its aesthetics

this artistic work. Arts work is traditionally approached as discipline-specific,

as sites of cultural and artistic creativity are fertile ground to investigate these
themes in a more intensive and comprehensive way.

elevating toward? It is hoped that the upcoming Public Forum at the Ford

The question around whether Hip-Hop institutions should or should not

Foundation in November 2003 will investigate these questions more deeply.

be institutionalized came up, time and again. Since these creative works arise

but Hip-Hop is interdisciplinary and more expansive in its demographics, in

from individual entrepreneurship energies, what models existed, continue to

its practitioners as well as its audiences. Therefore, in probing the concept of

begged a larger question of representation, resources, and regionalism that

exist, or are emerging for these community practitioners to look to? Some

individual arts and demography, the following aspects are being investigated:

often played out in the small group breakout sessions. Aesthetics are regional-

models offered throughout the Dialogue include: the International DJ Acad-

a clarification of aesthetics; exploration of the impacts and influences of in-

ly-bound and it was suggested that better geographical representation would

emy, the Hip-Hop Theater Festival, The UniverseCity Theater Network, and

ternational work, not just globally, but in local sites around the U. S., especially

enhance and expand future discussions past the potential of becoming New

Youth Speaks. Is the 501

around the ways the “local is international”; inter-disciplinary performance

York-centric.

(c )3 model applicable to Hip-Hop culture’s creative energies, and if so, in

and collaboration; and the impact of diasporic relationships in creativity and

what ways?

the making of art in varying contexts.

“Does New York have a monopoly on defining Hip-Hop culture?” This

“What was the purpose of the retreat?” It was unclear for some if the
purpose of the retreat was to “figure out what it means to be us” or to move

Regarding emerging Foundation work along these lines, this Dialogue

the genre forward to more exciting things. This led to some confusion as to

served to inform current explorations toward the shaping of a nascent Arts

definitions of genre – Hip-Hop, Spoken Word, or Theater? It seems as if this

and Culture programming portfolio. Currently, programming (and a potential

current exploration is settled at the crux of many intersections, where problems

Individual Artists Initiative) is being developed along three lines: 1) Grants to

of category, identity, and expression yield interesting insights into Hip-Hop

the field; 2) Ecology for the artist; and 3) Moving arts work from incubation

energies. How do you define an always evolving energy? At the “Constant

to exhibition and/or performance. A series of small grants has focused on

Elevation” briefing in March 2003, Davey D spoke to the fact that Hip-Hop is

exploring existing and emerging models, dialogues and networks, empha-

just one of several cultural energies that expressed and navigated grass-roots

sizing the collaborative dynamic of working with the artist practitioners to

experiences, political struggles, and community dynamics over the past century,

understand the quality and context of the work itself. This Dialogue is the first

linking it with the blues, jazz, and rock-n-roll. At one point, it was not defined,

individual artist-centered convening sponsored by the Foundation, as opposed

but simply was. It is when one labels and categorizes that confusion may occur,

to those traditionally focused on convening arts organizations and institutions.

perhaps facilitating missed linkages and severed contexts. Yet it also enacts

Some of the main investigative points include to: examine the idea that art
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SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY

The Community Forum gathered over 100 artists,
activists, funders, and community advocates from
across several fields of work -- including youth
development and rights, community and cultural
organizing, arts and culture education, political
and voter mobilization, aesthetics creation and

guidance provided by Ford Foundation Program

AYA DE LEON (Performing Artist, Writer and Slam

Officer Roberta Uno and her staff.

Poetry Champion, Oakland, CA)
Kamilah Forbes (Artistic Director, Hip-Hop Theatre

The full list of plenary speakers and break-out
session leaders included:
TONI BLACKMAN (Founder and Director of Freestyle Union, Washington, D. C.)

production, theater and the literary arts, media

BAYE ADOFO-WILSON (Executive Director, Lincoln

literacy, gender and sexuality, community and

Park/Coast Cultural District, Inc. and Co-Chair,

resource development, human and civil rights,

National Hip-Hop Political Convention, Newark, NJ)

and juvenile justice -- all working with or within

MARINIEVES ALBA (Director, Hip Hop L. E. A. D. S.,

Junction, New York, NY)
MIGUEL GARCIA (Program Officer, Community
and Resource Development unit, Assets Program,
The Ford Foundation, New York, NY)
LOREN HARRIS (Program Officer, Community and
Resource Development unit, Assets Program, The
Ford Foundation, New York, NY)
RENNIE HARRIS (Artistic Director, Rennie Harris
PureMovement, Philadelphia, PA)

APPENDIX C

Hip-Hop performance forms. Sponsored by the
forum was held and hosted at the Ford Foundation

JAMES BERNARD (Executive Coordinator, Project

FUTURE AESTHETICS: THE IMPACT OF
HIP-HOP CULTURE IN CONTEMPORARY
PERFORMANCE

in New York City. The gathering facilitated an

Forum on Race and Democracy, New York, NY)

exchange of community stories, artistic work, field

JACQUELINE A. BERRIEN (Program Officer,

approaches, generational perspectives, inter-dis-

Governance and Civil Society unit, Peace and

TAJ JAMES (Executive Director, Movement Strategy

ciplinary methods, and discussions of intersecting

Social Justice Program, The Ford Foundation,

Center, Oakland, CA)

social issues and contexts. The participants worked

New York, NY)

Ford Foundation and La Peña Cultural Center, the

toward formulating strategies to continue, and
also cross-pollinate, efforts to connect work across
varying arenas, diverse issues, generational divides,

An executive summary of a report prepared for
La Peña Cultural Center and the Ford Foundation
by Anna Alves, Independent Consultant
Community Forum New York, NY
November 5, 2003
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and local and global community sites.
The content and structure of the Forum was
planned and administered by a Project Staff
consisting of Project Director San San Wong,
Hip-Hop Activism Coordinator Jeff Chang, Aesthetics Break-Outs Coordinator Rha Goddess, and
Showcase Coordinator and MC Steve Sapp with
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New York, NY)

JAKADA “J” IMANI (National Program Director,
Ella Baker Center for Human Rights,
San Francisco, CA)

MARC BAMUTHI JOSEPH (Performance Artist,

VEE BRAVO (Independent Media-Maker and

Writer and National Poetry Slam champion, San

Activist, Estilo Media Project, Brooklyn, NY)

Francisco, CA)

JEFF CHANG (Author, former Senior Editor of Poli-

UDAY SHARAD JOSHI, (Director, Project 2050,

tics at Russell Simmons’ 360hiphop.com, founding

New WORLD Theater at the University of Massachu-

editor of ColorLines magazine and a co-founder of

setts, Amherst, Amherst, MA)

the Hip-Hop indie label, Sole Sides, Berkeley, CA
SARAH COSTA (Program Officer, Education,
Sexuality & Religion unit, Knowledge, Creativity
& Freedom Program, The Ford Foundation,
New York, NY)

JAMES KASS (Founder and Executive Director,
Youth Speaks, San Francisco, CA)
KWIKSTEP (Hip-Hop Dancer, Performance Artist
and Music Producer, Full Circle Productions, North
Bergen, NJ)
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MAJOR FINDINGS

Artistic showcase performers included:
KIM MCGILLICUDDY (Organizer, Youth Justice Coalition/Free LA!,
Los Angeles, CA)
RHA GODDESS (Performance Artist and Activist, Divine Dime Entertainment,
Ltd., Forestburgh, NY)

Will Power with DJ Reborn (San Francisco, CA)

Danny Hoch (Brooklyn, NY)

MARK RUSSELL (Executive/Artistic Director, Performance Space 122,
New York, NY)
MALIKA SANDERS (Activist and former Director, Twenty-First Century

ing the Hip-Hop theater aesthetic as more than just an artistic element to be

Marc Bamuthi Joseph (San Francisco, CA)

LENORA PACE (Theater Director, Dramaturg and Developer, Brooklyn, NY)

North Bergen, NJ)

Aesthetics Artist Planning Committee set the stage for the Forum by introduc-

Regie Cabico (New York, NY)
Gabe Gonzales-Charlestream (Amherst, MA)

ROKAFELLA (Hip-Hop Dancer and Performance Artist, Full Circle Productions,

The Ford Foundation’s Media, Arts and Culture unit and members of the Future

Rha Goddess & Baba Israel (New York, NY)

KATE KYUNG JI RHEE, (Co-Director, Prison Moratorium Project, New York, NY)

FAVIANNA RODRIGUEZ (Director, Visual Element, Oakland, CA)

I. Background & Overview

performed, but an energy that incorporates historical and community legacies
previously unrecognized and/or subsumed by the “commercial mainstream”.
Moreover, Hip-Hop aesthetics open up new and alternative spaces for marginal-

Universes (Bronx, NY)

ized and under-resourced communities to revision democratic ideas and prac-

Also providing support were Production Manager Sarah Sidman and her
production crew, the Future Aesthetics Artist Planning Committee, and Sophia
Dhu-Stewart, Audrey Simon, Dave Mazzoli, Jeremy Fenn-Smith, Edwin Torres,
Elora Chowdhury, Yahonnes Cleary, Susie Erenrich, Sally Kohn, Irene Korenfield,
Marcus Littles, Chauncey Lennon, Heather Moss, Carol Pollack, Greta Scharnweber and Renee Villanueva of the Ford Foundation.

Third World Majority, Oakland, CA)
WILLIAM “UPSKI” WIMSATT (Journalist and Director of the League
of Independent Voters, New York, NY)

The Community Forum represented the 3 in a series of ongoing discusrd

sions around Hip-Hop activism over an eighteen month period and the 2

nd

conversation around Hip-Hop aesthetics within two months60. A conscious
effort was made to bring together Hip-Hop activists and Hip-Hop theater artists, to merge their continuing field conversations into an expanded collective

CLYDE VALENTIN (Co-Producer, Hip-Hop Theater Festival and

dialogue around social justice issues, with a goal toward shifting paradigms of

Co-Founder, Stress Magazine, Brooklyn, NY)

community organizing, social movement, human and artistic perspective, and

CRISTINA VERÁN (Journalist, Historian, Educator and United Nations

cultures and regions, and under-represented populations such as youth, women
and LGBTs (Lesbians, Gays, Bi-sexuals, and the Transgendered). Though the
Forum’s (and initial Future Aesthetics Artist’s Dialogue held in September 2003)
focuses primarily on Hip-Hop theater forms, the notion of Hip-Hop aesthetics
(inclusive of its traditional four elements: DJing, MCing, B-Boying, and Graffiti
Art) as inherent to social consciousness work positions Hip-Hop culture and

Youth Leadership Movement, Selma, AL)
THENMOZHI SOUNDARARAJAN (Co-Founder and Executive Director,

tices in a more diverse world that includes multi-generation practitioners, global

resource-building.

arts as more than mere expression but, in fact, as dynamic, proactive energies
in building communities. Also, situating Hip-Hop culture and aesthetics more
firmly within its global origins and influences illuminates how the expressive arts
are intrinsic to social justice movements throughout the world as well as within
the United States.
In terms of Hip-Hop activism, journalist and author Jeff Chang explained
that the current wave of Hip-Hop activism maintains a culture of resistance
that reaches back several decades. The first wave of Hip-Hop activism hit in
the 1970s with Afrika Bambaataa as the first Hip-Hop activist and the Zulu
Nation as the first Hip-Hop activist organization, coming into full force in

Correspondent, New York, NY)

the 1980s with the politicized messages of New York-based rap group, Public
60 The 1st Hip-Hop activism discussion, Move the Crowd: The Emergence of Hip-Hop Activism,
took place on July 17, 2002 at the Open Society Institute in New York, NY, and the 2nd Hip-Hop
activism discussion, Constant Elevation: The Rise of Bay Area Hip-Hop Activism, took place on
March 6, 2003 at the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco, CA. The initial HipHop aesthetics conversation, Future Aesthetics: The Impact of Hip-Hop Culture in Contemporary Performance Artist Dialogue, was held on September 15 & 16, 2003 in San Francisco, CA, at
both the ODC Theater and Youth Speaks, sponsored by La Peña Cultural Center, in partnership with the Hip-Hop Theater Festival.
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Enemy. The second wave gained steam during the mid-1990s, in response
to the flashpoint of increasingly commercialized “gangsta rap” (ushered in
by the Compton, CA-based rap group, N. W. A.) and corresponding attacks
upon Hip-Hop culture by the Civil Rights generation, as well as in the face

of the passage of more stringent laws and initiatives aimed at youth in poor
and under-resourced communities. Two distinctions highlight the difference
between the civil-rights generation of the 1950s and 1960s and the current
Hip-Hop generation that was born and raised from the late 1960s, through the
1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, into the new millennium:
Decades of decentralization in government, policy, and neighborhood
development forces the current generation to “face many lunch counters”,
simultaneously, on the local level, on streets, neighborhoods, school boards,
city councils, and state legislatures, and not one centralized place such as the
National Mall in Washington, D. C. In addition, the national legislative arena
is no longer conducive to creating a federal mandate like the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.
The organic, multi-headed, and poly-cultural nature of contemporary
Hip-Hop activism mixes culture and activism in ever-evolving ways that are
often difficult to understand and clarify fully. Also, the global contexts of this
work expand its framework past U. S.-centered ideas of civil rights toward a
concept of human rights around the world.
With this background in mind, some questions were put forth to frame
the conversations for the day:
As the Hip-Hop generation matures, what is it doing to move from cultural
power into political power?
What will a Hip-Hop generation agenda look like?
What are the obstacles and issues that the Hip-Hop generation must still
overcome to take its place on the global stage?
General Themes (What Is The Hip-Hop Generation Doing
To Move From Cultural Power Into Political Power?)
The Community Forum was structured as a combination of large auditorium
presentations and performances as well as several smaller break-out sessions.
A morning plenary session in the large auditorium set frameworks for breakout sessions focusing on the issues, concerns, and needs of activists of the
Hip-Hop generation. The afternoon began with a performance showcase that
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illuminated varying presentations of Hip-Hop theater forms as a foundation for

the financial well being of emerging groups and individuals. A need exists for

much as art does not and should not exist in a vacuum, and can be more

sumers, not designers, it is difficult, constant work to educate and maintain

afternoon break-out sessions that addressed continuing issues, elements, and

intermediaries who understand the philanthropic terrain and could speak to

empowering if shared, the more buy-in there is to Hip-Hop as an art, the

greater media literacy.

needs in the Hip-Hop aesthetics field and for artists of the Hip-Hop generation.

both the activist and foundation sides of the equation in order to facilitate

more danger exists that its wide-spread acceptance may be detrimental and

more useful and clarifying dialogues.

counter to the origins and modus operandi of Hip-Hop as a resistant and

Hip-Hop Activism

Politicians, religious leaders and commercial interests co-opt Hip-Hop as a
form of messaging and advertisement for unintended causes.

antagonistic, anti-Establishment cultural form. Because of its highly organic
Prison-industrial complex (PIC)

energies and localized elements, Hip-Hop activism is, by nature, decentralized.

Hip-Hop Aesthetics

Grassroots work around the prison-industrial complex (PIC) has emerged

To create a collective vision from these circumstances in order to challenge

Great Adventures in Scarcity and Exploitation

in ways that make them more accessible to everyday people. Thus, activists

just within the last decade, during which prison expansion occurred with the

prevailing theories of power will not be easy.

Perceptions of scarcity, exploitation and abundance come from a deeply

utilize Hip-Hop aesthetics with an eye toward increasing participation and

advent of more discriminatory criminal laws and sentencing guidelines. That,

engagement in political processes, and especially to engage marginalized

in tandem with the decline in public funding of education, has resulted in

national networks and learning communities. The youth development field still

in the world. Thus, definitions will vary, depending on how these elements

voters, particularly youth, in politics and participation as a lifestyle, not a

imprisonment of an ever higher and disproportionate number of minorities,

struggles with definitions of terms such as “Hip-Hop activism”, “youth organiz-

play out in life, art and work. In order to address issues of scarcity, one must

single event.

especially minority youth. A prevalent practice in PIC work is to build coalitions

ing”, and “youth development”. Though funders appreciate the improvisational

create a new personal vision to reject prevailing concepts of scarcity.

for youth to address and combat these issues and policies.

energies of Hip-Hop culture and activism, it was pointed out that if the activists

Political engagement
Arts and culture can reframe political and policy issues, discussing them

Activists cite lack of collaborations and venues to share information as a
barrier in their efforts to expand and have more impact. They would like to

Initially, prominent commentary on the PIC came from criminal justice

A disconnect exists between funders, local activism institutions, regional/

do not define themselves and their work, others will do it for them.

personal, experiential place for each individual, often tied to ways of being

Scarcity has a lot to do with scale. For the most part, individuals have not
been conditioned to, and therefore do not, live lives of abundance – spiritually

engage the arts more fully by commandeering key spaces with artistic perfor-

“experts” and “criminologists” that studied behavior. PIC activists go beyond

Hip-Hop activism cannot define all youth organizing because not all

mances to dramatize elections and social issues, training artists to become

just behavior and examine the political and social structures that enable and

young, marginalized peoples identify with Hip-Hop culture. In that light, the

terms of competition and distributing value, as a win/lose situation. Thus,

more adept at voter organizing, and encouraging the inherently joyous energy

support this phenomenon. Poverty, military, welfare and prison issues are tied

future of Hip-Hop activism and organizing is unclear. It is also not clear where

notions of scarcity often inform how exploitation issues may play out.

of Hip-Hop culture and arts as a mobilizing force for the political organizing.

together; education and incarceration issues are also intertwined. Thus, PIC

the movement may transition to as its youth leaders mature. Is Hip-Hop

work is more expansively framed it as a matter of political and social will.

activism inextricable from youth development work? What transferable skills

individual experience. Funders are under pressure to scale up and consolidate

are developed within Hip-Hop activism that can be nurtured and pushed to

for greater impact. Yet the nature of Hip-Hop culture and its aesthetics

another level for long-term social change work?

is scaled down and widely divergent. Thus, funders cannot replicate “best

Alliance-building

In PIC work, Hip-Hop culture is utilized to prepare crowds for mass mo-

and emotionally as well as in the material sense. Scarcity is often framed in

Traditional relationships between funders and artists vary according to

Building linkages across church, labor and community groups highlights

bilizations and get people comfortable at rallies and for meetings in prisons,

the need to work on inter-generational dynamics within and across activist

easing a path for greater communication. In this case, Hip-Hop aesthetics

movements. The diversity of the Hip-Hop movement is both its strength and

provide a framework for a common language through culture. Activists would

Arts & Cultural Activism

think? What innovations are there to scale, keeping in mind that in the scaling

its weakness. Structural barriers exist in that an older generation often takes

like to redress the cruelties and inequities of the prison system through artwork

Arts and culture Hip-Hop activism is usually based on media literacy, focusing

up, one may dilute the organic?

the initiative to hold conversations across generational lines, because they

and Hip-Hop. For example, “raptivism” brings Hip-Hop activism into the

on the importance of strengthening the voice and involvement of youth and

have access to the resources to do so, but then the agenda may be set in ways

public realm and has proven a dependable and successful vehicle for political

people of color in activist media production, to counter prevailing images, and

create a structure that encourages paradigm change around resources must

that do not enable positive interactions with younger generations. Also, “life

expression and message distribution.

to revision new ones through media technology. A main goal is to generate

also be developed. Locating common points of reference between funders,

active participant engagement in media-making and interpretation, rather

artists, activists, and communities would enhance and deepen these con-

Youth Development

than just passive consumer consumption.

tinuing discussions. Meanwhile, artists might benefit from becoming entre-

“We must realize and recognize the art that is activism, but also understand

Some continuing obstacles in this work include:

preneurs that understand the economic underpinnings of “leverage”, keeping

course” stages for different generations play an important role in the amount
of time and energy people have to commit to forging alliances.
Alliance-building is a long-term process of developing relationships that
needs to be nurtured over time. Funders often look to people and organiza-

that oft times activism is a form of art.” Taj James, community activist. Is

tions that are more established; thus, there is no long-term investment in

the power of Hip-Hop culture in the art form or the collective action? As
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practices” and models exactly. It all boils down to: What are the ways people

Infusion of progressive Hip-Hop messages into mainstream media is
difficult. Since a majority of youth interactions with most media is as con-

In connecting the conversations across disciplines, a commitment to

themselves connected to other fields of work and larger, evolving philanthropic
conversations around resources.
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Representations of Gender & Sexuality

comprehensive conversation of this subject, mainstream Hip-Hop artists or

lateral connections to cultivate innovation could both support and maintain

The four elements of Hip-Hop culture are non-traditional fields for women be-

“mediocre” Hip-Hop art needs to be included in the discussion as well.

artists in this field, especially as they transition from the “emerging” to “estab-

and resource. Such exchanges have the possibility of ending up as American

lished” stages in their aesthetic development and artistic careers.

gate-keeping, with the United States controlling or monitoring the images,

Global exchange is complex in the face of continuing issues of power

cause of several characteristics, including Hip-Hop’s emphasis on technology,

Some continuing barriers in the development of quality Hip-Hop aes-

its emphasis on images of physical strength, and an atmosphere of constant

thetics include the fact that Hip-Hop art is marginalized by the mainstream

danger towards women. Hip-Hop theater offers women a traditional entry

artistic community, often labeled as “fringe”, “urban” or “black”. This is

International Hip-Hop

point that can facilitate a merger with the non-traditional Hip-Hop space

characteristic of many forms of resistance art. Also, the mainstream Hip-Hop

The origins of Hip-Hop culture are trans-national, having evolved from Afro-di-

to develop their voices, as well as others previously restricted or shunned by

industry profits from mostly mediocre Hip-Hop artists and culture, an ongoing

asporic communities that had migrated throughout the Americas. Hip-Hop

Points of Convergence

traditional Hip-Hop roles and venues.

challenge for Hip-Hop artists that work to preserve high quality standards

aesthetics have been adapted, with shifting meanings, to meld with various

(What Could A Hip-Hop Generation Agenda Look Like?)

and artistic excellence in their work. In terms of funding, funders often require

communities and their own histories in the United States and in a variety of

Some general themes highlighted points of convergence between Hip-Hop

genders. For example, the aggressive Hip-Hop cipher role is contrary to most

Hip-Hop artists and activists to either narrowly define their work or do not

international settings. Yet international Hip-Hop’s identity is not solidified

aesthetics and Hip-Hop activism throughout the Forum:

women’s conditioned positioning, thus women are often diverted to the

deem it “legitimate” enough.

and is difficult to consolidate. In addition, most of its critics still view it as an

Opportunities do exist for progressive intervention in this arena for both

fiction, poetry and spoken word arenas to explore and develop their creativity.

Some suggestions for sustainability include: teaching individual artists to

messages, and artists that get mass distributed or exposed to larger publics in

inferior imitation of an American art.

America and around the world.

Hip-Hop aesthetics and activism link seemingly disaggregated areas of
work, policy, and peoples. Hip-Hop activists aim toward creating progressive

Yet poetry, fiction and spoken word are transferable skills and could potentially

set up different sources of income when strategizing one’s career; encouraging

transform the traditional concept of the cipher. In addition, Hip-Hop has often

and supporting Hip-Hop art organizations in diversifying their own funding

national contexts, particularly in Latin America. It has been utilized to create

engagement, alliance-building, the prison-industrial complex, youth devel-

served as a strong rite of passage for men in America. Yet Hip-Hop culture

sources; and cultivating donors from the Hip-Hop generation that will become

organizing and mobilization tools for international social change, served as a

opment, and media literacy. Hip-Hop artists express their arts to address

historically showcases a narrow band of male emotions and very limited male

patrons and benefactors of quality Hip-Hop art and institutions.

highly accessible media outlet for people of color, and been strategically linked

social issues and concerns, including the economies of scale regarding scarcity

with popular social, political, and indigenous movements around the globe.

and exploitation that have both personal and communal implications,

archetypes. Theater allows for a greater range of emotions for men and a

Hip-Hop culture has been a more explicit tool for social activism in other

politics in mobilizing ways, addressing a variety of issues such as political

diversity of archetypes. Thus, Hip-Hop theater can also expand notions of

Incubating New Work

Thus, Hip-Hop culture would be more rightly situated as a dynamic form of

representations of gender and sexuality, the creation and maintenance of

masculinity and maleness.

Hip-Hop theater is at a new stage of development, expanding the traditional

movement-building and community organizing. Hip-Hop culture is not just

quality aesthetic standards, incubating new work, and exploring capacities

four elements into more hybrid forms, experimenting with fusion, illuminating

an aesthetic, but is inherently rooted in progressive activism.

for international Hip-Hop support and exchange. Both activists and artists

expanded in recent years. LGBTs and Queers have come of age with the

that Hip-Hop aesthetics are not static. Yet many traditional performance

Continuing challenges and issues include:

struggle against “mainstream” culture and politics. Yet both fields attempt to

advent of homo-hop and the notion of homo-thugz. Homophobia is very

and artistic institutions have a difficult time with both the notion of “quality

Recent travel between the United States and other countries for international

revision a more just and expansive democratic society in the U. S. and around

much a part of male conditioning specifically, and has been encouraged in

Hip-Hop aesthetics” as well as the ever-evolving nature of these aesthetics

Hip-Hop artists has been difficult because of the consequences of the U. S. “war

the world. Also, in their daily struggles to continue and further this work, both

general, so this nascent work is very exciting, emerging from a combination

into newer forms and alternative structures.

on terror”. For example, Jonzi D, the British MC and Hip-Hop artist from the UK,

require extensive education and re-education work on several, complex levels,

could not attend the Community Forum because of excessively stringent visa

with mostly youth, but also inter-generational populations.

Sexuality perspectives and expressions within Hip-Hop culture have

of the larger LGBT Liberation Movement and of queer folks raised in Hip-Hop
culture as part of the Hip-Hop generation.

A continuing challenge in the incubation of new work is that there are few,
if any, artistic spaces within which to develop aesthetics and/or performance.
Arts organizations have difficulty serving as support systems because they are

guidelines. Such barriers hinder international learning and exchange.
Globalization and commercialization constantly threaten to dilute

Both fields evince a holistic view of cause and effect, and thus attempt
to hit several policies simultaneously, “re-mixing” the social perspective and

Hip-Hop vs. Hip-Hop

continually under-resourced. Thus, both artists and non-profit arts organiza-

international Hip-Hop culture and aesthetics exchange, potentially reducing

layering several issues on top of one another. In many ways, this generation

A lot of contemporary performance that is labeled “Hip-Hop” is not informed

tions that would like to support this work would benefit from more resources

its expressions to mere consumer product. Yet such “negative” aspects of

has expanded beyond the notion of internal “multi-oppression” of individuals

by, nor demonstrates reverence for, the classical forms of the four main

and services.

wide-spreading Hip-Hop culture and its impacts in this context must be

to address external “multi-strategic fronts” that impact whole communities

assessed; that which is vilified cannot be extricated from a comprehensive

and populations. Much of the work is process-oriented and relationship-fo-

conversation of the subject.

cused. In teasing out the holistic ways this generation reaches out and

elements. Each element has its own standards of quality, distinct historical
evolution, and continuing aesthetic debates. However, to have a more
UP from the UNDERGROUND

Making connections between community-based groups, theatre settings,
universities, and artist communities to build alliances for resources and make
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engages communities, various examples of how activism informs the arts and

Obstacles & Issues (What Must Be Overcome For the Hip-Hop Generation

conversely, how the arts engage and express the activism, illuminates nascent

To Step Up To The Global Stage?)

models and methods of community-building.

Activists and artists came to the Forum with different expectations, contexts

“Hip-Hop theater can assist in finding the “prose” of Hip-Hop culture – the

for meeting, and separate collective preparations. Activists approached the

long story that connects to other stories”, Aya de Leon, writer and perfor-

Forum as a “conversation of organization; artists approached it as a “con-

mance artist. In its language(s), Hip-Hop culture offers a more accurate

versation of transformation”. Funders wanted more concrete definitions and

reflection of contemporary society’s global and technological complexity,

clear cut “best practices”. These differing contexts impacted the interface

requiring a more conscious “attenuation of listening”. Hip-hop aesthetics

between the funders, artists and activists throughout the day.

offer metaphors for how to “listen” and address social issues on simultaneous

A need for clear definitions of, and within, each arena of work is necessary

fronts. For instance, by utilizing the notion of the “re-mix” as a tool to write

– terms such as “Hip-Hop culture”, “Hip-Hop aesthetics”, “Hip-Hop theater”,

new layers, to layer on top of existing lyrics, or to craft prevalent commercial/

“Hip-Hop activism”, and “Hip-Hop philanthropy” require clarification.

mainstream pieces to suit more original individual stories or truths, one can

Critical assessments of the work, self-analysis of methods and impact, and

replace degrading content with something more empowering, thus creating

cross-comparisons to other ways and sites of working are also necessary.

new foundations to work from for progressive messages and actions. Inas-

Though encouraging convergence of these fields may leverage greater power

much as Hip-Hop aesthetics can provide an accessible language for Hip-Hop

for resources, resistance shall always remain to retain individual originality and

activism, so can Hip-Hop theater, with its more expansive opportunities to

contexts of the work for and by its communities.

rework images and roles, offer a more expansive articulation of the Hip-Hop
generation’s emergent possibilities.
Hip-Hop culture is a microcosm of larger society. Its limits, and its opportunities, are a reflection of a more complex, multi-layered environment. It is

In terms of inter-generational dynamics, older folks may find it difficult to
get past the culture piece to get to the activism. How do you pull the lens off
such a youth-centered focus and tie this work to deeper and longer legacies of
social movements and change?

too easy to scapegoat Hip-Hop culture for the evils visited upon it by larger so-

Women often resource the men’s work in Hip-Hop culture. If resources

cial perceptions and mores. Old paradigms of thought, perspectives, and their

are not set aside for women specifically, they are often not allocated. Funders

accompanying assumptions must be re-examined. For example, the notion of

could aim to ensure better gender balance in arts organizations by stipulating

“artists as cultural workers” may be outdated, having emerged from an earlier

this more concretely within their grant-making initiatives.

era of social consciousness. Social change efforts are now being driven by
arts and culture work not just as a tool but as an integral energy and dynamic
force in the work, appealing not just to the visceral nor just the intellectual,
but both, hand-in-hand. Artists are not just entertainers or babysitters for
schools, but serve as “practicing historians” that offer performance models of
teaching history and disseminating knowledge, transforming the arts into a
space for educational engagement.
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What about non Hip-Hop populations that do this work? Who is not at
the table for these conversations that should be?

NEXT STEPS
As radio personality Davey D stated in the March 2003 conversation, Hip-Hop
activists are “doing the work where no one is looking”. Choreographer Rennie
Harris expands upon this for artists when he states “living art is always teaching
as well.” New roles and visions are emerging within the evolving social and
cultural movements of the Hip-Hop generation. So where can the Hip-Hop
generation go from this moment, into the future? Some suggested next steps
include:
Continue this nascent work, seeding collaboratives to maintain and push
forward its development. Keep having conversations at national gatherings,
conventions, and conferences such as the Hip-Hop Theater Festival, the National Hip-Hop Political Convention, the Council on Foundations annual conference,
or even in conjunction with more mainstream and commercial events like the
NFL Super Bowl, the NBA All-Star Game and national award shows (as is the
case with cross-sector discussions that Ford Foundation Program Officer Miguel
Garcia has recently facilitated).
Each sector (Arts, Activism, and Philanthropy) would benefit from time and
space to independently hone their collective field visions before the conversations across sectors. To do so would allow for better points of accessibility, and
thus, entry into discussions, debates and developments across communities:
Activists need a focused dialogue for themselves and their fields of work,
similar to the Artists’ Dialogue in September 2003, to clarify definitions, work
through issues, share “best practices” with one another without the presence
of funders, and share their own experiences with the dynamics and structures
of the philanthropic field and other resource entities.
Artists need to develop an ongoing structure for how to continue the work
they have recently initiated, including a point person to coordinate transitions
into a next stage of development. Also, regional issues, standards of quality
aesthetics, and creating an infrastructure model to maintain their connectivity
continue to be issues.

ism before being able to understand the nature of the work. Such education
would generate more logical funding strategies to resource this work, creating
better chances for greater impact.
Resource knowledge-building in both the activist and artist fields for
collection, documentation, preservation, and continuing education. For
example, the first two Hip-Hop activism discussions spawned a series of white
papers, published via the Funders Collaborative for Youth Organizing (www.
fyco.org). As part of their Future Aesthetics work, the Hip-Hop theater artists
have generated a set of reports documenting their collective conversations,
a forthcoming anthology of practitioner essays, and archival footage of their
performances at each of their own two gatherings. In terms of Hip-Hop
philanthropy, the Active Element Foundation has supported this type of
work for some time and has published the Future500, a national directory
of prominent U. S. youth organizations, a majority of which are involved in
Hip-Hop activism (www.Future500.com). These are only some of the existing
products within the field(s) and outside of it that could contribute to wider
education and dissemination efforts.
Connect to networks and coalitions that link local organizing to larger
movements. For example, the Future Aesthetics Artists’ Directory and artists’
list-serve, maintained by La Peña Cultural Center (www.lapena.org) are initial
attempts to seed these efforts. A larger directory for the Community Forum,
including all activists, artists and funders in attendance, would be beneficial
to keep communications open and options for continued conversation,
accessible.
Deepen relationships within and between the Hip-Hop activist and artist
sectors and then, with funders. Develop a structure for gatherings that facilitate a more organic atmosphere for discussions that engage all three sectors
in ongoing conversations instead of just “presentations” for information, that
move toward action, next steps, and areas of convergence that enhance the
work across sectors.

Funders frequently need basic education about Hip-Hop culture and activ-
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Overview of Report

DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY

This report documents the program process, activities and impact of the Ford
Foundation’s Future Aesthetics program, from 2003- 2009. Part of the larger
initiative, “Imagine the Future: the Arts in a Changing America,” the program
used the lens of future aesthetics to explore how arts and community are
changing along with the shifting demographics of the 21st century.
The term, future aesthetics, offers a large umbrella for new aesthetics as
they relate to diverse artistic disciplines, cultures and communities. This includes
looking at how traditional culture changes in new environments by first and
second generation immigrants; how technology, new media, and an increasingly
interconnected global environment impacts artistic work; and how changing
demographics impact the development of language related to identity, conceptual frameworks, and strategies for community engagement. Hip-hop, which
is rooted in a culture of resistance and an aesthetic framework that makes links
between seemingly disparate areas of work and peoples, represents a strong
example of future aesthetics. The work supported through the Future Aesthetics

APPENDIX D

Program demonstrates how evolving aesthetics have impacted diverse art
forms, reflecting and promoting societal change, and expanding opportunities
for cultural pluralism and civic participation in the 21st century.

DRAFT: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FUTURE AESTHETICS

During the course of the program, future aesthetics artists received
increasing recognition and validation, giving visibility to the expansion of
contemporary arts to include new aesthetics and hip-hop culture. However, it
also evident that great need remains to develop capacity and infrastructure to
support future aesthetics artists and cross sector work.
The Future Aesthetics program provided multiple supports for artists and

The Impact of Hip-Hop Culture in
Contemporary Performance
Written by Sylvia Sherman and Caron Atlas
Submitted by Sylvia Sherman to Roberta Uno, March 2010
UP from the UNDERGROUND

the field through an unconventional design: 1) The program was designed as
an open inquiry, rather than a fixed strategy with pre-established goals and
benchmarks; and 2) The inquiry was practice-based and led by the artists
whose work was supported by the initiative.
The Future Aesthetics program contains three stages, each which evolved
organically.
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The first stage focused on knowledge building activities including an artist
dialogue; a community forum with artists, activists, presenters and funders; and
the publication of a book about future aesthetics, featuring artist writings.
The second stage of the program created a way to deepen knowledge
and practice through the Future Aesthetics cohort, a group of six exemplary
artist-led, presenting and hip-hop generation organizations supported by Ford.
The third stage, aiming to further broaden systems of support, situated
artists and practitioners as experts to distribute resources to others in the
field, with a Cohort designed Future Aesthetics Re-Grant Program.61
This summary provides key findings from this survey. Greater details
on lessons form part of the final section of the report. Several charts in the
appendix provide visual illustration of the program components, the process
of inquiry and aggregate amounts spent on the program. The body of the
report provides greater information about the context and values of the
Future Aesthetic Program. It also details the Program’s activities and their
impact related to the development of greater knowledge, artistic practice,
engaging diverse communities and cross sector work, the field of presenting,
and philanthropic opportunities.

Key Findings
1. ARTISTS ARE IMPORTANT EXPERTS TO INFORM THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A FIELD. Providing support for artists to convene fueled conversations
on aesthetics, the development of an identity as a cultural movement, and
seeded future artistic collaborations. Using artists as field experts to design
convenings and share information modeled how artists can lead.
2. BRINGING TOGETHER DIFFERENT PARTS OF A LARGER ECOSYSTEM
EXPANDS KNOWLEDGE AND SUPPORTS THE CREATION OF NEW OPPORTUNITIES. The initial Future Aesthetic convenings that brought together
61 Future Aesthetic cohort members are: Global Action Project (NY), Hip-Hop Theater
Festival (NY), La Peña Cultural Center (Berkeley), Miami Light Project (Miami), Rennie Harris
Pure Movement (Philadelphia), and Youth Speaks (San Francisco).
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artists, activists, presenters, producers and funders expanded knowledge

experience provide important expertise in the design, outreach and panel

program and its development of programs such as Artography, Arts in a

and opportunities. Greater connection between artists and organizers offers

processes for grant making.

Changing America enhanced field understanding and leveraged additional

opportunities for arts to impact other sectors. Greater connection between

support for future aesthetics artists.

PART I- OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM
CONTEXT AND VALUES

artists, community based presenters and producers can leverage additional

7. INCORPORATING FUTURE AESTHETICS INTEGRALLY WITHIN GRANT

resources to support the production of work with future aesthetics.

PROGRAMS IS IMPORTANT. While focused programs on hip-hop and future

Methodology

The Future Aesthetics program came into being at a time of growing activity

aesthetics have been critical in order to validate the field and draw attention

This report draws on a literature review including grantee and convening

in Hip-Hop. New artistic work bubbled in the field: a new generation of

3. PRACTITIONERS PROVIDE AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF RESEARCH AND

to its work, they are few and far between, and often time-based initiatives.

reports; “Total Chaos, The Art and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop”, a series of essays

artists was exploring new aesthetics, hip-hop theater was being introduced

DEVELOPMENT. Supporting an exemplary group of practitioners allowed

Integrating future aesthetics into programs that are for the creation of new

commissioned by the Ford Foundation which became a book edited by Jeff

conversations about future aesthetics to continue and for artistic practice to

artistic work, supporting presenters, or community organizing will be needed

Chang; “Next Elements, The Future Aesthetics of Hip-Hop”, a reader curated

develop. The cohort accomplished this by convening different segments of the

to provide ongoing support to this field as it grows, develops, and changes.

by Jeff Chang, and American Theatre Magazine articles. It also draws on

field, commissioning and producing work; developing international collaborations and generally expanding resource, touring and professional opportunities
for artists. Developing synergy and collaboration within the cohort enhanced
its ability to develop ideas, incubate work and share knowledge and artistic
output with the larger field.
4. FUTURE AESTHETIC ARTISTS AND ACTIVISTS PROVIDE IMPORTANT
LEADERSHIP TO THE FIELDS OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS AND CIVIC
ENGAGEMENT. By creatively speaking to important issues, telling stories
of diverse communities, innovating artistically in multiple and hybrid artistic
forms, and engaging diverse and young community members, future aesthetics are invigorating arts, activism, and cross sector work.
5. CONTINUING TO DEVELOP CAPACITY AMONG FUTURE AESTHETIC
PRACTITIONERS IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE FIELD TO DEVELOP AT ALL
LEVELS. This includes developing artists, presenters, producers, artist managers, production personnel, scholars, educators, intermediaries, and funders.
Creating physical spaces to house this work and foster new connections will
also multiply the possibilities for creative development.
6. CONSTITUENT LED GRANT MAKING CAN PROVIDE IMPORTANT
LEADERSHIP FOR FUNDING PROGRAMS. Artistic vision and practitioner

FUTURE AESTHETICS:
The Impact of Hip-Hop Culture in
Contemporary Performance
DRAFT: Prepared for The Ford Foundation

Preface:
In summer 2009, Roberta Uno, Senior Program Officer of Media, Arts and
Culture at the Ford Foundation requested a report that would document the
intentions, program elements, and lessons learned from a Ford Foundation
Future Aesthetics program. This program formed part of a larger initiative,
“Imagine the Future: the Arts in a Changing America”, aimed at looking at
how the future of the arts in the United States is being impacted by new
aesthetics and new ways of organizing around culture and changing demographics.
The Future Aesthetics program provided multiple supports for artists and
the field through an unconventional design: 1) The program was designed as
an open inquiry, rather than a fixed strategy with pre-established goals and
benchmarks; and 2) The inquiry was practice-based and led by the artists
whose work was supported by the initiative.
Ford’s support of networks and intermediaries through its New Works

interviews with a diverse range of stakeholders including Roberta Uno, artists,
presenters, producers, activists, journalists, intermediaries and funders, who
intersected with the Ford Future Aesthetics work. Interviews occurred from
August 2009 to January 2010. Quotes and references in the report come
from the interviews except when otherwise noted. (The list of interviewees is
Appendix 1).
Three readers reviewed a draft of this report to give feedback: Phillip
Bither (Performing Arts Senior Curator, Walker Art Center), Clyde Valentin
(Executive Director, Hip-Hop Theater Festival) and San San Wong (Director of
Grants, San Francisco Art Commission). These readers respectively comprise
various aspects of the field: a presenter that was not directly involved in the
Future Aesthetics program but who has supported future aesthetic artists,
a Future Aesthetics cohort member and a funder. Additionally, Caron Atlas
served as an advisor to this report during the research and writing phase.

Report Format
This report will include the following sections:
I

Future Aesthetic Program Values, Context and History

II

Summary of Program Elements

III Impact of Future Aesthetics Program
IV Impact and Shifts in Broader Field Related to Future Aesthetics
V

Lessons
PERFORMANCE OF SCRATCH N’ BURN, COURTESY MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT AND GLASSWORKS MULTIMEDIA
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in both hip hop and theater circles, progressive hip-hop music and spoken

visibility awards and opportunities for

word were making a huge impact on young people, and hip-hop activism

future aesthetic artists. Other kinds

was becoming a key part of some community organizing in cities around the

of developments have supported this

country. Communities of color, immigrant communities and economically

field including increased networking

disadvantaged communities were central to developing new aesthetics and

among activists, published work on

modes of organizing. Roberta Uno, aware of these cultural and social move-

future aesthetics, and creation of

ments, wanted to explore how they were impacting the arts field and new

university hip-hop studies curriculum

ways of organizing around culture and changing demographics.

and programs.

Early in the process, Roberta Uno coined the term “future aesthetics”
to offer a large umbrella for new aesthetics as they relate to diverse artistic

Core Values of the Program

disciplines, cultures and communities.62 This includes looking at how tradition-

Starting where young artists were

al culture changes in new environments by first and second generation immi-

engaged to better understand changing

grants; how technology, new media, and an increasingly interconnected global

demographics and aesthetics, and how

environment impacts artistic work, and how changing demographics impacts

the arts were intersecting with social

the development of language related to identity, conceptual frameworks, and

justice.

strategies for community engagement. Hip Hop, which is rooted in a culture

Placing artists at the center of the program to define aesthetics, needs
and allocation of resources.
Future Aesthetics
describes the kind of art
produced in this age of
urbanization, technology
and communications
innovations, globalization, and new networks
of community organizing
and resistance. One vivid
example of this kind of
art is Hip-Hop.

conversations grew two convenings in 2003, an artist dialogue and a community forum in which artists, activists, presenters and funders participated,
to discuss the impact of hip-hop culture on contemporary performance,
community engagement; and institutional challenges and opportunities. The
issues raised at these convenings created an important base of knowledge
components related. Please see appendix for a chart on how issues raised in

seemingly disparate areas of work and peoples, represents a strong example of

broad lens on hip-hop culture and its impact on contemporary performance

future aesthetics.

and community engagement. With roots in the Bronx and other African and
Latino areas in New York City in the blighted early 1970’s, and its global origins

increasing recognition and validation, giving visibility to the expansion of con-

connecting to Africa and the Caribbean, grassroots hip-hop culture grew out

temporary arts to include new aesthetics and hip-hop culture. Between 2006

of and has simultaneously fueled powerful cultural and social movements.

– 2009 Marc Bamuthi Joseph, Will Power, Rosabla Rolón (theater arts), Rennie

Hip-hop, by offering a space for artistic innovation, de-centralized grassroots

Harris (dance), Jeff Chang (literature) were awarded fellowships by United

participation and critical social analysis, has demonstrated that it can

States Artists. In 2009 HBO produced a 7 part series on Youth Speaks Brave

effectively reach and organize young people and disenfranchised populations.

New Voices Youth Poetry Slam Festival. This nationally broadcast series gave

Hip-hop generation artists are breaking ground in how they conceptualize

unprecedented visibility to the field of spoken word and socially relevant and

aesthetics: drawing from their past while creating visions for the future,

pluralistic youth expression. Also in 2009 Spike Lee produced Lemon Anderson’s

creatively expressing issues and connecting with diverse communities, and

“County of Kings” at The Public Theater. These represent just some of the high

reframing issues of race, gender and sexual identity. In the words of author Jeff

62 Through this initiative a conscious effort was made to acknowledge that the term future
aesthetics offers a large umbrella under which hip-hop and other cultural forms can relate.
However, in interviews the words hip-hop and future aesthetics are at times used interchangeably.

Chang, “Hip-hop is one of the big ideas of this generation, a grand expression
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performance forms to discuss key issues for their field. Out of the artist

Ford Foundation

standing future aesthetics. The Ford Foundation initiative aimed to provide a

63 Jeff Chang, Total Chaos

key contemporary artists working within and/or impacted by hip-hop

and identification of needs around which the Future Aesthetics program

Understanding hip-hop culture provides a strong foundation for under-

of our collective creative powers”.63

aesthetics was decidedly artist-centered. In 2002, Roberta Uno convened

RoberTa Uno,

of resistance and an aesthetic framework that makes links between at times,

Through the course of the program, future aesthetic artists received

From its inception as a philanthropic initiative, the work around future

the artist dialogue influenced subsequent program activities.
The Ford Foundation also commissioned a set of research papers by
hip-hop contemporary performance practitioners, which evolved into a
published book, allowing leading artists to share in greater depth their insights
with the broader public. Additional funding to support a cohort of exemplary
organizations and peer re-grant programs to support the development of new
work and wider networks for its distribution followed this initial phase of work.
Using aesthetics as a framework for discussing art, as opposed to utilitarian purpose or “audience development” needs.
The original future aesthetics artist conversations set the stage for the
early field education work by introducing the hip-hop aesthetic as more than
just an artistic element to be performed but an energy that incorporates historical and community legacies previously unrecognized and/or subsumed by
the commercial mainstream.64 Understanding the traditional four elements of

into all forms of contemporary art from theater to media, visual and literary
arts to music. Understanding the social consciousness inherent in grassroots
hip-hop, born from a sub-culture of resistance, lends understanding of its role
in cultural organizing today, in the United States and internationally.
With hip-hop moving toward its 40th year during the time of the Ford
supported work; artists and activists continue to exchange ideas on how the
creativity of a diverse cultural movement interacts with 21st century realities
of changing demographics, a first African American president of the United
States, new modes of technology, and an increasingly inter-connected global
community. The Ford Foundation initiative sought to bring these conversations and their expression in new arts to a broader group of presenters and
funders, and the general public.

PART II- FUTURE AESTHETICS
PROGRAM ELEMENTS
The program can roughly be divided into three phases with distinct elements.
Each stage evolved out of information and lessons learned in previous
stage(s). Please see appendix for a chart of Future Aesthetics Program
Elements
STAGE 1: Deepening and Broadening the Conversation on Future Aesthetics
STAGE 2: Supporting New Work, Networks and Infrastructure Through
Support for a Future Aesthetics Cohort
STAGE 3: Exploring how the Cohort Could Benefit the Field by Creating a
Re-Grant Program and Through Artist Visionary Awards

DJing (turntable rhythms combined with music sampling) offers a foundation

Stage 1: Deepening and Broadening
the Conversation on Future Aesthetics

to recognize many subsequent artistic innovations. These innovations inte-

Artist Dialogue – San Francisco 2003

grate not only these traditional hip- hop elements, but the spirit of hip-hop

A two day artist dialogue convened in September, 2003 in San Francisco

64 Report on Ford Foundation hosted “Community Forum on Future Aesthetics”, November 5,
2003, pg. 2 Anna Alves (full report available at http://www.lapena.org/nexgen/about.html )

catalyzed rich conversation that would provide a blueprint for subsequent

hip-hop: graffiti-art, b’boying (dance), MCing (improvised spoken word) and
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Program activities. An artist advisory and planning committee convened

both convenings are available at http://

international networks. This cohort was curated to include three categories:

exemplary individual artists to re-grant

by Roberta Uno and comprised of Jorge Ignacio Cortiñas (playwright); Rha

www.lapena.org/nexgen/about.html

1) Artist-led groups (Hip-Hop Theater Festival and Rennie Harris Pure Move-

to individual artists. This experiment

ment); 2) Hip –hop generation audiences and aesthetics (Youth Speaks and

was aimed at seeing what would

Global Action Project) and 3) Presenters with leadership programming based

happen by changing power dynamics

in hip-hop aesthetics (La Peña Cultural Center and Miami Light Project). In

in a funding process to flip the role as

addition to multi-year funding support, cohort gatherings provided oppor-

beneficiary of grant dollars to decision

tunities to discuss and define aesthetics, develop collaborations and address

maker. The four artists: Rennie

sustainability issues. Travel grants to a broader range of artists and presenters

Harris (Rennie Harris Pure Movement),

Reggie Cabico,

also served to extend networks of support for future aesthetics artists.

Rosalba Rolón (Pregones Theater), Jon

artist retreat

Goddess (performance and recording artist); Rennie Harris (choreographer and
cancer); Danny Hoch (actor, playwright and director), Mildred Ruiz and Steven

Total Chaos, The Arts and Aesthetics

Sapp (curators, writers and performers); and Joel Baraquiel Tan (poet and

of Hip-Hop

writer) developed list of artists to be invited, designed tracks of conversation,

A Book on Future Aesthetics

and invited facilitators and presenters of sessions.

The final phase of this early stage of
the Ford Foundation Future Aesthetics

Through this convening, a group of forty-five artists, mostly of color and

work both expanded and deepened the

“The intention of the
Future Aesthetics Artist
Re-Grant Program is to
usher in the next generation of artists who reshape
the artistic landscape
rather than conform to
it.”

Clyde Valentin

post-Boomer age, identified major themes approaches and strategies of

conversation by working with author,

hip-hop influenced contemporary artists; shared resources, ideas and possible

Jeff Chang, to commission leading

collaborations; challenges in the development and distribution of work; and

artists to write about future aesthetics.

presenters and funders who could be prospective supporters of the work. Full

These writings became a commercially

report on the artist dialogue available at http://www.lapena.org/nexgen/

published anthology entitled, “Total Chaos, The Art and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop”.

about.html.

Recognizing that hip-hop culture has influenced all genres of art : theater,

Community Forum - New York 2003

poetry, music, literature, performance art, dance, visual arts, film, graphic

The Community Forum allowed the themes from the September retreat to

design etc, a diverse group of artists were invited to discuss their influences, their

be shared with a broader audience, including funders, presenters, producers,

process and sensibilities in this anthology. Fore more information, please visit:

artists, and social activists. Expanding the field’s understanding of hip-hop

http://totalchaoshiphop.com

Hip-Hop Theater Festival
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culture, conveying a rich diversity of voices and aesthetics, and articulating field
challenges formed the core of the Forum’s agenda. This community forum also
followed three gatherings on hip-hop activism that had occurred within the
preceding year, providing a parallel process of convening key activists, along
with funders to discuss active movements – their culture, strategies and impact.
The Community Forum allowed both artist and activist communities to

Stage 2: Supporting New Work,
Networks and Infrastructure through
Support for a Future Aesthetics
Cohort

come together, gathering over 100 artists, activists, funders and presenters in a
full day of conversation and performance. The focus of this day was to merge

The Ford Foundation funded six organizations that addressed a national

the respective field conversations into an expanded collective dialogue around

and/or international scope with their work, were involved in building networks,

social justice issues, with a goal toward shifting paradigms of community

and had a demonstrated commitment to diversity in programming, staff

organizing, movement building, artistic perspectives and resource-building.65

and board composition. Support was given for core operating, programs,

Full report on the Community Forum and a DVD documentary drawing from

capacity building and to strengthen their ability to build wider national and

65 Report on Community Forum, pg. 1 Anna Alves

66 Note: The influence on all art forms is not intended to describe a transformation of the
entire genre; but rather to recognize that hip hop culture has expressed itself in all disciplines.
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Stage 3: Field Designed Re-Grant
program and Artist Visionary Awards
In 2007 funding was provided for the Future Aesthetics Cohort to design and
implement a pilot grant program, “The Future Aesthetics Artist Re-grant
Program”, which gave grants to emerging artists working in hip-hop inspired
aesthetics. The Hip Hop Theater Festival served as the intermediary for this
re-grant program. Both this program and the Artist Visionary Awards re-enforced the values of keeping artists front and center, and providing resources
to practitioners to develop lines of inquiry and strategy.
Two kinds of pilots occurred: a Future Aesthetics Touring Initiative and

“I am seeing generational
inspiration and development...We are emerging
from the dark recesses to
mentor each other and
commit to not make this a
fad like the beats.”

Jang (Asian Improv ARts), Elizabeth
Streb (STREB Extreme Action Company) re-granted $40,000 to other artist(s)
and received $10,000 to support their
individual work. Not only did it change
the power dynamic, by giving grant
making authority to a constituency; it
also supported peer relationships that
would not be otherwise supported by
re-granting through an intermediary or
service organization.

“The Ford Foundation
Forum crystallized the
aesthetic, brought together
a community of artists
– it was groundbreaking
...Ford’s support changed
the map and led the field”

Jim Nicola,
New York Theater Workshop

a Future Aesthetics Individual Artist grant program. The touring initiative
involved a partnership between the Future Aesthetics cohort and Mark
Russell, Curator of the Under the Radar Festival, and Artistic Director, Portland
Institute for Contemporary Arts, Time Based Arts (TBA) Festival 2006 – 2008.

PART III - IMPACT OF FUTURE
AESTHETICS PROGRAM

Three artists were selected to perform their work at one or both of these in
Festivals in 2007 and 2008. 20 artists were awarded grants of $2,500 - $3,500

This section looks at the direct impact of the Future Aesthetics

in the Individual Artist Re-grant program. These awards were determined by

program in developing knowledge, artistic opportunities and resources

a peer panel that included cohort members and other artists and presenters

in the field.

from the field. Please visit http://www.hhtf.org/pages/83.htm for more
information on the Future Aesthetics Artist Re-Grant program.
In addition artist visionary awards of $50,000 each were given to four
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1. Developing Understanding of Future Aesthetics in the Field

how important it was that Roberta Uno

2. Expanding Opportunities for Artistic Development and Future Aesthetics

coined the work as Future Aesthetics,

3. Presenting Developing Artist Centered Philanthropy Models

“framing our community, the hip-hop
generation as using culture to forward

1. Developing Understanding of Future Aesthetics in the Field
Artists Locate Themselves in a Larger Context

and to voice our contribution”.
The way in which organizations

impact on changing aesthetics and contemporary arts.
“The Ford convening and
the GIA sessions had that
roll out effect, allowing
visionary staff to bring
future aesthetics into
their institutions.”

The visibility and acknowledgement of hip-hop culture by Ford helped to
“give permission” for organizations to be open to new artists, art forms, and

were saying, promoting a lively debate. 67 Several of the authors re-printed and/
or expanded their writing for the book, “Total Chaos”.
Five years later, the diversity of view points continue to exist, debating

modes of organizing. Two information sharing strategies helped facilitate

the character and need for a field of “hip-hop theater” as contrasted with

understanding for those who were not familiar with hip-hop culture. First, by

expanding notions of contemporary theater and arts to embrace new

organizing a full day convening with several follow up sessions at Grantmakers

aesthetics. However, these writings allowed a sustain forum for language

in the Arts, funders received a conceptual framework, access to people, ideas

to sharpen, an exchange of ideas and for artists, college students, and

and linkages that could be further pursued. One funder noted that the concep-

practitioners to place themselves in a continuum and understand a broader

tual framework came with a “glossary of terms”, and multiple ways to relate

notion of the role of hip-hop culture in the field of arts. The 2004 articles

Artists, Presenters, Funders and activists gained different kinds of understand-

integrate future aesthetics artists into

ing from being introduced to others in the field. Through the Artist Dialogue

their presenting varies greatly depending

and the Community Forum, artists gained perspectives on how they fit into

on their community context: their

larger arts movements by meeting artists from other parts of the country,

relationship with communities of color,

the work being done around future aesthetics to already existing foundation

made a lasting impact: they continue to be used in curriculum by university

different generations and disciplines. This promoted a sense of where their

local partnerships, contact with artists,

program areas in the arts, youth development, and social justice work.

professors. American Theatre Magazine continues to provide a forum for

art fit within a larger national movement of work and within the various

their exposure and understanding of the

generations of hip-hop arts since its inception in the 1970s. Lively conversation

context of the work and their investment

occurred in particular at the initial artist convening about how to and whether

into staff and leadership that understands

it was important to define “hip-hop theater” and “future aesthetics”. These

the hip-hop generation.

conversations continue today; however it is clear that that the early gath-

Differing impressions exist in the field

MK Wegmen,
National Performance
Network

Another significant bridge building strategy was the effective use of artists

artistic conversations, publishing numerous additional articles and interviews

“This was the gift
(that Roberta gave), to
elevate the subject, to
create structure, experiences, and networking
opportunities that we
could act on in our
foundations.”

to present information about their field (as opposed to funders, presenters or

on the subject of Hip-Hop and Theater since 2004. In 2009 TCG published a

other “experts”). Several funders mentioned that they felt the artists shared

new book, “Plays from the Boom Box Gallery Theater, Theater from the Hip-

information and their work with a generosity of spirit, making themselves

hop Generation” edited by Kim Euell and Robert Alexander, which continues to

accessible without making direct pitches for their support.

deepen the discussion. These publications underline the importance of “first

Other observers note that the early convenings gave much information

voice’’ writings about future aesthetics, not leaving the conversation to those

and context to those funders and presenters who were open to learning about

who may interpret the work “for” the artist. Please visit TCG website at www.

new movements and interested in understanding youth culture and its impact

tcg.org to read archived articles and for additional information.

erings also jumpstarted a web of relationships between artists and between

about the extent in which presenters and

artists, activists, presenters and funders which seeded future collaborations.

funders are more inclusive in their pro-

These early gatherings helped to shape the community; they also informed

gramming and understand the leadership

and inspired other nascent groups to begin their own work around hip-hop

potential in a new generation of artists

Diane Sanchez,

on arts and organizing. The Ford convening also included Program Officers

arts and activism.

and organizers. However, all who were

East Bay Community
Foundation

from different sectors with different perspectives for a cross sector conversa-

Use of Total Chaos as Educational Tool

tion, which enriched the conversation.

“Total Chaos, the Art and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop”, edited by Jeff Chang and

interviewed acknowledged that the field is
Giving Context to the work as key to Understanding

uneven. Many noted pockets of presenters

In the early convenings, artists identified as a major challenge that hip-hop

and funders who have a greater under-

artists are most often presented in established arts institutions as an audience

standing of changing aesthetics and their intersection with 21st century issues

development strategy, as part of education or “outreach” programs. Work is

and audiences, rather than a field wide systemic shift in awareness. Field

rarely considered in terms of its aesthetics, its content and cultural context.

change can be a slow process, especially when vested interest in the status

A number of funders and presenters consider work by discipline; whereas,

quo exists.

hip-hop and future aesthetics work is interdisciplinary. Often presenters try to
reach out to a specific demographic; yet increasingly future aesthetic artists

Validation of the Work

connect with multiple communities. Each of these issues points to the need

Several Funders and Intermediaries observed that having a Foundation as

for presenters to understand the context of their work. Rha Goddess shared

large and prestigious as Ford helped draw attention to hip-hop culture and its
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Published Work Documents Artists’ Conversation and Provides
Pedagogical Tools:
In 2004, American Theatre Magazine, published by Theater Communications
Group (TCG) published a series of articles written by hip-hop practitioners,
primarily artists and Roberta Uno on the convergence of hip-hop and theater.
Although the authors had divergent view points about how or whether to
define hip-hop theater, the series created a critical forum for a conversation
occurring in the worlds of hip-hop and theater. The series was conceived in an
open –ended way which allowed artists to write critical responses to what others

supported by Ford Foundation funds, sold about 10,000 copies. Jeff Chang
notes that this level of distribution is strong in the context of an academic
book; however, he had hoped it might spread further. 68 Perhaps most
significant is that the book represents a first generation of hip-hop pedagogy
and universities have been able to use “Total Chaos” as part of curriculum
to illustrate the breadth of the hip-hop arts movement. Chang aimed for
students who read the book to see themselves within a totality of a history
and diversity of discipline, and within an international context. The educational
impact of Total Chaos is greatly enhanced by the development of University
67 Randy Gener, American Theater Magazine 11_20_09
68 Interview, Jeff Chang, 10/13/09
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courses in hip-hop studies and future aesthetics.69

2. Artistic Development and Future
Aesthetics Presenting
Future Aesthetics Cohort: Incubator for New Work, New Practices
The Future Aesthetics Cohort, a leading group of presenters and youth
centered arts and media organizations, became an incubator to support
new work that embraced Future Aesthetics. All of the cohort members,
Hip-Hop Theater Festival, Miami Light Project, Youth Speaks, La Peña Cultural
Center, Rennie Harris Pure Movement and Global Action Project noted that
their ability to support young artists was significantly strengthened by the
multi-year support from Ford. Multi-year support allowed them to invest in
ambitious new works and program growth over a several year period offering
unprecedented support for the creation and distribution of new work with
future aesthetics.
In the case of Rennie Harris, the Illadelph Legends Festival grew from 50
participants in 2003 to close to 200 by 2006, involving hip-hop pioneers and
participants from around the United States, Europe and Japan; and commissioning work to document hip-hop history. La Peña Cultural Center expanded
commissioning from one work in 2002, to 2 – 4 each year from 2003 – 2009,
each of which toured to at least two other cities and most of which had a
larger trajectory. Each year 3-5 presenters from around the country booked
artists they saw at the Hecho en Califas Festival. The Hip-Hop Theater Festival
moved from organizing their first Festival in NYC in 2000 to producing Festivals
in three cities around the country by 2004, to developing and producing
pieces to tour beyond the Festival format in 2007. Youth Speaks grew from
commissioning new works to creating an ensemble theater company, The
Living Word Project, to offer opportunities for spoken word artists to develop
as playwrights, actors, dramaturges and directors. They also collaborated with
69 Jeff Chang’s book, “Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation” is another important resource about hip-hop culture and history.

HBO to produce the television series on their national spoken word festival,
and with Robert Redford to expand and diversify youth participation in the

Brave New Voices/Living Word Project – Youth Speaks

environmental movement. These are just a few examples of the ways that the

Brave New Voices, a project of Youth Speaks, is a festival that features teen

Ford Future Aesthetics program investment in the cohort expanded artistic

poetry slam champions from around the country. The Festival has greatly

output, shared practice and involved others in the field.

expanded, growing from eight to seventy two teams, providing major momen-

The cohort provided an incubator environment, in which key organizations

tum to a national movement of spoken word. Brave New Voices offers artistic

could continue conversations about aesthetics and further define needs and

development and organizational technical assistance opportunities, and as a

possibilities through practice. Effectively, the cohort members provided a

pipeline through which Youth Speaks can cultivate new artists into its resident

much needed “research and development” function for the field: convening

theater company, The Living Word Project. The Living Word Project produces

conversations and showcases, commissioning and producing work; developing

work within a hip-hop aesthetic and is comprised of a young diverse group of

international collaborations and community engagement initiatives. All of

artists under 35. For more information, please visit: www.youthspeaks.org

these activities expanded resource, touring and professional opportunities
for artists. Please see appendix for a chart on representative examples of

Hecho en Califas Festival – La Peña Cultural Center

cohort work.

In 2000 La Peña launched the Hecho en Califas Festival to support and

Commissions and highly visible productions of artists such as Marc

provide visibility for a new Latino arts movement. This annual Festival attracts

Bamuthi Joseph (Bamuthi), Teo Castellanos, Paul Flores, Rha Goddess, and

presenters from around the United States and served as a platform to showcase

Kristina Wong started with the early work of presenters within the Future

commissioned new works and to develop resource and touring opportunities for

Aesthetics cohort. These artists followed hip-hop theater and dance pioneers

this generation of artists. For more information, please visit: www.lapena.org

such as Danny Hoch, Sarah Jones, Rennie Harris, and Universes, and have
moved on to become nationally recognized artists and leaders that continue
to push boundaries on new aesthetics, engaging community through art,

Hip-Hop Theater Festival
The Hip-Hop Theater Festival showcases artists define and redefine the

and making international connections. Additionally numerous other artists

art and aesthetic of hip-hop. First organized in 2000, this Festival marked

such as Rudi Goblen, Rokafella, Psalmayene 24, Kris Diaz, Olive Dance Theatre

the first organized event showcasing the stories, people, music, dance, and

Company, Baba Israel, headrush, Robert Karimi, Shailja Patel, Suicide Kings,

word of hip-hop in one venue. The Hip-Hop Theater Festival has collaborated

Reggie Watts, Traci Bartlow, and Chinaka Hodge got an important boost.

with organizations in other cities and universities to co-produce festivals. In
addition they provide support for the development of new work, produce tours

Institutional supports for a new generation of artists

of artistic work, and in administered the Future Aesthetics Artist Re-Grant

In addition to supporting individual artists to develop their careers, the cohort

Program. For more information, please visit: www.hhtf.org

also played a leading role to develop numerous Festivals and convenings where
artists could showcase their work, network with other artists and presenters,

Illadelph Legends of Hip-Hop Festival – Rennie Harris Pure Movement

at times learn specific skills. These gatherings provided launching pads for

The Illadelph Legends Festival, which started in 2000, was created to honor

further development and distribution of artistic work.

and preserve the tradition of hip-hop dance. It brings together master
COURTESY MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT AND GLASSWORKS MULTIMEDIA
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practitioners, pioneers of hip-hop dance with local, national and international

the United States. Miami Light Project worked with community based cultural

Cohort challenges

Challenges for the Development of New Work

artists, scholars, and audiences, for an annual week long event that includes

centers and artists in Mexico to develop collaborative visual arts projects;

Roberta Uno curated the Future Aesthetics cohort to offer opportunities for

One of the challenges with any new work, and in particular in a new field is

classes, lecture demonstrations, panel discussion, jam sessions and perfor-

commissioned Brazilian born, Miami-based choreographer, Giovanni Luquini

relationship building and to create synergy among leading presenters, artists,

that work does not have a long enough period of time to be fully developed.

mances. The Illadelph Legends of Hip-hop Festival links young artists with the

to develop a capoeira opera; and commissioned a film, La Fabrik about Cuban

and youth centered organizations in the field. Roberta Uno notes that her

Artists, presenters and funders agree that future aesthetic artists need

originators of hip-hop movement, preserving and passing on knowledge of

hip-hop that was presented in numerous film festivals. The international

priority for the cohort was to give resources to practitioners so they could

additional resources and a system to continue to develop their work so that

its traditional forms, creating a strong knowledge of tradition as a basis for

hip-hop exchange project housed at the Hip-Hop Theater Festival organized

experiment and develop artistic work. Her philosophy was to see where

it is not rushed to the stage. This challenge is not unique to future aesthetics

informed innovation. For more information, please visit: www.rhpm.org

delegations to a hip-hop Festival in Cuba and organized U.S. tours of Cuban,

synergy occurred as opposed to imposing or investing in the development of

artists and speaks to a product driven orientation pervasive in the field.

Puerto Rican and Mexican hip-hop artists. Rennie Harris involved European

ongoing field infrastructure70. All of the cohort members acknowledged the

Media in Action Training – Global Action Project

artists in the Illadelph Festival offering opportunities for Europeans to learn

importance of the collaborative work and information exchange with others,

Developing Artist Centered Philantrophy Models

Global Action Project (GAP) played a unique role in the cohort as a youth

about traditional hip-hop and for U.S. artists to learn about the different kinds

though some wished the cohort was better defined or further institutionalized.

Future Aesthetics Re-Grant Program – Seeding New Support, New Artists

media justice organization developing work with a national impact within its

of support systems available in Europe.

One member had hoped that the group would create goals as a body that

The Ford Foundation supported Future Aesthetics Artist Re-Grant Program

would forward the field. At times there was discussion of developing resources

(FAAR) along with the Future Aesthetics Touring Initiative were designed

own field. GAP developed a Media in Action Training in which they used their

These international collaborations resulted in new cultural, political, and

curriculum synthesizing aesthetics with social justice values to help young

administrative knowledge. Cultural exchanges with Cuban artists offered an

to continue re-granting and developing the field. However, it was clear that

by the Future Aesthetics cohort. These re-grant programs were important

people link their media to advocates in need of powerful communication tools.

opportunity for U.S. artists to experience the vitality of their political frame-

as a body, the cohort had insufficient infrastructure or access to resources to

because a) They developed artist-centered philanthropy programs in which

They train a growing number of young organizers each year, including diverse

work and activism. The Brazilian artist exchange provided deeper knowledge

take that next step. Until groups like the cohort are able to develop sufficient

hip hop practitioners formed the peer review panels; b) It allowed the Future

groups of immigrant rights organizations. For more information, please visit:

related to the connection between traditional Brazilian music, dance, capoeira

infrastructure and resources, they will be limited in their ability to enhance and

Aesthetics cohort to develop a strategy to intentionally grow the support and

www.global-action.org

and hip-hop culture. Learning about European hip-hop academies, galleries,

sustain self determined support of their field.

distribution system for artists.
The touring initiative, a partnership between the Future Aesthetics cohort

and other formal structures of support for the preservation and innovation of
Miami Project Hip-Hop – Miami Light Project

contemporary urban art forms, opened up ideas for what could be created in

Role of Travel Grants to Bring Future Aesthetic Artists and

The Miami Light Project organized Miami Project Hip-Hop, an annual Festival

the United States.

Presenters into New Arenas

tor, Portland Institute for Contemporary Arts, Time Based Arts (TBA) Festival

designed to educate audiences and celebrate the Hip-hop movement by

Several presenting networks, such as the National Performance Network &

2006 – 2008 gave production support for Rha Goddess, the Suicide Kings and

exploring the social and cultural influences that have contributed to its

Cohort Members Develop Multiple Artist Supports

Alternate ROOTS used travel grants from the Ford Foundation to broaden the

Reggie Watts to perform at one or both of the Festivals. According to Russell,

development worldwide. This Festival offered a public showcase for interna-

Additionally, the cohort members combined presenter, producer, intermediary

participation of future aesthetic artists in regional and national presenter

Reggie Watts’ career “blasted off” from his performance at TBA and Under the

tional hip-hop collaborations with Mexico, Cuba and Brazil, a space to present

and artist management functions, developing new aesthetics and hybrid prac-

convenings. (More information on this is provided in the Annual Meeting

Radar. The Suicide Kings gained artist management and touring opportunities

commissioned works and to stimulate discussion about future aesthetics. For

tices related to various functions in the arts ecosystem. The Future Aesthetics

Scholarships section of Developments in the Presenting Field.) Individual artists

from their Festival performances. Rha Goddess felt that although her perfor-

program offered additional capacity building support to some cohortmembers,

& organizations also accessed travel funds to bring practitioners together or to

mance at Under the Radar Festival was well attended (best selling show at the

in the areas of strategic planning and organizational development. Younger

travel to another city to see new work and/or participate in field conversations.

Festival that year), she was not aware of gaining any direct bookings from the

International Collaboration

institutions noted the significance of this support, which they used to develop

Rokafella, for example, used travel grants to augment national artist participa-

experience. However, she felt that the opportunity was important and could be

A number of cohort members developed international projects, artistic collab-

infrastructure to support their expanded programs and to plan for sustaining

tion in b-girl gatherings of the “All the Ladies Say” project. Several community

enhanced with additional opportunities to contextualize the work. 71

orations and knowledge exchanges, and partnerships. As hip-hop’s roots and

their growth. Artists who were affiliated with cohort members and other

based arts organizations received support to attend national convenings such

presence are global, many look to its evolution around the world to see how

institutions noted how this organizational support strengthened their ability to

as the Women in Hip-Hop Conference in 2007 & the Illadelph Legends Festival.

and institutions into the nomination process, involving them in the process

it continues to innovate in environments that are less commercialized than

do their work.

70 Interview with Roberta Uno, November 20 2009

71 Interview, Rha Goddess, 10/19/09

more information, please visit: www.miamilightproject.com
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and Mark Russell, Curator of the Under the Radar Festival, and Artistic Direc-

The FAAR program’s objectives included: a) drawing other presenters

91

of recognizing and validating future aesthetic artists; b) increasing support

continue to work for an increasingly diverse pool, in particular geographically.

to artists in diverse geographic regions; c) seeding support to a new wave of

Jon Jang re-granted through Asian Improv aRts, awarding himself and
four other artists $15,000 offering meaningful financial support and validation

artists. In the initial round, a call went out to 175 presenting organizations to

Artist Visionary Awards

to the artists and credibility for the organization. They not only provided

invite their nominations. 64 organizations in addition to the future aesthetics

Changing the power dynamics in funding formed the driving force behind the

financial support; but also gathered promotional information about each

cohort nominated artists; 37 artists applied and 20 were funded. The funded

experiment of creating Artist Visionary Awards that were given to Rennie Harris,

artist to share on the Asian Improv aRts webpage. The process encouraged the

artists came from both East and West Coasts; but also importantly from the

Rosalba Rolón, Jon Jang and, Elizabeth Streb. Roberta Uno selected these

organization to continue to purse this role in support of individual artists and

South West, South East and Puerto Rico.

artists as pioneers in their respective fields. Each of the selected artists had

to formalize their program of support for mid-career artists as a core focus

demonstrated a vision that reached beyond their own work to the broader field.

for their work.74 In his evaluation of the grant’s impact, Jon noted it was his

FAAR provided direct support to future aesthetic artists and provided an
important validation of their work. Artists describe how the validation the

Through this process Roberta Uno was interested in seeing how the four

first unrestricted fellowship and acted as a “timely morale booster”. The Ford

grant award offered was significant in addition to the financial support. The

artist visionaries chose to support their own and other artists’ work with a

Foundation award filled a void where fellowships, especially in music, have

support was offered in the form of a fellowship rather than project support;

$50,000 – $80,000 award, if the process deepened relationships between the

become almost non – existent.75

the artist could apply for whatever they determined was most important for

artist visionary and their grantees, and if the level of validation changed when

them at their particular juncture. A number of the twenty artists who re-

an artist received support from a peer as compared with a traditional funder.

ceived the FAAR grant were able to leverage the support to gain other awards
from other public and private foundations.

Several outcomes of this process stand out: a) the artists did not always
give in their discipline or to people of their race; b) a number of artist grantees
re-granted part of their award to newer artists.72 In this way three levels of

Lessons from the Future Aesthetics Re-Grant (FAAR) Programs

artists were supported: the visionary (master artist); established artists, and

Although a consensus exists among grantees, cohort members and peer

young/emerging artists.

Overall, the Future Aesthetics Re-grant programs and the artist visionary
awards provided valuable insight into how artist centered philanthropy and
new leadership can provide important support to emerging and mid-career
artists as well as strengthening distribution systems for work.

PART IV - IMPACT AND SHIFTS IN
BROADER FIELD

review panelists, that the FAAR program provided an important mechanism
to support new generation(s) of artists, some observations about how to
improve this fledgling program have also been shared.

All of the artist awards exemplified generosity of spirit and an effort to

This section looks at how the Ford Future Aesthetics program influenced the

develop creative community; the following two examples illustrate how this

broader field, exploring how diverse communities engage with the arts and

Artists describe that they would have greatly enjoyed an opportunity to

occurred. Rosalba Rolón used the award to support two senior artists (includ-

social justice issues and how other presenters, intermediaries and funders

meet other artists funded through the FAAR program. They got a sense of each

ing her own work), five mid-career artists and three emerging artists. Fellows

support work.

other in an introductory phone call convened by the Hip-Hop Theater Festival to

were selected on the bases of previous artistic accomplishments and potential

discuss the program. However, they feel that a face to face convening would be

to make a significant impact on the performing arts field. Fellows were asked

extremely beneficial to share best practices and extend their networks.

to identify clear career advancement goals for the duration of the fellowship

Related to the process of the peer review panel, one observer felt that

and to use their funds to support those goals. Fellows were also asked, upon

it would be important to separate those who nominated artists (including

their own discretion, to re-grant a portion of their awards to other junior

members of the Future Aesthetics Cohort) from the peer review panel, to avoid

Latino artists to support the development of creative community.

perceived if not actual conflicts of interest. Although efforts were made to reach

the five mid-career fellows chose to re-grant a part of their award.

out to ensure a diverse pool of artists with regard to geography, ethnicity, age
and discipline, several of the peer review panelists commented on the need to

72 Interview, Roberta Uno, 11/20/09
73 Pregones Theater Report to the Ford Foundation, August 28, 2008

73

Three of

74 Asian Improv Arts Final Report, to Ford Foundation
75 Jon Jang, artist survey by Asian Improv arts, submitted with Final Report to
Ford Foundation
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1. Developments in Hip-Hop Cultural Organizing/Community Engagement

Alabama through hip hop led civic

2. Developments in Presenting Field

engagement. This work grew out

3. Other Institutional Developments for the Field

of a boom in organizing at the turn

4. Philanthropic Developments

of the millennium, when non-profit

1. Community Engagement/Hip-Hop
Cultural Organizing
This section looks at how young people are using the arts to intersect with
social justice address, addressing changing demographics and changing
aesthetics. Some of the artists and organizations mentioned have been supported by the Ford Foundation and cohort members. However, this work also
reflects broader field work that has been informed by a greater understanding
of future aesthetics and hip-hop culture.
Through the Future Aesthetic convenings, artists and activists explored
the convergence between hip-hop aesthetics and hip-hop organizing. Hip-hop
aesthetics and activism link seemingly disparate areas of work, policy and
peoples. Hip-hop activists address a variety of social issues that affect many
of the most disenfranchised; progressive hip-hop artists address social concerns through their arts. Both artists and activists promote a holistic view in
their analysis and future visions, “remixing” social perspectives and connecting
issues. Much of the work is relationship-focused, using arts to express and
inspire activism.76
Re-Visioning Arts and Social Justice Work using Hip-Hop77
Several early convenings among funders with hip-hop artists and activists
looked at how hip-hop can be an effective tool for reaching and organizing
young people and disenfranchised populations. In 2003, at the start of the
Ford Foundation initiative, a number of community organizing successes could
already be linked to hip-hop organizing. They included the campaign to stop
the establishment of a Super Jail in Oakland, driven by a strong network of
hip-hop organizers, and the removal of a long time racist mayor in Selma
76 Report on Ford Foundation hosted “Community Forum on Future Aesthetics”, November 5,
2003, pg. 11 Anna Alves (full report available at http://www.lapena.org/nexgen/about.html )
77 This section draws heavily from an interview with Jeff Chang, 10_13_09
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organizations shifted their approach
to youth development as youth-centered rather than a more top down
social service approach.
This first generation of youth
centered development work incubated groups such as The League

“You couldn’t have imagined
the group that was put
together for the White
House briefing (on art and
culture) or the art and social
justice formations that have
cropped up in philanthropic
circles without future aesthetics… because of the way
future aesthetics envisioned
the ground on which these
folks could meet.”

new voters through hip - hop organizing. Other groups such as Words,

State Voices, the Pratt Center, and Arlene Goldbard organized a White House

Beats,and Life, based in Washington DC act as intermediaries, organizing

briefing on arts and social justice. This was followed by the formation of work

capacity building conferences for organizations doing hip hop arts and youth

groups to develop ideas around cultural policy, green jobs, immigration reform,

development work.

health care reform, organizing power of community artists, and public/private

Hip Hop organizers have seen the success of engaging youth through the

space. The cultural policy work group developed a framework, articulating

arts. Youth Speaks has explicitly moved from a focus on helping kids to “find

the role of art in today’s society and calling on Congress and the Obama

their voice” to “use their voice” to promote social change. They have part-

Administration to support its central public purpose80

nered with Robert Redford’s Sundance Preserve and the U.S. Green Building

These kind of meetings, although exploratory and informal have em-

Council to increase awareness about global warming, participating in national

boldened a group of leaders to understand the importance of expanding the

and international policy forums. In this partnership young people of color can

role of the arts in society, expand the definition of “mainstream”, refine cross

share their knowledge of how industrial pollution and communities impact

sector practices and develop leadership in this arena.

of Young Voters, Green for All, and

Jeff Chang,

their daily lives. Biko Baker sums up the power and effectiveness of artists in

National Hip –Hop Political Conven-

Writer

The League of Young Voter organizing crews by saying, “if we send out kids

Diverse Communities Become Involved Through Hip-Hop

tion. Most visible nationally, was

who aren’t artistically trained to register voters, they come back with less

and Future Aesthetics

the work done, in large part through

cards.” Please visit http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnJYBc7yVnI to see

Future aesthetic artists engage diverse communities by telling stories that

hip-hop organizing to energize and activate young people ages 18–24, who

an example of an artist “on the street” organizing.

reflect changing experiences of community. They also re-imagine classics,

voted in record numbers for Barack Obama in the 2008 presidential election.

Christine Peng, artist/educator with Global Action Project describes

making them relevant to a whole new generation. For instance Luis Alfaro,

how they are using media in a restorative justice project in which they are

recognized by the MacArthur Foundation for his brilliance, has made new the

collaborating with Youth Ministries for Peace and Justice in the South Bronx.

Greek tragedies, such as Oedipus the King. Reflecting diverse experiences,

The media work engages young people in the community to participate in

re-inventing the “classics” and engaging diverse communities mark some of

Cultural Organizing up from the Roots

a campaign to get the police out of the neighborhood high schools and to

the possibilities for expanding cultural participation through future aesthetics

A number of groups expanded their focus from just local campaigns to also

develop peer juries.

work.

include state and national work. The League of Young Voters, for example, is

in an effort that not only seeks to end detrimental disciplinary methods but

working on the 2010 census, engaging a hip hop-based methodology, using

also envisions and implements a positive new system.

78

Over the past several years, several trends in the merging of hip-hop culture

and community organizing have emerged.

79

Media arts provide an integral strategy to involve youth

Future Aesthetics and Immigrant Communities
Future aesthetics have opened the way for young immigrant communities

the spirit and culture of hip-hop integrally in organizing efforts. This campaign’s aim is to ensure that people who are historically disenfranchised not

Shift from Mindset of Resistance to Gaining Power,

to find a voice and create bridges with other immigrant communities. In

only get counted but take part in organizing their neighbors to get counted.

Framing Solutions, and Impacting Policy

neighborhood Festivals such as in the San Antonio district of East Oakland, it is

Similarly groups such as Green For All and the Hip-Hop Caucus are increasingly

In 2009 several gatherings of artists and organizers occurred to discuss how

not uncommon to see young Cambodian, Chinese, Mexican b-boys and b-girls

using hip hop to make an impact at state and national levels. New groups,

to best work across sectors and connect art with social justice and policy. The

performing. Sally Al-Daher of the Arab Cultural and Community Center in

such as Southern Shift, are coming together, looking at demographic changes

Pratt Center organized a series of roundtables focused on how cross sector

San Francisco relates how their annual Arab Cultural Festival has attracted

in key sections of the country and how to engage large numbers of potential

work can have the greatest impact. The Nathan Cummings Foundation,

many more Arab youth as it has integrated Arab hip-hop artists into the

78 Huffington Post, Ariana Huffington, November 7, 2008, “Tuesday’s Second Biggest Winner:
Democracy”; Jeff Chang, “What do We Do When We Win, Color Lines, Issue #48, Jan/Feb 2009

79 Interview Christine Peng, 11/17/09

80 (http://www.newculturalpolicy.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=46&Itemid=53)
95

program.
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The National Association for Latino Arts and Culture has seen a

Future Aesthetics and

growing body of work that reflects the immigrant experience in its re-grant

Native Communities

program; an increase in new immigrant members, and exceptional work

(Please see appendix for a

across borders happening through its transnational re-grant program. This

more in-depth case study.)

work comprises a range of aesthetics; yet it demonstrates important parallel

A partnership between the First

work addressing changing demographics.

People’s Fund, the Thunder Valley

82

“Wounds of the Izote” Example of a Collaborative New Work

Thunder Valley Development

Paul Flores, in 2009 is developing a piece “Wounds of the Izote”, a collab-

Corporation of the Pine Ridge Indian

safe place to confront mental health issues and obtain access to resources

Rotary club, which primarily serves

“Since our issue is the DREAM
act (to gain residency status
for high school students who
arrived to the U.S. as children), getting resources from
the Media Action Institute is
going to be really useful for
our work.

and information. Through performances, like Rha Goddess’s “LOW”, which

an upper middle class white

looks at the question, “What is insanity”, the project uses art and culture to

community, to do a series of

open and frame welcoming spaces where communities engage in dialogue.

hip-hop vignettes that addressed

The Hip-Hop Mental Health project takes a community organizing approach

the subject of ethics. A former

to audience development, working with presenters to develop collaborative

Mayor and head of the Rotary

involvement of low-income communities of color who are most detrimentally

Club, trained the students on

Marc Bamuthi Joseph

affected by disparities of mental health diagnosis and care and mental

broad philosophy related to

Participant
evaluation,

health providers, and others serving low income communities.84 Please visit

ethics. The symposium was given

Artist, Artistic Director Youth
Speaks, Life is Living

http://111one.org/hhmhp for more information.

the highest ratings in the club’s

“What I’m learning about the
relationship between hip-hop
communities of color, intergenerational and environmental
action all informs my being.

oration with CARECEN an immigrant service organization in San Francisco.

Reservation in southwestern South

“Izote” is a bilingual (English/Spanish) play that weaves together the story of

Dakota, and Youth Speaks offers a

three generations of a family who lived through the horror of the US funded

powerful example of how culturally

El Salvadoran Civil War; the subsequent refugee migrations to the United

sensitive collaboration and youth

Life is Living

for the First Wave Program among the city’s policy makers. This experience

States, the resulting formation of immigrant gangs in California cities and

centered arts can positively impact

Life is Living is a community engagement initiative of The Living Word Project

became a model for other collaborations as community members saw the

their impacts on the US and Central America. This work has involved ex gang

a disenfranchised community.

directed by Marc Bamuthi Joseph. The initiative uses a new form of “green

potential of youth culture to inspire change.

members who are now working to try to prevent others from a similar fate.

Through a mutually beneficial

Elements of “Izote” and conversation related to its subject has been shared

partnership, Youth Speaks learned

in community settings in San Francisco’s largely Latino Mission district as

about Pine Ridge history and current

well as with young men detained at the San Francisco Juvenile Justice Center

conditions. This enabled them

as part of an effort to use this project to help prevent young people from

to offer culturally relevant youth

getting involved with gangs. This unique partnership was supported by an Arts

workshops which will result in the

and Communities Innovative Partnership program of the San Francisco Art

formation of a spoken word team

Commission, a pilot program which supports partnerships between immigrant

that will participate in Youth Speaks

service organizations and artists.

Brave New Voices 2010 and 2011.
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2009 Media Action Institute

“LOW transformed our
community here in Minnesota
by connecting us with each
other and by putting so many
issues around personal and
societal mental health in
front of us to see, hear, taste
and feel.”

Mark Ritchie,
Minnesota Secretary of State

Global Action Project’s Media in Action Institute works with a number of
immigrant organizing groups such as New Mexico Media Literacy Project &

New Modes of Organizing Opened

Somos (NM), South Asian Network (Los Angeles), Tennessee Immigrant and

New aesthetics are expressed through creative community

Refugee Rights Coalition, and Vietnamese American Young Leaders Associa-

partnerships as well as artistic work. Examples include:

UP from the UNDERGROUND

it means to be environmentally just. It aims to inspire young people to take

Hip Hop Organizing

the value they see in their life and establish it powerfully as a new voice to

Using New Media

define what it means to be logistically and psychologically included in the new,

A number of future aesthetics

clean and green economies 85 Life is Living organizes Festivals in various cities

artists are innovating new ways

around the country that include collaboration with local green organizers,

to organize through new media.

an invitational environmental graffiti battle, live action sports, concerts, and

Leba Haber, with support from

hands on Green building activities. Life is Living also provides a living labora-

The Ford Foundation created a

tory from which Bamuthi will draw for his next creative work, “Red, Black and

project of the Black Filmmaker

Green: A Blues”.86 Please visit http://www.lifeisliving.org/core/ for more

Foundation called, “Where my Ladies At”, an interactive film/web site, that

information.

examines sexuality in hip-hop. Through weaving fiction and documentary in

“I wanted to see how we could
make philanthropy fun, make it
cool, make it hip hop “

Leba Haber,
filmmaker

a “reality” show style format on the web, community dialogue is promoted
around issues raised in episodes through blogs and wireless devices. Reflecting

through Hip-Hop Theater

on the various ways in which “Where my Ladies...” promoted dialogue, Haber

Hip-Hop Mental Health Project

First Wave students from the University of Wisconsin’s Spoken Word and Urban

noted that the anonymity offered through internet conversation can be

The Hip-Hop Mental Health Project of seeks to shift the cultural paradigm of

Arts Learning Community were commissioned by the downtown Madison

important when dealing with sensitive issues of sexuality or sexual harassment.

shame and alienation surrounding mental illness and give the community a
81 Conversation with Sally Al-Daher, 11/6/09
82 Interview Maria de Leon, 10/1/09

spoken story telling”- one that represents a changing perspective on what

First Wave Students: Community Collaboration

tion (New Orleans) to combine new aesthetics in youth media, critical media
analysis, and powerful messaging.

history and created support

83 This section draws heavily from an interview with Lori Pourier, President, First People’s Fund

84
85 Life is Living website: www.lifeisliving.org
86 Interview, Marc Bamuthi Joseph 10/15/09

Please visit www.wheremyladiesat.com for more information.
Haber also entered into a partnership with the UN-HABITAT, Microsoft
97

Research India, and the Environmental Youth Alliance to use Social Media to
create “Mobile Movement”. Mobile Movement develops micro financing and a
new generation of philanthropists for international entrepreneurial projects.
Haber comments that, “‘Where My Ladies At’ promoted a public conversation
where it had no longer existed, ‘Mobile Movement’ is a project that could
actually change people’s lives.”

87

Please visit http://www.mobilemovement.

tv for more information.

scholarships to their annual meetings as part of Ford’s New Works program.

impact of LOW; looking at how the performance and its post performance

For ROOTS, who embraced this strategy over a multi-year period, this

dialogues impact audiences’ attitudes, beliefs and perceptions about mental

significantly shifted the cultural dynamics of the organization. It introduced

health. This inquiry is part of a larger project by Animating Democracy to

the network to a new generation and diverse set of artists ultimately leading

develop new models of evaluation that are appropriate in scale and measure-

to more significant institutional changes in membership and leadership (see

ment to specific art and social change projects.

section on institutional changes). 89 Of the five artists who came to the NPN
annual meeting with a subsidy, at least three made significant connections,

Challenges of Cross Sector Work

2. Developments in the
Presenting Field

Although some feel that more funders understand that there are multiple

This section looks at where broader networks have supported future aesthetic

provided an effective way for them to develop support, visibility and new

strategies toward resolving social problems, challenges remain in order to

artists, where gaps exist; the role for building capacity among hip-hop produc-

relationships within these networks.

deepen cross sector work. Several people interviewed identified the need for

ers and presenters and building bridges in the arts ecosystem.

gaining touring and commissioning opportunities and remain connected to
the network. 90 In both cases, offering subsidies for hip-hop artists/activists

effective evaluation of cross sector work to substantiate the impact of cultural

Expanding Presenting Networks and Support for Future Aesthetic artists

Early Support for Future Aesthetics Work

organizing on a myriad of social issues.

Several artists expressed that they experienced expanded resource and

Early support for a strong segment of commissioned hip-hop theater works

For instance, several spoken word

programs have developed a clear pedagogy and make a profound impact

touring opportunities over the past six years; however their analysis varies

was seeded with funds from the National Performance Network. Because of

on many young people. Developing indicators to measure if students who

about how much they perceive the presenting field to have opened up institu-

the NPN’s co-commissioning structure, artists developed relationships and

participate in these programs are more likely to get into college or provide

tionally to hip-hop culture and new aesthetics. Differences in perspective can

touring opportunities with a cluster of both NPN and other presenters around

other societal benefits helps to demonstrate a broader impact. This becomes

change depending on whether an artist has been working for many years or

the country. Many artists report that the NPN commissions offered their first

increasingly important as movements develop and try to extend their impact

may be new to the field.

opportunity to work with a director, dramaturg and/or professional production

Artists reported that they found more opportunities to perform within

personnel. Over time, a growing group of these emerging artists gained

several key networks including the National Performance Network (NPN),

support from a handful of regional theaters and received national grant

field appropriate, but quantifiable evaluation on the development of cross

Alternate ROOTS and the Southern Arts Federation (SAF). NPN and ROOTS

awards from Creative Capital, the National Endowment for the Arts and the

sector work. Jeff Chang comments that although a large focus in the media

were particularly recognized for not only supporting more future aesthetic

Multi Arts Production (MAP) Fund.

and political consulting world explores the impact of internet tools to promote

artists; but also, for making institutional changes. This included expanding

grassroots activity, “its my contention that culture has played a huge role

participation of future aesthetic artists and presenters in their boards, staff,

and producing theaters becomes a challenge. Mark Russell notes, “It’s time to

as well – culture in terms of the arts, culture in terms of youth media, on the

and membership. In some cases reports of access to the Association of

take people out of the NPN ‘ghetto’ and try to find works that can represent

streets out powering from bumper stickers to t-shirts…there needs to be a

Performing Arts Presenters (Arts Presenters), Network of Ensemble Theaters

the field in another way. This requires a refinement of work that doesn’t

political scientist that can say that the hope poster campaign was worth “x”

and National Dance Project varied.

‘whitewash’ the content or aesthetics.” This includes resources, time and

beyond the individuals involved to effect systemic change.
Others including Jeff Chang and Rha Goddess note the importance of

However, moving beyond the NPN circuit to broader presenting circles

number of votes…Work in the coming decade has to be done to close the
gap between what we think are “soft” and “hard” issues.”

88

Rha Goddess is

working with evaluator Suzanne Callahan to develop a model to measure the
87 Interview, Leba Haber 12/1/09
88 Interview, Jeff Chang, 10/13/09

access to professionals including dramaturges and directors, set designers etc.
Annual Meeting Scholarships Contributed to Diversifying

It will require developing these professionals from within the field in addition

Presenting Networks

to matching artists with those who may not be “of “ the aesthetic but can
89 Interview Carleton Turner, 9/21/2009
90 Interview, MK Wegmen , 9/25/09

Alternate ROOTS and the NPN received Ford Foundation support to provide
PERFORMANCE OF FAT BOY, COURTESY MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT AND GLASSWORKS MULTIMEDIA

UP from the UNDERGROUND
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provide direction and support.

Artistic Director, Roberta Uno; through their curating role at Humana Festival;

sity presenting with the life of the academy and diverse communities off-cam-

Power, Danny Hoch and Rha Goddess.

to their growing connection with other regional theaters. 93 Several artists

pus, offering opportunities and resources to create innovative partnerships.

98

Marc Russell notes that the field needs additional venues and residency

Marc Masterson notes that he has

little to no contact with presenters in

“There are big divisions
between producers and
presenters. These guys
(Bamuthi, Universes) are
bridging these divisions.”

Relationship Building: Opening the Field through Convenings

cite The Public Theater’s Under the Radar Festival during the Association of

and Publications

Performing Arts Presenters conference as an important platform for their

opportunities so that work can be get developed to the point of being ready

the NPN or with the Future Aesthetics

Convenings provide one of the ways to cross- pollinate between artists,

exposure to a broader range of presenters. For instance, Marc Masterson

for a festival such as Under the Radar. During 2009, he had difficulty finding

cohort members. He attributes this

presenters and producers. A number of presenters and producers point to

notes that his first awareness of Bamuthi grew out of seeing him at Under the

a future aesthetics artist that he felt was ready for the Festival in 2010. Ulti-

lack of communication to the fact that

a pivotal moment at a gathering when they met an artist, learned about

Radar.

mately he found a piece, “The Word Begins”, at the Hip Hop Theater Festival

producers and presenters rarely gather

Marc Masterson

together. Masterson notes that, “I’m

Artistic Director, Actors
Theater of Louisville

94

In 2010, Arts Presenters dedicated a track at its annual conference

new work and new aesthetics, and then opened up a new pathway for

to a series of conversations with artists who are forging new alliances, crossing

which made a hit at the 2010 Festival. “The Word Begins was created by two

work. Randy Gener, Senior Editor at American Theatre Magazine mentions a

aesthetic and geographic boundaries and aligning resources. Some of the

hip-hop generation spoken word artists, Sekou (tha misfit) and Steve Connell,

really proud of the work we did with

1999 Theater Communications Group (TCG) conference in which writer and

most effective bridge-building has happened at convenings that bring togeth-

directed by a long time established theater director, Robert Egan. This under-

Bamuthi (“The Breaks”) and Universes

performer, Holly Bass, spoke about “hip-hop theater’ a form unknown to this

er artists, presenters, and producers; however, developing systems to sustain

lines the potential for collaboration between established theater professionals

(Ameriville). These are pieces that we

group up to that point. Soon after, Eisa Davis published an article in Source

connections becomes an important next step.

and future aesthetic artists and demonstrates the importance of connecting

produced and they moved back and

future aesthetic presenters with other presenters and producers. Russell notes

forth between presenting theaters and
producing theaters.”

magazine exploring what the concept of hip-hop theater could mean as an
expansion of both the artistic expression of hip-hop and theater. This conver-

Making Systematic Connection between Different Parts of

that having contact with the Cohort through the Future Aesthetics Touring

sation both at a national convening of theaters and in a hip-hop publication

the Arts Ecosystem

Initiative gave him important exposure to new artists; however, artists in their

sparked much attention during the period of time in which the Hip Hop

Artists, presenters and producing theaters all acknowledge a lack of

process of development need to have opportunities for work to develop and

How Producing Theaters Made

Theater Festival was born. At the same time, theaters were trying to bring in

cross-pollination between presenters and producing theaters. Whereas Future

interact with audiences. 96

a Difference in the Development

new audiences and learn about new aesthetics. All of these connections led to

Aesthetic cohort members created Festivals that effectively supported emerg-

The National Performance Network has been responsive to the issue of

“You know that hip-hop has
arrived when the Artistic
Director of the Stratford
Shakespeare Festival acts as
Director for Will Power’s new
piece”

of Work

Jim Nicola,

Several artists that have reached

New York
Theater Workshop

American Theater Magazine’s decision to publish a series of articles about the

ing artists and developed touring circuits among community based presenters,

making more resources available not only for early development and presen-

convergence of hip-hop and theater. 91

only a small group of these artists have come into contact with a next level of

tation of new work, but also for mid level production and technical support.

national visibility and acclaim benefited

opportunity: touring among university and larger presenters and having work

In 2010 it launched a new subsidy program for mid-level production, offering

from relationships with producing

produced over a longer period of time within a regional or producing theater.

support for dramaturgy, directors and other production support.

theaters and professional theater personnel. This includes Danny Hoch and

Marc Masterson, Artistic Director of Actors Theater of Louisville remembers
his first connection to the aesthetics of hip-hop culture, when he met Mildred
Ruiz and Steven Sapp (of Universes) at a TCG gathering. Based on their

Never-the-less, Sandra Gibson Arts Presenter President and CEO, noted

97

Other

funders and intermediaries are also taking note of this field need and are

Universes’ work with dramaturg, Joe Bonney. Tony Taccone of the Berkeley
Repertory Theatre directed Danny Hoch’s, “Taking Over”, a co-production of

conversations at the TCG gathering, Marc invited them to curate a stage of

that there is a significant group of university presenters who have committed

convening groups to discuss issues and possible programs to meet this need.

poetry, theater and hip-hop at the 2002 Humana Festival of New American

to including future aesthetics in their presenting, many of whom have gotten

Some relationships have grown between hip-hop presenters and pro-

The Public Theater and the Hip-Hop Theater Festival. Elise Thoron directed

Plays. This experience led to a many year relationship with Mildred, Steve

exposed to this work at UTR. 95Arts Presenters, with support from the Ford

ducing theaters, such as that between the Hip Hop Theater Festival and the

and developed Lemon Anderson’s, “County of Kings”. Marc Masterson felt

and Universes, including productions of “Slanguage” (2004) and “Ameriville”

Foundation, Doris Duke Charitable Foundation and others, created the Creative

New York Theater Workshop. In the early years of the Festival, shows were

that matching artists with theater professionals may be the most important

(2009). 92 Mildred and Steven also introduced him to Rha Goddess, whose

Campus Initiative to address issues related to new aesthetics and partnerships

presented at the New York Theater Workshop. New York Theater Workshop,

contribution he can make. He linked Rha Goddess and Bamuthi with a

work, “LOW”, was produced at the Humana Festival in 2006. Rha Goddess

raised as part of the American Assembly, a large gathering of the field in

Artistic Director, Jim Nicola continues to be in contact with Hip Hop Theater

Director and Mildred Ruiz and Stephen Sapp with a dramaturg. Masterson

acknowledges that Mildred Ruiz and Steven Sapp have opened up doors for

2004. This Creative Campus program supports projects that integrate univer-

Festival staff to learn about new artists and has worked with Universes, Will

notes, “working with (the artists’) aesthetic, but moving it toward something

many other artists from their early work at New World Theater with then

93 Interview, Rha Goddess, 10/19/09
94 Interview, Marc Masterson, 11/13/09
95 Interview, Sandra Gibson, 1/13/10

91 Interview, Randy Gener, 11/17/09
92 Interview, Marc Masterson, 11/13/09
UP from the UNDERGROUND

they hadn’t done before (i.e. work with a dramaturg), this is something
96 Interview, Mark Russell, 9/21/09
97 Interview, MK Wegmen, 9/25/09

98 Interview, Jim Nicola, 11/20/09
101

institutional theater can do.”99

Goddess’ run at the Cincinnati Playhouse was successful in spite of the fact

and performing arts world, where roles are increasingly blurred between artist,

that the Playhouse was not connected to “Low’s” target community, since

artist manager, presenter and producer . Several of the Future Aesthetic

aesthetics. These include Centre Theater Group (Los Angeles), Berkeley

they were willing to identify their strengths and weaknesses and allow Rha’s

of hip-hop centered institutions. Randy Gener, of American Theater Magazine

cohort members and leading artists recognize that although some openings

Repertory Theater (Berkeley), Actors Theater of Louisville (Louisville), The

organization, 1+1+1=One fill the gaps. 1+1+1=One brought a hip-hop mental

notes that so many theaters do not include diverse aesthetics in their missions,

have been created in the past six – seven years in the presenting field, it is

Public Theater (NY) and NY Theater Workshop (NY). The Public Theater’s

health issues coordinator to areas where there was little capacity to link with

which is why having groups like the Hip-Hop Theater Festival is so important.108

important to develop capacity from within hip-hop practitioners. Developing

commitment to its partnership with the Under the Radar Festival is part of its

community. The Cincinnati Playhouse used their strong media outreach to

Because theaters, particularly in these economic times, are often risk adverse,

this capacity both fills gaps and provides the necessary context for the work

ongoing commitment to a next generation of theater artists from a diversity

book a one hour slot on the city’s top African American radio show, which

organizations like those in the future aesthetics cohort play an important role in

as it bridges with other parts of the field.

of aesthetics. New York Theater Workshop originally connected with Will Power

helped lead to a sold out show for 7 nights, and an increasingly diverse

providing sustained support to cutting edge art.

and Danny Hoch at PS 122 and eventually produced Universe’s “Slanguage”

audience.. 102

Several producing theaters have invested in work that embraces future

and Will Power’s “Flow” and “The Seven”. Victory Gardens and Teatro Vista

Similarly activist presenters can also make a significant contribution

104

From various corners of the field, recognition exists of the important role

The Hip-Hop Theater Festival has decided to take a more aggressive role in
developing and producing work, with a focus on extended opportunities and

Artist Management: Building Capacity among Hip Hop Practitioners

resources, akin to what producing theaters offer, Out of a strategic planning

(Chicago) produced Kris Diaz’s “Chad Deity”; in 09-10 American Theater

to the development of work. The Walker Art Center has played such a role

and Relationship Building within the Presenting Field

process and an analysis of key needs in the field, the Festival has decided to

Company (Chicago) is producing work by both Kris Diaz and Tanya Saracho.

with future aesthetic artists, such as Marc Bamuthi Joseph. In a case study

Several future aesthetics artists have gained professional management

present fewer Festivals and put more resources into the development and

These artists have toured broadly and received support with these and other

commissioned by the Association of Performing Arts Presenters and the

by established organizations. For instance, Marc Bamuthi Joseph and Rha

production of new work that can be presented by others. 105

works. The McCarter Theater is producing Will Power’s newest piece, “Fetch

Network of Ensemble Theaters, Bither explains, “Exemplary presenters provide

Goddess have been represented by MAPP International productions. The

Clay, Make Man”, directed by Stratford Shakespeare Festival’s Artistic Director.

space, money, resources and feedback for solutions without squeezing out

fields that include words rather than movement. He believes it is important

The Theatre and Will Power received the Edgerton Foundation New American

the lifeblood of an artists work.”103 The Walker’s relationship with community

develop early tours of hip-hop theater artists. Other artists such as Will Power

to build systems of support, such as the European academies, galleries and

Play Award (one of ten awards nationally). Although these artists and a

based organizations such as Intermedia Arts and Juxtaposition Arts as well as

and Universes have also gained professional representation. Partnerships

festivals that will ensure the future of hip-hop culture and future aesthetics.

handful of others have toured to and worked with regional and producing

its own Walker Art Center Teen Council broaden its opportunities to support

with professional management companies whose personnel have decades

He notes that, “The United States is at least 15 years behind people around

theaters, they do not yet represent a field-wide opening.

future aesthetic artists and engage community.

of experience and contacts in the field helped artists as their touring

the world in terms of understanding the culture, with the exception of us

opportunities expanded. However, artists have also expressed the need for

producing ourselves.”

managers who are deeply seeped in future aesthetics, who can develop broad

Successful Characteristics of Collaboration between

Building Capacity of Hip Hop

Larger Theaters and Future Aesthetic Artists

Producers and Presenters,

Jim Nicola describes his approach to supporting artists. He says, “New York

Artist Managers as a Long Term

Theater Workshop has always tried to have the artist lead the way.”

Investment

Struc-

100

“We’ve already established
a national footprint through
conversations, relationships
and work. We plan now
to make art available for
constituents.”

turing support around the areas of need for the artist has provided a success-

A number of the Future Aesthetic

ful model of collaboration. Marc Masterson notes, “Successful collaboration

cohort members take a blended

must be done willingly;” noting that it is important that an artist be ready for

approach to supporting artistic work.

Clyde Valentin,

feedback. This clarity is an important first step.101

This echoes a trend that already exists

Executive Director
Hip Hop Theater Festival

Similarly, both artists and theaters can make accommodations if they
are both clear about which assets (and gaps) they bring to the table. Rha
99 Interview, Marc Masterson, 11/13/09
100 Interview Jim Nicola, 11/20/09
101 Interview, Marc Masterson 11/13/09
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among diverse parts of the theater

102 Interview Rha Goddess, 10/19/09
103 Accinosco/Walker Art Center, The Success of Failure (or, the Failure of Success), Case
study by John R, Killacky, June 2009, for Association of Performing Arts Presenters and Network of Ensemble Theater Report

Rennie Harris recognizes that some doors have opened, but more often in

106

Youth Speaks plays a role of producer with its resident ensemble, The Living

Hip-Hop Theater Festival collaborated with Lisa Booth Management to

relationships with the presenting field, and provide a bridge between artists

Word Project (LWP). The Living Word Project received support from the Asso-

and presenters. Understanding and communicating the context of the work

ciation of Performing Arts Presenters Ensemble Theater Collaborations (ETC)

constitutes an important part of developing new relationships with presenters

program, which offered the LWP an extended development process. ETC support

who may not be familiar with the work of the hip-hop generation. Increased

also helped to leverage other partnerships such as with the Walker Art Center

capacity around artist management for future aesthetic artists remains a key

in Minneapolis, MN and expanded support from the Multi-Arts Production

field need.

Fund and the National Endowment for the Arts.

107

Similarly Miami Light Project

and La Peña have provided growing levels of support for commissioned works,

Institutional Change With In Presenting Organizations and Networks:

increasingly playing a producing rather than presenting role.

A deeper level of embracing new aesthetics and a new generation

104 National Ensemble Theater Report, July 2009,pg. 19
105 Interview, Clyde Valentin, 9/17/2009
106 Interview Rennie Harris, 11/2/09
107 The Living Word Project/Youth Speaks “the break/s: a mixtape for the stage,
case study by Anna Alves, June 2009

Several presenting networks and intermediaries embraced institutional changes over the past six years, integrating a new generation of leadership and
108 Interview, Randy Gener, 11/17/09
103

“We’ve been embraced and
supported, (at Alternate
Roots meetings); you’d think
that hip hop artists are the
superstars.”

artists/administrators who have

for the Arts (NFA) grant panels. Several Institute alumni are also on NALAC’s

positions in presenting and producing organizations will have the opportunity

of race, culture and class with Latin

knowledge and experience of future

staff and Board. NALAC included several young artists and administrators

to make an imprint in their own unique ways. They include Claudia Alick,

American and Caribbean arts. 115

aesthetics. These institutional

with knowledge of future aesthetics in its conversations about how to form

Associate Producer at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival; Baba Israel, Artistic

Ten” are watching First Wave to see
how it develops. Cornell University

changes happened in multiple ways:

its National Fund for the Arts Grant program which has primarily supported

Director of Contact Theater in Manchester England; and Susie Lundy, Director

through bringing new leaders into

younger artists. NALAC plans to further broaden the conversation about new

of Development and Special Projects at La Peña Cultural Center.

conversations about philanthropic

leadership, leadership succession, organizational development and aesthetics

Jaime Merwin,

initiatives, through staff and board

in a series of national conversations in Fall/Winter 2009, out of which it will

Artist, Executive Committee
for Alternate ROOTS

leadership transitions, and through

publish a White Paper for presentation at NALAC’s 2010 national conference.

participation in peer review grant

111

panels and other kinds of visible

new generation of diverse arts leaders.

conversations about the field.
Alternate ROOTS leveraged

Arts Presenters also organizes an Emerging Leaders Institute to support a
The Theatre Communications Group (TCG) has opened up to future

3. Other institutional developments
for the field

Other Universities in the “Big

opened up a hip-hop collection last
year and has promised institutional
funding for ongoing programming.
Howard University is considering a

Universities and Future Aesthetics

Hip -Hop Studies minor. More hip-

Over the past several years, a number of books have been written about

hop scholars are continuing to get

Many of today’s university
students see hip-hop as the
primary cultural expression
of their generation, but do
not have the occasion to talk
about it in an analytical way.
I was only able to attend the
Afro-Latino symposium at
the Schomburg Center, and it
was fabulous. I will be able to
transport some of the content,
and the speakers, to my classroom.”

aesthetics in several ways. In addition to American Theater magazine articles

hip-hop and over 300 hip-hop courses are taught around the country;

tenure and be published. However,

hip-hop artist scholarships at their annual meeting to make a multi-year

and other publications, they have asked future aesthetic artists to be part of

Jeff Chang notes, “the University

commitment to future aesthetics. After three years of bringing hip-hop artists

however, these classes tend to be atomized and not part of a larger program

focus groups to help shape their programs and their overall work as a service

and activists to their annual meeting, over one half of the people present

structure.

of WI is opening new ground by

organization. TCG has asked future aesthetic artists to speak at conferences,

courses, four have developed fuller academic programs and two campuses

pushing not just one or two but a

were in attendance because they were introduced to ROOTS through the

participate in peer review panels for their grant programs, form part of the

have established hip-hop archives for documentation and research purposes.

set of faculty lines”. Please visit:

scholarship program. 109 The organization invested further into this process by

TCG Board of Directors and to take part in TCG international delegations.

On other campuses such as NYU, hip-hop initiatives exist and the Smithsonian

http://omai.wisc.edu and http://www.thedailypage.com/daily/article.

integrating young hip-hop artists into planning and leadership positions to the

Randy Gener of American Theatre Magazine notes, “Hip-hop has been infused

php?article=25137 for more information about The First Wave Program visit

extent in which the demographics and the practices of the organization has

has developed a multi-year hip-hop initiative.

throughout the organization.”

.

the Office of Multicultural Initiatives.

changed.

110

The organizational commitment grew out of a realization from

112

The Network of Ensemble Theaters (NET) has also changed its organiza-

114

Out of the larger number of universities that provide hip-hop

University of Wisconsin: First Wave Spoken Word and Urban Arts Learn-

Professor,
New York University

In addition McNally Smith College of Music in Saint Paul, Minnesota offers

within ROOTS that they needed a new generation of participants to carry out

tion. Some observers believe that Ford’s support of NET and its explicit interest

its mission, so they embraced and supported a new community, new artistic

in racial and aesthetic diversity may have played a supportive role in the

language, and new practices.

organization’s change process. NET has made a strong effort to include more

University of Wisconsin administered by the Office of Multicultural Arts Initia-

College in Minnesota will soon offer hip-hop studies as a minor, as will Howard

people of color and future aesthetic artists on its board and in its strategic

University.117

ately cultivated a new generation of leadership and embraced new aesthetics.

tives (OMAI), is the first university program in the country centered on spoken

planning. Whereas four years ago Mildred Ruiz and Carlton Turner were the

Since 2000, it has organized the NALAC Leadership Institute, providing

word and hip-hop culture.

only people of color on NET’s board, today the board is much more diverse

important skill building, leadership development and networking opportu-

in terms of race, aesthetics, gender, and sexual orientation. The organization

and holistic program for the study of hip-hop culture and its relationship

develop hip-hop knowledge based programs, initiatives and research activities,

nities for young artists and administrators. Increasingly NALAC has formed

has explicitly been working to diversify its aesthetics and to explore how it can

non arts fields, including offering scholarships each year to spoken word

sponsor events and acquire material associated with hip-hop in the U.S. and

successive ways for Institute alumni to participate in meaningful ways in the

serve diverse parts of the field.

artists. This program grows out of a collaboration between OMAI with Youth

throughout the world. The Hip-Hop Archive at Harvard has developed the

The National Association of Latino Arts and Culture (NALAC) has deliber-

organization. They participate in planning of future Leadership Institutes,
national conference sessions, regional meetings and in NALAC National Fund
109 Interview, Jamie Merwin, 12/3/09
110 Interview, Carleton Turner, 9/21/09
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The growing number of future aesthetic artists who have assumed
111 Interview, Maria de Leon, 10/1/09
112 Interview, Randy Gener, 11/17/09
113 Interview, Jamie Merwin 12/3/09

ing Community (Please see appendix for a more in-depth case study.)
The First Wave Spoken Word and Urban Arts Learning Community at the

The Learning Community offers a striking model for a multi-disciplinary

Speaks (national and Wisconsin chapter) and builds on a number of years of
multidisciplinary work done by OMAI Director, Willie Ney, on the intersection
114 Interview, Rennie Harris, 11/2/09

a hip-hop diploma, recognizing its unique set of musical characteristics and
its importance as a cultural phenomenon with a global presence 116 Carleton

Harvard and Stanford Universities have developed impressive Hip-Hop
Archives. Both archives were officially established in 2002 and organize and

115 Information on First wave program from an Interview, Willie Ney, 8/21/09, and OMAI website: omai.wisc.edu
116 McNally Smith College of Music website, www.mcnallysmith.edu/academics/hiphop.aspx
117 NYU’s Hip-Hop and Pedagogy Initiative, www.naspa.org/programs/awards/exwinners/
Gold624.pdf
105

“Hip-Hop University,” a collaborative website designed for undergraduate and

hop pioneers such as Russell Simmons, Grandmaster Flash, Afrika Bambaataa,

graduate students as well as faculty and other researchers. Users can engage

Kool Herc, and Crazy Legs it will build an unprecedented permanent collection

4. Philanthropic Developments

in online dialogue about hip-hop culture, politics, art, values, histories, and

that documents the reach of hip-hop.

Foundation Support

more through chat rooms and research networks; share hip-hop research and

In the inaugural announcement of the initiative Brent Glass, Director of

Funder engagement with future aesthetics includes: “normalizing” hip-hop

scholarship by uploading information about university courses, conferences,

the National Museum of American History, comments on the project’s signif-

culture and future aesthetics so that work is supported through performing

academic publications and college radio and connect to the world of hip-hop

icance. “Hip-hop has reached well beyond its urban roots to diverse national

arts programs, specifically and deliberately speaking to hip-hop culture

scholarship by starting a personal hip-hop archive user page. http://www.

dimensions and has been an integral part of American culture for almost 30

within arts grant guidelines (as distinct from youth development programs);

stanford.edu/group/hiphoparchive and http://www.hiphoparchive.

years...The National Museum of American History is committed to telling the

increasing recognition and support of hip hop activism as an important social

orghttp://www.hiphoparchive.org/, http://www.hiphoparchive.org/

story of the American experience, and with the significant contributions from

change force; seeking input from future aesthetic artists, organizers and

the hip-hop community, we will be able to place hip-hop in the continuum

administrators into the planning process of new grants programs so they may

the Hip-Hop and Pedagogy Initiative in the fall of 2007, which grew into a

of American history and present a comprehensive exhibition.118” For more

be more inclusive, and setting up hip-hop specific grant programs.

working group of NYU faculty, staff, community based non-profit leaders,

information, please visit the museums website at http://americanhistory.

and students. It serves as an umbrella for the NYU community for both

si.edu/news/pressrelease.cfm?key=29&newskey=318

At NYU, the Center for Multicultural Education and Programs created

Ford’s broad reach with its funding programs allowed it to impact not
only the work of its direct grantees, but also to influence the practices of
other funders and intermediaries. Within the field perspectives vary on how

hip-hop programming, and for resources and referrals for academic based
hip-hop courses. A few of the campus partners include the Steinhardt School

Challenges:

broadly and deeply the philanthropic community has embraced future aes-

of Culture, Education, and Human Development; the Tisch School of the

One of the hopes for the creation of a body of literature about the aesthetics

thetic artists’ needs. This section will

Arts; the College of Arts and Sciences; the Department of Latino Studies; the

of hip-hop was to educate not only presenters and funders but also to support

illustrate ways in which the funding

Department of Africana Studies; and the Asian/Pacific/American Institute.

the development of a new critical establishment around future aesthetics.

community has offered support.

Additional partnerships include a variety of student affairs counterparts

Part of the difficulty of impacting journalists and arts reviewers is the shrinking

such as the Admissions Office, Center for Career Services, the Department

number of venues of print media, a traditional form for widely circulated

rosters such as those of the William

of Residential Education, the Office of LGBT Student Services, the Student

coverage. However an explosion of micro media exists in which coverage may

and Flora Hewlett Foundation, Doris

Resource Center, the Office for International Students and Scholars, and the

be more in depth and offer more opportunities for community interaction

Duke Charitable Foundation, Nathan

Diane Sanchez,

Office of Student Activities. Community partners include the Hip-Hop Theater

via blogs and interactive dialogue online. However, these venues have much

Cummings Foundation, Rockefeller

Festival, Schomburg Center for Research in Harlem, the Afro-Latino Forum and

smaller circulation. Much work needs to be done in developing critical writing

Brothers, PA Council on the Arts,

East Bay Community
Foundation

Urban Word, NYC. For more information, please visit: www.naspa.org/

and journalism related to future aesthetics. The Artography: Arts in a Chang-

Joyce Foundation, San Francisco Art

programs/awards/exwinners/Gold624.pdf

ing America and National Arts Journalism programs are working to address

Commission and others, suggests

these issues. 119

recognition and support for future aesthetic artists. A number of intermediar-

A review of arts funder grantee

“For me, it was a personal
victory to have hip-hop
artists apply in our arts
program, not through youth
development.”

Hip-Hop Comes to the Smithsonian

ies such as Multi-Arts Production Fund, Creative Capital, Theater Communica-

In 2006, the National Museum of American History announced a multi-year

tions Groups, Meet the Composer, NPN, NALAC, Arts Presenters, and Creative

initiative to gather a broad collection on hip-hop culture to culminate in

Work Fund have also opened their networks and provided support. Peer

a comprehensive exhibition. The museum’s project traces hip-hop from its
origins in the 1970s to its contemporary status. By collecting items from hipUP from the UNDERGROUND

Review Panels for a number of these funding programs adds another level of
118 Hip-Hop Comes to the Smithsonian, press release from the National Museum of American History, February 28, 2006
119 Interview, Jeff Chang, 10/13/09

validation for the future aesthetic artists.
COURTESY MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT AND GLASSWORKS MULTIMEDIA

107

Diane Sanchez of the East Bay Community Foundation came to the
November 2003 Community Forum and attended several of the Grantmakers

MacArthur Foundation supported

in the Arts (GIA) sessions on hip-hop. For her, it was very important to have

Leba Haber’s Mobile Movement

recognition of hip-hop culture in the arts field as opposed to a youth develop-

project through its Digital Media and

ment strategy. For this reason, she worked to ensure that language inviting

Learning Competition. This program

hip-hop artists was specifically included in the East Bay Community Foundation

can help to support innovation

arts guidelines. Subsequently the number of hip-hop applications and artists/

around teaching of technology,

organizations funded increased. 120

opening up thought and practice on

Doris Duke Charitable Foundation has not initiated any hip-hop specific
programs, but it has supported future aesthetics work through several of its

Sitting At the Table

started the program because they wanted to bring a new set of artists into

An important part of making philan-

connection with the Commission to take advantage of the opportunities of

thropic programs more inclusive has

this publicly funded program. Applicants are evaluated both by artistic merit

been to invite hip-hop generation artists

and community impact. Staff members see this grant program as making a

and presenters to “the table” to discuss

critical cultural contribution to Washington DC and also as a portal so that

Victoria Murray,

needs in the field and to participate in

new artists and organizations may also learn and apply to other Commission

DC Commission on Arts
and Humanities

the visioning of new grant programs to

programs. 125

The John D. and Catherine T.
“I see hip-hop theater as a
current aesthetic, not future
aesthetic.”

Ruby Lerner,
Creative Capital

“The Hip-Hop Community Initiative began so we
could bring a new set of
artists into the door”

how to develop media education in both formal and informal settings 122
With a more generalized acceptance of the aesthetics of hip-hop, new

address those needs. Future Aesthetic

The DC Commission has a history with hip-hop arts. It has been a partner

artists and presenters have been invited

with the Hip-Hop Theater Festival to produce the Hip-Hop Theater Festival in

to participate in gatherings organized

Washington DC. In addition to receiving support for specific projects, grant

programs. Its Organization Transformation program provides support for

challenges emerge for the field as it grows to seek broader impact in the

by TCG, NALAC and more recently by the Andrew Mellon Foundation. They

recipients are also considered for performance slots in the Festival. As the

the Life is Living Festival, its Presenting Institutions Initiative provided core

world. Roberta Uno relaying a 2009 conversation with a colleague about

have also played a role in sharing information and insights in the art and

funding program is entering its 4th year, Victoria Murray, Program Assistant

operating support for presenters such as Miami Light Project, La Peña and Youth

the challenge of measuring and communicating effectively the impact of

social justice workgroup of GIA. This generation artists and organizers are also

with the Commission notes, “The DC Commission has made a commitment

Speaks, and its National Sector Building and Artistic Creation and Distribution

hip-hop organizing on education, prison reform and other sectors notes that

increasingly invited to participate in peer review panels for foundations, public

to grooming these artists year after year. You can chart the growth of artists

programs, offer support to intermediaries that support future aesthetic artists.

she was pleased her colleague felt that it was no longer necessary to make a

agencies and intermediaries.

who have applied for several years.”126

Duke’s support for these intermediaries helps to seed a healthy arts ecosystem

case around hip-hop aesthetics. The challenges of “making the case” around

that will explore new aesthetics and forms of community engagement, new

hip-hop cultural organizing had shifted to best practices around evaluation

Hip-Hop Specific Grant Programs

Challenges

ways of working involving diverse audiences and new leadership.

rather than educating around aesthetics.

A couple of funders have developed hip-hop specific programs such as Zero

Reflecting on some of the barriers that continue to exist to fuller recognition

Divide’s Hip-Hop Initiative (formerly Community Technology Foundation)

and inclusion of future aesthetics in funding programs, several funders shared

123

The Nathan Cummings Foundation has played a leading role in gathering

Perspectives vary on the degree of the opening for various reasons; includ-

artists and activists to develop relationships and discuss art and social justice

ing the number of years they had already invested in educating about hip-hop

and the DC Commission on Arts and Humanities Hip-Hop Community Arts

these thoughts. Some program officers remain set in their ways and have

work, as well as has supported exemplary projects. They have also supported

arts and future aesthetics. Some veteran artists reflected that the doors have

Program.

not expressed interest in learning about new aesthetics and new forms of

artists such as Rha Goddess and Marc Bamuthi Joseph to develop their work

opened just a crack for a small

and strengthen its impact on community.

group of artists. However, for others to see even a few more hip-hop artists

of Hip-Hop as one of the most influential cultural forms affecting youth, local

driven form of expression rather than the cultivation of new aesthetics that

Based in Chicago, the Joyce Foundation has provided important support for

such as Olive Dance Theatre added to the National Dance Project roster or

communities, and modern global culture. During its several year period, it

shape contemporary art. Others recognize the work; but have not yet seen

future aesthetics artists and productions in the Mid-West. Since 2003, the Joyce

receive an American Masterpiece: Dance award to commemorate hip-hop

sought to create a new model of collaboration among the among the hip-hop

its proven impact on a national level. Several funders describe a continuing

Awards program has supported Midwestern arts organizations to commission

dance pioneer, Ken Swift’s work represent remarkable developments. The

community, nonprofit sector, music industry, media activists, and academics,

inequality and lack of pluralism as well as lack of diverse leadership in the

artists of color. Joyce awards five outstanding arts organizations grants of

institutional openings in several intermediaries such as NPN and ROOTs

identifying innovations or applications of technology to promote social justice

larger art world as continuing barriers.

$50,000 each to support new works in dance, music, theater, & visual arts, sev-

reflect an understanding of the attributes that young and diverse artists and

can be an important participant and leader in mainstream social justice

eral of which have been future aesthetic artists. Will Power and Marc Bamuthi

organizers can make in generating new leadership and developing strong arts

activism. 124

Joseph are among artists who received support from the Joyce Awards121

programs for the 21st century.

120 Interview Diane Sanchez, 9/18/09
121 http://www.joycefdn.org/Programs/Culture/

122 Interview, Leba Haber, 12/1/09
123 Interview, Roberta Uno, 11/20/09

ZeroDivide established the Hip-Hop Initiative to reflect its understanding

community engagement. Others continue to see hip-hop primarily as a youth

The DC Commission on Arts and Humanities developed a Hip-Hop
Community Arts program for both individual artists and organizations. They

UP from the UNDERGROUND

124 Zerodivide website, www.zerodivide.org

125 Interview, Victoria Murray, 11/13/09
126 Interview, Victoria Murray, 11/13/09
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PART V
LESSONS

mental support for their work.

Future Aesthetics Cohort’s work made the biggest impact in this arena.

often time-based initiatives. Incorporating future aesthetics integrally within

• Artists need additional time and resources in the mid-production to collabo-

• Continuing to develop capacity among hip-hop practitioners and those

other grant programs - whether they are for the creation of new artistic

rate with dramaturges and other production personnel to further develop their

who understand the culture is essential for the field to develop at all levels:

work, supporting of presenters, or furthering of social justice and community

work. Some intermediaries such as Hip-Hop Theater Festival and NPN are

artists, presenters, producers, artist managers, production personnel, scholars,

organizing - will be needed to provide ongoing support to this field as it grows,

Knowledge/Understanding of Future Aesthetics

creating programs to respond to this need.

educators, and intermediaries. Creating physical spaces to house this work

develops, and changes.

• It is more generally accepted in philanthropy/presenting worlds that hip-hop

Cross –pollination among artists from different region and disciplines enriches

and foster new connections will also multiply the possibilities for creative

is bigger than “rap music” and has more than just entertainment value. Hip-

the field, offering opportunities to provide critical feedback to each others’

development. It is important to develop institutionally without losing the

hop is increasingly recognized as a culture which is rooted in many disciplines

work, develop collaborations, and continue to develop common language to

spirit of hip-hop and also to have a “place at the table” connecting with other

and is increasingly inter-disciplinary, has cultural content, and often addresses

describe their work.

fields, distribution networks, resources.

social issues.

• Greater connection between community based presenters and producers

SUB-APPENDIX 1
List of Interviewees
Future Aesthetics Cohort

• By the time of this report, the term “future aesthetics” may already be

Community Engagement/Cross Sector Work and

could leverage additional resources to support the production of work with

outdated. Perhaps a tribute to the work done over the past eight years;

Other Institutional Support

future aesthetics.

most people interviewed believed that the aesthetics described as “future”

• Increased momentum has developed to explore cross sector work and the

described current work.

power and impact of youth centered organizing. There is a growing aware-

Philanthropy

• Eight years after the first convening, a diversity of view points continue

ness of changing demographics and the opportunity for artists to work more

• Ford’s multiplicity of funding strategies created added value and broader field

to exist, debating the character and need for a field of “hip-hop theater”

closely with community organizing efforts.

impact. In addition to direct support offered through the Future Aesthetics pro-

as contrasted with expanding notions of contemporary theater and arts to

• In the University circuit, growing work in “hip-hop studies” exists and a

gram, Ford leveraged other support through its funding of diverse intermediaries

embrace new aesthetics. Perhaps less important than establishing a singular

powerful pilot program at the University of Wisconsin has been developed that

through the New Works program and other grant programs like Artography.

“brand”, is that artists continue to form a central part of a continuing conver-

Artists

has potential for multiplication. Continuing to develop academic programs

• The artist-centered nature of this initiative resonated with the people inter-

sation about how their work can be understood.

Christine Peng, Future Aesthetics grantee and Global Action Project

on university campuses and developing reciprocal relationships with future

viewed. They felt tremendous respect and trust in the way that this program

• There is not a real acknowledgement of a new “field” but an acknowledge-

Jaime Merwin, Olive Dance Theater and Future Aesthetics grantee

aesthetic artists and organizations has great potential to develop new levels

was envisioned and implemented. The Future Aesthetics Re-Grant programs

ment that work is changing, aesthetics are evolving, and a visible group of

Leba Haber

of institutional support.

and Artist Visionary Awards demonstrated the value of enabling artists and

new bright artists have emerged.

Marc Bamuthi Jospeh, artist and Youth Speaks

• There is a need for new modes of quantitative and qualitative evaluation, to

practitioners to design programs and allocate resources that could reach deep

Rha Goddess, artist and 1+1+1=One

be able to better determine the impact of the arts on non-arts work in other

into their field. It remains unclear how much impact these pilots had on other

Artistic Development

Rokafella, Full Circle

fields such as education, work related to a green collar economy etc.

funding programs.

• A few salient second wave future aesthetic artists have broken through to

Many gaps and challenges continue to exist: social justice work/media and

• A few grantmakers have stepped in front to develop hip-hop funding

Practitioners/Organizers

national visibility; but, a strong third wave beyond the generation of artists

arts are among the least resourced fields; and evaluation practices are incipi-

programs or specifically acknowledge hip-hop culture in arts programs; for

Biko Baker, League of Young Voters

such as Marc Bamuthi Joseph has not become visible. The third wave is still

ent to demonstrate the power of cultural organizing.

a larger group hip-hop culture was “normalized” and recognized with more

Jeff Chang, writer

depth and breadth than its commercial manifestation; still other funders have

Lori Porier, First People’s Fund

very much in their early phases of artistic development and has not yet been

Beth Boone, Miami Light Project
Clyde Valentin, Hip –Hop Theater Festival
Diana Coryat, Global Action Project
James Kass, Youth Speaks
Rennie Harris, Rennie Harris Pure Movement
Susie Lundy, La Peña Cultural Center and artist

acknowledged greatly, outside the world of community based presenters.

Presenting

not deeply embraced this conversation.

Will Jiles, First Wave freshman at University of Wisconsin

Artists who have an organizational anchor fare the best. Artists have found

• The greatest understanding and impact related to future aesthetics hap-

• While focused programs on hip-hop have been critical in order to validate

Willie Ney, University of Wisconsin Office of Multicultural Arts Initiatives

that having a home base in an arts organization provides long term develop-

pened in community based networks such as the NPN, Alternate ROOTS. The

the field and draw attention to its work, they are few and far between, and

UP from the UNDERGROUND
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Arts Presenters

under 18, with an 80% employment rate, with a high rate of suicides, particu-

University of Wisconsin: First Wave Spoken Word and Urban

Jim Nicola, New York Theater Workshop

larly among young people.

Arts Learning Community

However, young people (age 30 and under) in the Pine Ridge tribal com-

Marc Masterson, Actors Theatre

The First Wave Spoken Word and Urban Arts Learning Community at the

Mark Russell, Under the Radar

munity have been organizing themselves, becoming connected to tribal cere-

University of Wisconsin administered by the Office of Multicultural Arts Initia-

Randy Gener, American Theater Magazine

monies. This connection inspired leadership and spiritual practice. The Thunder

tives (OMAI), is the first university program in the country centered on spoken

Valley Development, a youth driven Community Development Corporation,

word and hip-hop culture.

Funders

formed on the Pine Ridge reservation, is an outgrowth of this leadership.
When Lori Pourier of the First People’s Fund saw the HBO special on Brave

Cheryl Ikemiya, Doris Duke Charitable Foundation

The Learning Community offers a striking model for a multi-disciplinary and
holistic program for the study of hip-hop culture and its relationship to non arts

Claudine Brown, Nathan Cummings Foundation

New Voices, she was particularly touch by Will Giles, the young Hawaiian poet,

fields, including offering scholarships each year to spoken word artists. This pro-

Diane Sanchez, East Bay Community Foundation

because of their shared issues around sovereignty. Through Roberta Uno at

gram grows out of a collaboration between OMAI with Youth Speaks (national

Roberta Uno, Ford Foundation

Ford, she was able to make contact with Youth Speaks and invite their Executive

and Wisconsin chapter) and builds on a number of years of multidisciplinary

Victoria Murray, DC Commission on Arts and Humanities

Director and two young poets to visit Pine Ridge and explore collaboration. They

work done by OMAI Director, Willie Ney, on the intersection of race, culture and

took great care before introducing the Youth Speaks people to the youth to give

class with Latin American and Caribbean arts. 127

Intermediaries/Networks

them a holistic tour of their community, introducing them to Lakota history.

In 2003, Willie Ney brought several spoken word artists to the University. The

Carlton Turner, Alternate ROOTS

Following the tour, they conduct a poetry workshop in the E-Tanka café of the

poets performed for a large high school assembly and ignited the beginning

Maria De Leon, National Association of Latino Arts and Culture

Thunder Valley Development Corporation, developed by young entrepreneurs

of a movement. Through several of the poets a relationship with Youth Speaks

Mk Wegman, National Performance Network

and a central gathering place for young people.

was developed and a local slam created, that would send a team to the

Ruby Lerner, Creative Capital

Through the course of the workshop which included emotional performanc-

Sandra Gibson, Association of Performing Arts Presenters

national Brave New Voices Festival. For several years, as the only University

es by Youth Speaks poets, gradually more community members started to share

representative at Brave New Voices, Ney realized that a pipeline was necessary

SUB-APPENDIX 2

their poetry. In particular, a young man who had recently lost a friend to suicide

to connect this teen spoken word movement to the Universities and the First

finally made his way in to participate. They dynamics of the workshop process

Wave program was conceived.

Case Studies

were complex; an interplay between Native American culture which values

Future Aesthetics and Native Communities
A partnership between the First People’s Fund, the Thunder Valley Thunder
Valley Development Corporation of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in
southwestern South Dakota, and Youth Speaks offers a powerful example of
how collaboration and youth centered arts can positively impact a disenfranchised community. The First People’s Fund had been working for several years
in a collaborative around native community development through Community

The First Wave program uses hip-hop as a frame for multi-cultural educa-

humility and the ‘showmanship” of spoken word performance as well as gender

tion. Started in 2007 at the University of Wisconsin, it offers 15 full scholarships

issues. However, the community found the experience to open an important

each year in a competitive process to spoken word artists. Students take

vehicle for youth to express themselves and digest their experiences. Based on

courses together; participate in internships and service-learning programs

this initial encounter, plans are underway to bring Youth Speaks back to do

acting as poet mentors in Madison public schools; and learn all aspects of

another workshop, and prepare youth to perform at a large gathering of people

performance arts, from performing and writing to organizing and marketing

from many reservations. This will mark the beginning of the development of a

events, film, music, dance (both traditional hip-hop and traditional forms

team that will participate in Youth Speaks Brave New Voices in 2010 and 2011.

from the African Diaspora) and intellectual property issues. 128
127 Information on First wave program from an Interview, Willie Ney, 8/21/09, and OMAI website: omai.wisc.edu
128 University of Wisconsin Foundation website: http://www.uwfoundation.wisc.edu/findgiftopportunity/bygivingarea/first_wave/first_wave.aspx

Development Financial Institutions, looking at culturally appropriate ways to
promote community development. At Pine Ridge, 50% of the population is
COURTESY MIAMI LIGHT PROJECT AND GLASSWORKS MULTIMEDIA
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The academic program is complemented by a series of events organized in
collaboration with other university departments and city organizations such as
a Hip-Hop Lecture Series and performing arts festivals with visiting scholars and
artists. In 2009 First Wave developed a study abroad program sending cohort
members to Panama to study for a year. Multi-disciplinary study embracing
both traditional and contemporary forms and exposure to international cultural
exchange combine to create a powerful foundation for innovation.
Three years into the program, the First Wave program has a 100%
retention rate; cohort members perform better academically than the general
student population and have received high praise from many sectors including
the 2009 Governor’s Award in Support of the Arts.129 The program has already

DANIEL SCHAEFER / OUTLIER IMAGERY

“Having singers, songwriters,
emcees, spoken word artists
under one roof really helps
to integrate all of the art
forms…In 5-10 years I’d like
to work in a non profit pro
literacy program
in Hawaii”

William Alfred
Nu-utupu Giles,
First Wave Cohort,
Freshman 2009

succeeded in diversifying the University of Wisconsin campus by more than the
number of its program because it attracts numerous applicants. Those who
do not receive scholarship, may still receive federal assistance and have been
drawn the campus by the appeal of the program.
Looking forward, the First Wave program realizes that it has recruited students but does not have sufficient faculty to provide the necessary courses on
hip-hop in relation to multiple fields of study. OMAI is currently developing plans
to hire faculty for a Hip-Hop Studies cluster program. Commenting on the
success of the First Wave Program at the University of WI, Ney notes that doing
years of multi-cultural programming both on campus and in the community
provide an important first building block. Second, bringing young student artists
before attempting to hire additional faculty proved to be an effective strategy
to build support on campus. Seeing the potential of young leadership provides a
living demonstration of the benefits of an expanded program.

APPENDIX E

SELECT LIST OF KEY EVENTS

129 Article on governors award, http://www.wiffa.org/?p=49
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SELECT LIST OF KEY EVENTS
1998
• Saul Williams stars in “Slam”
• Sarah Jones “Surface Transit” debuts at Nuyorican

1999
• Article by Eisa Davis on Hip-Hop Theatre is published in The Source hip-hop
magazine (later reprinted in American Theatre magazine and Total Chaos)
• Danny Hoch’s “Whiteboyz” debuts

2000
• Universes invited to New World Theatre as Artistic Associates
• Project 2050 founded at New World Theater; Intersections conference
brings together many new hip-hop theater artists
• Rennie Harris launches Illadelph Legends conference, highlighting
hip-hop dance history
• Hip-hop Theater Festival founded
• Danny Hoch “Jails, Hospitals, and Hip-Hop” debuts

2001
• Hip-Hop Theater Festival partners with Youth Speaks
• Hip-Hop Theater Festival partners with La Pena and
Rennie Harris Pure Movement and Miami Light Project

2003

2006

2010

• Hip-hop theater artists appear at Public Theater’s

• Hip-Hop Mental Health project begins

• First convening of Future Aesthetics held in San Francisco, convened by La •

“Under The Radar” Festival

• Pena Cultural Center and Youth Speaks September 2003

• Pulitzer nomination for Kris Diaz

• Second convening of Future Aesthetics cohort is held in New York at the Ford

2011

• Youth Speaks begins regranting program

• Miami Light Project presents “Fat Boy”

Foundation in November 2003

• Will Powers’ “The Seven” receives critical acclaim

• HHTF becomes critical hit in NYC

• Rha Goddess “Low” debuts at Humana Festival

• FA exchanges with Cuban artists

2012

• Sarah Jones debuts on Broadway with “Bridge and Tunnel”

• Marc Bamuthi Joseph wins Doris Duke Award

2004

2007

• American Theatre Magazine does multiple issue package

2013

• Eisa Davis is a Pulitzer finalist

focusing on Hip-Hop Theatre

• Universes premieres “Party People” at Berkeley Rep

• Nikole Klaymoon debuts “The Sixth Vowel”

• HHTP becomes Hi Arts

2008

2014

• Youth Speaks “Speak Green” partnership with

• Hip-Hop Theater Festival presents Nas “One Mic” at

Robert Redford at Lincolm Center

Kennedy Center and “Time’s Illmatic” movie

• Universes at Democratic National Convention

• Crystal Truscott wins Duke Award

• Rennie Harris takes Illadelph Legends to Switzerland, Canada, UK, Japan

• Youth Speaks convenes two meetings of FA cohort and

• More hip-hop theater at Under the Radar

younger generation invitees

• “Fela!” debuts off-Broadway, choreographed by Bill T. Jones

• Roberta Uno steps down from Ford Foundation to begin ArtChangeUS

• HHTF Throws A Multi-City Tour
• Alternate Roots creates Hip Hop Artist-Scholar-Activist Fund
• Hecho En Califas Festival at La Pena w/ Summit
• B-Girl-Be Women’s Convening at Intermedia Arts in Minneapolis
• RHPM “Facing Mekka”
• Marc Bamuthi Joseph and Rennie Harris win USA Artist Fellowships
• Jonzi D founds the UK hip-hop dance theater festival “Breakin Convention”

2005
• La Fabrik—Miami Light Project film and exchange with Cuba
• Hip-Hop Theater Presentation at Association of Performing Arts Presenters
• Marc Bamuthi Joseph’s “Word Becomes Flesh” at National Black Theater
• UK artist Benji Reid creates hip-hop theater festival in London

2002

called Process Festival

• Roberta Uno steps down from New World Theater and begins

• Publication of Total Chaos: The Art and Aesthetics of Hip-Hop and book tour

work as program officer at Ford Foundation

reaches thousands

• FA exchanges with Mexican artists

2009
• Youth Speaks premieres “Brave New Voices” documentary series on HBO
• Youth Speaks goes to Pine Ridge Reservation
• Lemon Andersen’s “County of Kings”
presented by Spike Lee at Public Theater
• Fela! moves to Broadway

• Open Society Institute presents first-ever funders briefing on
hip-hop activism
• Russell Simmons “Def Poetry Jam” debuts on HBO
UP from the UNDERGROUND
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